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Abstract
“Towards high purity nanostructures from electron beam induced deposition of platinum”
Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) is a novel nanofabrication technique allowing the
rapid prototyping of three-dimensional nanodevices and the metallic wiring of nanostructures, and is a promising technique for many applications in nanoresearch. EBID is a process
wherein a precursor molecule containing the material to be deposited is adsorbed onto a
substrate and is dissociated under the influence of a focused electron beam. After the dissociation, part of the precursor leaves as a volatile fragment whilst the rest remains on the
substrate to form material build-up (deposit).
EBID is often marketed to new users with the following statement: “EBID is comparable
to a localised CVD-like process. Many different materials can be deposited, insulators and
conductors. EBID allows the creation of three-dimensional nano-structures, in a fast and controlled one-step process without affecting other areas of the substrate.”. Unfortunately, several
aspects of this vision are not entirely fulfilled yet. Most notably, the structures deposited are
not conducting sufficiently well to call them conductors, in the usual case. The main goal of
this thesis is to make some progress towards realising the vision in that statement, looking in
particular at the issue of conductivity.
For the most part the thesis will focus specifically on EBID of platinum. Platinum-based
nanostructures are expected to play an important role in the future of nanoelectronics, due to
the chemical stability, high thermal conductivity of platinum and its good compatibility with
other process materials and compounds.
The thesis is structured as follows. The first Chapter contains an extensive and general literature review on purification techniques available to improve the metal to contaminant ratio of
species in EBID deposits and to improve the electrical conductivity of such deposits. It will
be explained why one wishes to do this. Chapter 2 describes experiments using a primary
electron beam of very low energy, and some limited discussions concerning the dissociation
cross-section. In Chapter 3 the discovery of an ageing process in specific EBID structures
is presented. This is relevant for our understanding of the structures morphology and their
potential for use as part of larger devices. In Chapter 4 the purification of structures using
an ex-situ post-anneal in oxygen atmosphere is described. An ex-situ post-treatment with
hydrogen radicals is presented in Chapter 5, while the description of the attempts to bring
this technique in-situ are presented in Chapter 6. Investigations into a new carbon-free platinum precursor, Pt(PF3 )4 , are presented in Chapter 7. Further in-situ purification techniques
attempted on deposits from both the MeCpPtMe3 and the Pt(PF3 )4 precursors are then described in Chapter 8. The final Chapter contains some analysis of the preceding chapters, a
short vision on the way forward for pure-material EBID, and some concluding remarks.
As will be evident, significant progress has been made through this work regarding the improvement in conductivity of EBID-created platinum nano- and microstructures. Starting
out with a resistivity of 107 µΩ.cm for structures made by EBID from MeCpPtMe3 , it has
been demonstrated that working in a clean environment with low hydrocarbon and water
vapour contamination levels, and optimising the deposition parameters, already enables an
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improvement to 105 µΩ.cm (Section 1.3). Post-treatments such as high-temperature oxygen
annealing (Chapter 4) or exposure to hydrogen radicals (Chapters 5 and 6) can bring the resistivity down further to around 104 µΩ.cm. It was shown how the ageing process in deposited
platinum structures created from MeCpPtMe3 can be prevented (Chapter 3), which brings the
resistivity down to 103 µΩ.cm.
Further improvements can be made by switching to a different, novel precursor, Pt(PF3 )4
(Chapter 7). The morphology of material deposited from this precursor has been investigated
and this knowledge used to obtain resistivities as low as 215 ± 15 µΩ.cm (Section 7.4).
For many applications, this low value is already ‘good enough’. There is still room for an
improvement of one order of magnitude, nevertheless this considerable improvement is cause
for optimism that deposition of near-bulk resistivity platinum using EBID is now within
reach.
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Samenvatting
“De weg naar hoge zuiverheid nano-deposieten met gefocusseerde elektronenbundelgeı̈nduceerde depositie van platina”
Gefocusseerde elektronenbundel-geı̈nduceerde depositie (EBID) is een nieuwe nanofabricage techniek die snelle prototyping van driedimensionele nanodevices en de metaal bedrading van nanostructuren mogelijk maakt, en is een veelbelovende techniek voor vele toepassingen in nano-onderzoek. EBID is een proces waarin een voorlopermolekuul, dat het te
deponeren materiaal bevat, op een substraat wordt geadsorbeerd en onder de invloed van
een gefocusseerde elektronenbundel wordt ontleed. Na het ontleden gaat een deel van het
molekuul weg als vluchtig fragment terwijl de rest op het substraat achterblijft als het boogde
deposiet.
EBID wordt vaak aan de man gebracht met de volgende belofte: “EBID is vergelijkbaar
met een lokaal CVD proces. Veel verschillende materialen kunnen worden gedeponeerd,
isolatoren en geleiders. Met EBID is het fabriceren van driedimensionele nano-structuren
mogelijk, in een snel en gecontroleerd één-staps proces, dat geen invloed heeft op andere
gebieden van het substraat.”. Helaas zijn een aantal aspecten van deze visie niet helemaal
mogelijk. Het belangrijkste aspect is dat de gedeponeerde structuren vaak nog niet goed
genoeg geleiden om ze geleiders te mogen noemen. Het belangrijkste doel van dit proefschrift
is vooruitgang te boeken met betrekking tot het realiseren van de voornoemde visie, en in het
bijzonder het verbeteren van het geleidingsvermogen van EBID deposieten.
In dit proefschrift is de aandacht grotendeels gericht op EBID van platina. Op platina
gebaseerde nano-structuren spelen in de toekomst waarschijnlijk een belangrijke rol in de
nano-elektronica, vanwege de chemische stabiliteit, het hoge warmtegeleidingsvermogen van
platina, en de goede verenigbaarheid met andere materialen in processen en legeringen.
Dit proefschrift is als volgt gestructureerd: het eerste hoofdstuk bevat een uitgebreid en algemeen literatuur overzicht van beschikbare technieken om de verhouding van het metaal ten
opzichte van verontreinigingen in de deposieten te verbeteren en het geleidingsvermogen te
verbeteren. Er zal worden uitgelegd waarom dit wenselijk is. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft experimenten waarin de energie van de primaire elektronenbundel zeer laag is, en bevat een discussie over de werkzame doorsnede voor elektronen geı̈nduceerde ontleding van de voorlopermolekulen. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de ontdekking van een verouderingsproces in bepaalde
EBID structuren gepresenteerd. Dit is belangrijk voor ons begrip van de morfologie van de
structuren en hun potentieel gebruik in echte toepassingen. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt het zuiveren van structuren, gebruikmakend van een ex-situ na-verhitting in een zuurstofatmosfeer,
beschreven. Een ex-situ na-behandeling met waterstofradicalen wordt besproken in Hoofdstuk 5, terwijl pogingen om deze techniek in-situ uit te voeren worden beschreven in Hoofdstuk 6. Onderzoek naar depositie met een nieuw koolstof-vrij platina voorlopermolekuul,
Pt(PF3 )4 , wordt behandeld in Hoofdstuk 7. Andere in-situ technieken, die geprobeerd zijn
om deposieten van zowel MeCpPtMe3 als Pt(PF3 )4 te zuiveren van verontreinigingen, worden vervolgens beschreven in Hoofdstuk 8. Hoofdstuk 9 bevat een analyse van de voorafgaande hoofdstukken, een korte visie op de weg naar zuivere EBID deposieten, en een paar
afsluitende opmerkingen.

Zoals duidelijk zal worden, is een aanzienlijke vooruitgang geboekt, in de loop van het
beschreven onderzoek, betreffende het verbeteren van het geleidingsvermogen van EBID
platina nano- en microstructuren. Uitgaande van een soortelijke weerstand van 107 µΩ.cm
voor EBID structuren van MeCpPtMe3 , is aangetoond dat met deponeren in een schone
omgeving met lage koolwaterstof niveaus en lage niveaus van waterdampverontreiniging,
en met ge-optimaliseerde depositie parameters, reeds een verbetering tot 105 µΩ.cm bereikt
kan worden (Sectie 1.3). De na-behandelingen zoals verhitten op hoge temperatuur in zuurstof atmosfeer (Hoofdstuk 4) of blootstelling aan waterstofradicalen (Hoofdstukken 5 en
6) kunnen de soortelijke weerstand tot ongeveer 104 µΩ.cm brengen. Verder wordt aangetoond dat het verouderingsproces in platinastructuren, gedeponeerd met MeCpPtMe3 , kan
worden verhinderd (Hoofdstuk 3), hetgeen de soortelijke weerstand nog verder verlaagt tot
103 µΩ.cm.
Verdergaande verbeteringen kunnen bereikt worden door over te schakelen op een nieuw
voorlopermolekuul, Pt(PF3 )4 (Hoofdstuk 7). De morfologie van materiaal dat met deze voorloper wordt gedeponeerd is onderzocht en deze kennis is gebruikt om de soortelijke weerstand
zo laag als 215 ± 15 µΩ.cm te krijgen (Sectie 7.4).
Voor veel toepassingen, is deze lage waarde reeds ‘goed genoeg’. Er is nog ruimte voor een
verbetering van één orde van grootte, niettemin is de aanzienlijke verbetering die bereikt is
oorzaak voor optimisme dat met EBID de depositie van platina met een soortelijke weerstandswaarde van bijna de ‘bulk’-waarde nu binnen handbereik is.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

General introduction and contents of this thesis

Electron beam induced deposition, abbreviated as EBID, is a novel nanofabrication technique
allowing the rapid prototyping of three-dimensional nanodevices and the metallic wiring of
nanostructures, and is a promising technique for many applications in nanoresearch. A full
definition of EBID, the description of the EBID process as well as discussion of its applications is given below in Section 1.2.
EBID is often marketed to new users with the following statement: “Electron-beam-induced
deposition (EBID): a local CVD-like process, where an electron beam causes dissociation of
a precursor molecule. Some fragments of the dissociated precursor remain on the substrate
and form a growth of material (deposit). Many different materials can be deposited, insulators
and conductors. EBID allows the creation of three-dimensional nano-structures, in a fast and
controlled one-step process without affecting other areas of the substrate. There are many
emerging applications.”. Unfortunately, some of the ‘facts’ presented are not entirely correct
yet: firstly structures deposited are not conducting sufficiently well to call them conductors,
in the usual case. Secondly, ‘fast’ is an entirely arbitrary term - since the process is dependent
on a specific electron dose being received from a focused electron beam, the process is inherently serial and as ‘slow’ as traditional electron-beam lithography. Thirdly, EBID is not yet
as ‘local’ as claimed: firstly obtaining high-resolution (sub 5 nm) depositions still requires
extraordinary care and effort; secondly with larger depositions there is nearly always a halo
area around the deposit, in other words a small amount of material is deposited outside the
area of interest.
Part of the goal of this thesis is to make some progress towards realising the vision in that
statement. In particular we shall adress the first issue, that of conductivity.
For the most part, we will focus specifically on EBID of platinum in this thesis. Platinumbased nanostructures are expected to play an important role in the future of nanoelectronics,
due to the chemical stability, high thermal conductivity of platinum and its good compatibility
1
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with other process materials and compounds. The state of the art in platinum deposition by
EBID is also given below in Section 1.2.
The thesis is structured as follows. The remainder of this first Chapter contains an extensive
literature review on purification techniques available to improve the metal to contaminant ratio of species in EBID deposits and to improve the electrical conductivity of such deposits.
It will be explained why one wishes to do this. The last part of the introduction will present
miscellaneous topics related to the field of purification of EBID structures but not extended
enough to merit their own chapters. Chapter 2 will describe experiments using a primary
electron beam of very low energy, and some limited discussions concerning the dissociation
cross-section. In Chapter 3 we present the discovery of an ageing process in specific EBID
structures. This is relevant for our understanding of the structures morphology and their potential for use as part of larger devices. In Chapter 4 we describe the purification of structures
using an ex-situ post-anneal in oxygen atmosphere. An ex-situ post-treatment with hydrogen
radicals is present in Chapter 5, while the description of the attempts to bring this technique
in-situ are presented in Chapter 6. Investigations into a new carbon-free platinum precursor,
Pt(PF3 )4 , are presented in Chapter 7. Further in-situ purification techniques attempted on deposits from both the MeCpPtMe3 and the Pt(PF3 )4 precursors are then described in Chapter
8. Chapter 9 contains some analysis of the preceding chapters, a short vision on the way
forward for pure-material EBID, and some concluding remarks.
In Appendices A and B we give technical information on equipment and precursors used.
The subsequent three Appendices describe investigations which were not extensive enough
to merit their own Chapter, on biological affinity for EBID surfaces and on novel silver precursors. The high-resolution work performed by Leon van Kouwen, a student in the CPO
group at Delft, is also presented in the Appendices, though the author’s role here was principally advisory, weekly guidance and discussion.
Contrary to most theses there is no broad overview of EBID or in-depth explanations of
each process involved in the EBID process or even any extensive discussion of the myriad
number of applications for EBID. Indeed there are a fair number of high-quality reviews of
the entire field of EBID, and the author feels it is counter-productive to simply reproduce that
here. Particularly outstanding reviews are those by van Dorp [1], Utke [2], Furuya [3] and
Randolph [4], to name but the most recent. In view of these, the author prefers to present the
reader with novel developments and commentary specific to the issues addressed herein.
To prevent confusion, the following nomenclature is used in this thesis: a structure refers
to one or more series of three-dimensional shapes in close proximity created by EBID. A
deposit refers to one specific ‘lump’ or cuboid of material created by EBID, hence a structure
can be composed of many deposits if in close proximity. If a structure consists of only one
deposit then the two terms are used interchangeably in this thesis. A ‘substrate’ refers to
that material, usually a surface, onto which the deposits are created. A ‘sample’ refers to the
entire group of substrate plus structures; the sample is what can be picked up with tweezers
when manipulating. Before any EBID is done, sample and substrate denote the same object
and are used interchangeably.
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The work presented in this part of the Chapter was published in: A. Botman, J. J. L. Mulders
and C. W. Hagen; ‘Creating pure nanostructures from electron beam induced deposition using purification techniques: a technology perspective’; Nanotechnology 20, 372001 (2009).
It includes references to and summaries of work presented in later Chapters given that it was
compiled after the referenced work was completed.

Abstract
The creation of functional nanostructures by electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) is
becoming more widespread. The benefits of the technology include fast ‘point and shoot’
creation of three-dimensional nanostructures at predefined locations directly within a scanning electron microscope. One significant drawback to date has been low purity level of the
deposition. This has two independent causes: 1) partial or incomplete decomposition of the
precursor molecule, 2) contamination from the residual chamber gas. This frequently limits
the functionality of the structure, hence it is desirable to improve the decomposition and prevent the inclusion of contaminants. In this contribution we review and compare for the first
time all the techniques specifically aimed at purifying the as-deposited impure EBID structures. Despite incomplete and scattered data, we observe some general trends: application of
heat (during or after deposition) is usually beneficial to some extent; working in a favorable
residual gas (ultra-high vacuum setups or plasma cleaning the chamber) is highly recommended; gas mixing approaches are extremely variable and not always reproducible between
research groups; and carbon-free precursors are promising but tend to result in oxygen being
the contaminant species rather than carbon. Finally we highlight a few novel approaches.

1.2.1

Introduction

The need for the fabrication of ever-smaller structures requires, at regular intervals, new types
of technologies to be developed [5]. With conventional resist-based lithography in its various
forms (light, ultraviolet, x-rays, electrons) approaching its limits [6, 7], research is focusing
on novel methods such as self assembly (bottom-up) and nano imprint lithography (top-down)
to carry out fundamental investigation of the technology at length-scales of a few nanometers
[8]. One potential technique for such nanometer fabrication, nanoscale rapid prototyping and
nanoscale lithography is electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID), [4, 9]. It is a direct-write
process where an electron beam locally decomposes a precursor gas. It is used for creating
conductive or insulating three-dimensional nanoscale structures within a few minutes inside a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) on non-flat substrates. The deposited material depends
on the precursor chosen. Capable of producing sub-10 nm structures [10], it finds immediate
applicability in the rapidly growing fields of nanoelectronics, data storage, molecular biology
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and nanofluidics. Typical applications of EBID include nanowire deposition [11], contacting
carbon nanotubes [12], and growing tips for field emission [13] and atomic and magnetic
force microscopy [14]. Best described as an additive lithography process, using direct deposition without the need for resist layers, and having many characteristics in common with
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes, it has been in use since at least 1976 [15].
Typically the dimensions of the fabricated structure are in the range 20 nm to several µm;
with further work nanowires and nanodots with single-digit nm lateral size can be made
[16, 17, 18]. Creating those structures with feature sizes below 20 nm is where EBID is
especially useful compared to other techniques.
The concept behind EBID is rather simple and can be likened to a very local CVD process:
a so-called precursor molecule, containing the material of interest to be deposited such as
platinum, gold, copper or tungsten, but still being relatively volatile, is introduced into a
vacuum environment (often, a scanning electron microscope) in gaseous form in the vicinity of the substrate for deposition. It is adsorbed onto the substrate surface. An electron
beam causes dissociation of this precursor by transferring energy to the adsorbed molecules
in the vicinity of the beam interaction point. There is considerable evidence that this dissociation is caused principally by the secondary electrons emitted from the substrate [9, 19].
The precursor is dissociated into a volatile and a non-volatile part. The non-volatile part
forms the deposit by remaining locally on the substrate, while the volatile fragments leave
the area and are eventually pumped out of the system. The process is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.1. Typical precursors are W(CO)6 (tungsten hexacarbonyl), Me2 Au(tfac)
(dimethyl-gold-trifluoroacetylacetonate) and (hfac)Cu(VTMS) (hexafluoroacetylacetonatecopper-vinyltrimethylsilane). A few examples of structures created by EBID are shown in
Figures 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6.
There now exist precursors for most elements one could wish to deposit. In the following list,
a single reference is given for each material (generally the most recent publication known to
us); for a more complete cross-reference the reader is referred to one of the many general
EBID reviews such as Utke et al. [2]: Al [20], Au [21], C (abundant literature), Co [22],
Cr [23], Cu [24], Fe [25], GaAs [26], Ga [27], Ge [28], Ir [29], Mn [30], Mo [31], Ni [32],
Os [33], Pb [34], Pd [35], Pt [36], Rh [37], Ru [33], Si/SiO x [38], Sn [39], Ti [40] and W [41].
The growth of the deposit can be directed to take the shape of the structure that one wishes
to fabricate, indeed such exotic three dimensional structures as nanobridges can be easily
produced (Figure 1.3). Less trivially, EBID has been used to fabricate emitter tips [42, 43],
in a manner which would have been impossible to do with any other technique.
Figure 1.7 shows the Periodic Table of the Elements with each material which can be deposited by EBID as per the previous list; also shown in that figure is the best compositional
purity after deposition by EBID reported in the literature for that element.
The values can be found in the following references (this list differs from the first in
that the precursors used are not necessarily ‘standard’): Al from Al(CH3 )3 [44], Au from
AuCl(PF3 )[45], Co from Co2 (CO)8 [46], Cr from Cr(CO)6 [47] with annealing to 330 ◦ C,
Cu from Cu-DMB-hfac [24], Fe from Fe(CO)5 in a UHV setup [48], Ga from D2 GaN3 [27],
Ge from Ge2 H6 [28], Ir from [IrCl(PF3 )2 ]2 [29], Mn from MnMeCp(CO)3 [30], Mo from
Mo(CO)6 [31], Ni from Ni(PF3 )4 [32], Os from Os3 (CO)12 [33], Pb from Pb(CH3 )4 , Pd from
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Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic illustration of the EBID process.

Figure 1.2: SEM image of an EBID structure in the shape of the author’s head.
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Figure 1.3: A bridge structure, created by EBID with MeCpPtMe3 , highlighting the threedimensional capabilities of EBID.

Figure 1.4: Logo of TUDelft, in EBID.

Figure 1.5: Logo of FEI, in EBID.
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Figure 1.6: Logo of Philips, in EBID.

Figure 1.7: Periodic table of elements for EBID, with best purities obtained. All percent are
at.%, ignoring hydrogen content. ⊗ means no quantitative information on the composition
of the deposit is available; ? means the material is claimed as being “pure” when deposited,
though the claim is not quantitatively substantiated. References in the main text.
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Pd(ac) with annealing to 250 ◦ C [49], Pt from Pt(PF3 )4 [50], Rh from [RhCl(PF3 )2 ]2 [51],
Ru from Ru3 (CO)12 [33], Si from Si2 H6 [52], Sn from SnCl4 [53], Ti from Ti(NO3 )4 [40],
and W from WF6 [54]. Carbon is given as 100 at.% given that contamination deposition is
the most common for of EBID; various groups have deposited pure carbon in various forms
(amorphous, diamond, etc.) and the literature is too abundant to list here. The concentrations
in Figure 1.7 ignore the hydrogen content of deposits, since this is difficult to quantify.
EBID is not yet fully embraced as a nanotechnology solution since it does have a few drawbacks which are critical to applications, one of which is the deposit’s purity. In the abundant
case of the precursor being a metal-organic compound, large amounts of carbon and other
species such as oxygen from the precursor fragments or incomplete precursor dissociation
are deposited along with the metal, and the resulting material is often described as a matrix of carbon within which there is a little metal [55]. In most cases residual hydrocarbons
originating from the vacuum residual gas, SEM chamber walls or substrate surface are also
decomposed resulting in additional carbon and oxygen in the deposit. After deposition the
deposited structures are usually brought from vacuum into air; as we shall see below this may
also be a significant source of deposit contamination, by oxidation of the deposited metal.
Side reactions of precursor fragments may also contribute to foreign elements being incorporated into the deposit.
One common application of EBID being the writing of conductive lines at a position chosen
by the SEM operator, for example to create contact electrodes to nanoscale-devices, the low
purity and conductivity of the material as a result of the co-deposited contaminants is often
detrimental to the target application. It is therefore relevant to reduce the structures’ resistivity
as far as possible, ideally to the level of bulk metal of the material originally desired. Indeed
a main metric of deposition success from a technological perspective is the material’s resistivity, which is usually related to the metal content compared to the contaminant content. In
lower metal content materials, non-linear I/V characteristics appear and the conduction mechanism changes. Examples of such conduction mechanisms are percolation, phonon-assisted
tunneling or Poole-Frenkel conduction. In highly resistive materials conduction mechanisms
is an entire field of research in itself [35, 55, 56, 57]. Another technologically important field
for EBID is photomask repair, where the requirement is pure SiO2 deposition for the 45 nm
node. A third motivation for pure EBID material is the creation of ferromagnetic structures in this case it is of interest to deposit pure iron or cobalt with EBID. This subset of EBID research is a growing and active field and there is currently too little literature on the subject to
include any discussion of value here. However the same basic principles and methodologies
apply as for obtaining low resistivity structures.
The difficulty behind using analytical techniques for a greater understanding of the fundamental chemical processes occurring during EBID is well illustrated by a quote from an
article by H. Fairbrother et al. [58]: “Attempts to exert greater control over EBID and improve the purity of deposits have been hindered by a lack of molecular-level understanding
regarding the electron-stimulated reactions and chemical transformations that underpin the
EBID process. This lack of knowledge is in large part a consequence of the fact that EBID
is always performed in the presence of a constant partial pressure of the precursor. Under
these equilibrium conditions, the relatively high pressure (ranging from 10−6 Torr to a few
mTorr) precludes the use of most surface analytical techniques, which are capable of monitor-
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ing changes in the chemical bonding and composition of the adsorbate layer during electron
beam irradiation. The presence of a significant partial pressure associated with the EBID
precursor also limits the ability of mass spectrometry to discern gas phase species evolved
during the deposition process.”
Several high-quality general EBID reviews have been published in the recent literature by
Randolph [4] in 2006, Furuya [3], Utke [2] and van Dorp [1] in 2008. In contrast to those,
this review will be specifically focused on the purification aspect of deposited nanostructures
from a practical perspective. We shall attempt to condense technological knowledge and this
overview should result in a better appreciation of what the current trends and results are. The
scope of this review is strictly limited to the purification of electron beam induced deposits,
where the normal procedure results in an impure deposit. Furthermore while we shall list
every known carbon-free precursor and at least one report of its use, we will not reference
every article where such are used - for instance there are now a large number of publications
on WF6 .
Higher purity nanostructures have also been achieved using a related technique called ionbeam-induced deposition (IBID), which is essentially identical to EBID but substituting ions
for the electrons. Typically, IBID is carried out in focused gallium-based ion beam microscopes (FIB). The deposits tend to be of higher purity due to the combined effects of the
larger cross-section for dissociation by ions, the higher mass of ions leading to more component splitting per reaction, and possible beam-induced local heating. However, with IBID,
other problems arise, such as gallium implantation from the ion beam, top surface damage,
and a worse resolution with larger tails [59]. In this review we are not going to discuss ion
beam induced deposition (IBID) any further, except as an occasional comparison point where
convenient.
No attention will be paid to the growing literature on modelling the EBID process by Monte
Carlo simulations [18, 19, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64], because currently they do not even attempt
to describe the composition of the deposited material. Similarly other reviews go into great
depth about the exact mechanism behind the dissociation process, trying to determine the
relative importance of direct e-beam stimulated dissociation as opposed to e-beam stimulated
desorption or dissociative electron attachment [65, 66]; here we do not discriminate between
the individual processes. Rather this review focusses on the eminently practical perspective of
a user: given a precursor and operating within given experimental equipment constraints, how
can the user maximize the conductivity or purity of the deposit? We shall of course attempt
to explain why this or the other method works better or is expected to lead to better results
and which are the more promising avenues of research; however as we shall see this kind of
discussion just serves to illustrate how fragmented and incomplete research in EBID really is,
and the dire need for some standardized tests to establish equivalency across different systems
(such as the “van Dorp checklist” [1]).

1.2.2

Categorization

We may divide all the existing purification methods in the literature into seven categories,
and we will treat each one in turn. We refer to in-situ experiments as being performed in the
same SEM or instrument that the deposition was performed in (hence no vacuum break), and
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ex-situ experiments as those being performed in different instruments. The categories are: (1)
Annealing the structures after deposition in vacuum and in-situ, or deposition onto a heated
substrate; (2) varying the deposition parameters, such as beam current, scanning strategies,
precursor gas pressure, etc.; (3) post-treating the structures after deposition in a different
setup (hence ex-situ given it takes place outside of the SEM chamber); (4) post-treating the
structures after deposition within the same SEM chamber (hence in-situ); (5) introducing a
second gas into the chamber during deposition, to the purpose of competitively removing
a selected species as and while it is being deposited; (6) the use of carbon-free precursors;
and finally (7) working in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) setups, or taking extraordinary care in
obtaining a very clean environment. Together these seven techniques cover all the published
literature on EBID structure purification, however we shall further widen our scope and in
an eighth section (8) we will describe some purification techniques in other, related fields, in
the hope that these may provide ideas for future pathways of pure material deposition when
applied to the field of EBID.
It should be noted in what follows that from each publication we extract only what we consider as the main feature or the point of particular interest - while we may for instance report
that a specific article reported (for example) an increase of 20 at.% in metal content from
vacuum annealing at 500 ◦ C for 10 minutes, it goes without saying that the original article
contains much more extensive information and results, and this review only gives an indication of the type of results obtained therein.
Some items are present in more than one category since these are not mutually exclusive. For
completeness in the tables they are usually duplicated in each section, however their extended
description is only present in the more relevant category.

1.2.3

Techniques for purification

Annealing deposits or deposition into a hot substrate
This section deals with purification by application of heat, either during deposition by performing EBID onto a hot sample, or after deposition (in-situ) and with or without additional
reactive gases. Table 1.1 summarizes the main work in this area.
Deposition onto a hot substrate is meant to purify the deposits by reducing the residence time
of contaminants from vacuum and of carbonaceous fragments after precursor dissociation
on the substrate surface, hence preventing their inclusion in the material growth, and proportionally giving more time to the precursor to undergo more complete dissociation before
the next layer of precursor growth. It suffers from the concomitant effect that the precursor
molecule then also has a lower surface residence time and this results in a lower deposition
yield [89]. Furthermore the deposit itself may also be less rigidly bonded to the substrate, and
the deposition geometry may be less well defined due to diffusion over the substrate surface
of the precursor fragments after dissociation. The choice of temperature at which to hold the
substrate is therefore given by a compromise between these factors.
Once the EBID structure has been deposited, it is still possible to reduce the relative carbon concentration within the structure by applying an annealing step. Vacuum anneals and

35 at.% Pt, 250-2000 µΩ.cm
15at.% Pt, 57 at.% P
Nanocrystalline Pt

Pt(PF3 )4
Pt(PF3 )4
Pt(PF3 )4
Re2 (CO)10
W(CO)6
W(CO)6

2-4 nm nanocrystalline W in
matrix composed of amorphous W, C and O

Post-anneal in air / N2 mixture, 200 C
Hot substrate (80◦ C) and additional O2
Vacuum post-anneal at 127◦ C
Vacuum anneal 1 hour, 800◦ C
Vacuum anneal 1 hour, 800◦ C
Vacuum anneal 15 minutes, 900◦ C

70-700 µΩ.cm, 46 at.% Pt

MePtCpMe3 [IBID]
◦

Hot substrate, 120 ◦ C

10-15 at.%
680 µΩ.cm

MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3 [IBID]

Fe(CO)5

10-15 at.% 107 µΩ.cm
10-15 at.%
10-15 at.% 106 µΩ.cm

106 µΩ.cm

Fe(CO)5
Fe(CO)5
Fe(CO)5

Autocatalytic thermal decomposition
(induced by high beam current)
Vacuum anneal 1 hour, 600◦ C
Hot substrate, 525◦ C
Hot SrTiO3 substrate, >500◦ C

MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3

48 at.% Fe

Fe(CO)5

Vacuum anneal (600◦ C), followed by Pt
coating (by evaporation), followed by
vacuum anneal (700◦ C)
Post-anneal in 1 atm O2 , 500◦ C
Post-anneal in N2 , 300◦ C
Anneal in formic gas (H2 /N2 ) 1 hour,
500◦ C
Hot substrate, 150 ◦ C
Vacuum anneal 10 minutes, 900◦ C

50µΩ.cm, 40 at.% Cu

Cu(hfac)VTMS
[IBID]

Hot substrate, 100◦ C

50 at.% Au, 500-1500 µΩ.cm
10-15 at.% Au, 108 µΩ.cm
4-6 at.% Au
15 at.% Au

Au(hfac) [IBID]
Au(acac)
Me2 Au(acac)
Me2 Au(tfac)
Cr(CO)6
Cr(CO)6
Cu(hfac)VTMS
[IBID]

50-135 µΩ.cm, 20 nm Cu islands within carbon matrix (50
at.% Cu)

Conditions of treatment
Hot substrate, 125◦ C
Post-anneal in 1 atm O2 , 500◦ C
Post-anneal in air 30 minutes, 400◦ C
Hot substrate, 100◦ C
Vacuum anneal 1 hour, 800◦ C
Hot substrate, 280 and 330 ◦ C
Hot substrate, 100◦ C

Without treatment

Precursor

No change, 10-15 at.%
72 µΩ.cm, observed Pt diffusion and
clustering by BSE signal and EDX
No effect on resistivity or Pt content;
yield goes to zero
26-500 µΩ.cm
45 at.% Pt, 29 at.% P
Single crystal Pt
Pure Re crystalline phase
W2 C and W3 O and pure crystalline W
Polycrystalline W and WC and WO2 and
WO3

70 at.% Pt, 104 µΩ.cm
No effect
105 µΩ.cm

80 at.% Au, 7 µΩ.cm
60 at.% Au, 107 µΩ.cm
20 at.% Au
24 at.% Au
Pure crystalline Cr
141 and 79 µΩ.cm
2-10 µΩ.cm, polycrystalline Cu (islands
merged, almost no C) [Note: thermal decomposition temperature of this precursor is 64 ◦ C, see [70]]
20 µΩ.cm, 60 at.% Cu [Note: thermal
decomposition temperature of this precursor is 64 ◦ C, see [70]]
Autocatalytic growth region is 82 at.%
Fe
α-Fe phase, 100 µΩ.cm
Carbon-free crystalline silicides
No deposition (yield is zero) above
500◦ C
FePt3 alloy

Results of treatment

[85]
[86]
[87]
[69]
[69]
[88]

[84]

[82]
[83]

[68], [79]
[68], [80]
[81]

[78]

[74], [75]
[76]
[77]

[73]

[72]

[67]
[68]
[21]
[13]
[69]
[47]
[71]

Reference

Table 1.1: Summary of main work in annealing or substrate heating. ‘Hot substrate’ indicates the deposition was performed onto a heated
substrate; in all other cases the heat is applied after the deposition is finished. Items denoted ‘IBID’ apply to gallium-ion beam induced
deposited structures rather than those deposited by electron beam.
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anneals in various gases have been tried; those anneal steps taking place in the same SEM
chamber are listed here whereas those taking place in a separate chamber are classed as exsitu and listed in Section 1.2.3.
Generally speaking it can be seen from Table 1.1 that the application of heat always works
to some extent to remove carbon, or induce crystallization of the deposit. In the case of
Au, Cr, Cu, Re and Pt (from Pt(PF3 )4 ), application of heat always increases the purity and
conductivity of the deposits. On the other hand for other materials (Fe and W), there is the
danger of forming alloys and silicides; and tungsten appears to be particularly susceptible
to oxidation. Furthermore the results rarely go all the way to pure metal, impurities always
remain. Finally an observation which is made by many in the case of elevated temperatures
(> 400 ◦ C) is the formation of voids within the deposit, or geometrical distortions (shape
changes) of the deposit, resulting from the large volume loss of carbon (see for example
[68]). This is clearly undesirable in the case one is trying to make a functional nanodevice.
Interestingly it appears that platinum deposited from MePtCpMe3 is not affected or purified
by application of heat alone; this is confirmed by the authors’ own experience up to 150 ◦ C.
In Section 1.2.3 we will see that an ex-situ anneal in 1 atm O2 does however increase the
platinum content for depositions from this precursor.
The trend can be summarized by the hypothesis that at higher substrate temperature, the
amount of adsorbed contamination from the residual gas on the substrate is lower. Similarly,
the dissociated non-metallic fragments are more easily desorbed from hot surfaces hence the
deposit has a higher metal to contaminant ratio. Furthermore because of the lower sticking factor of the precursor molecules, each already-deposited layer has comparatively more
time and exposure to the electron beam such that the dissociation may proceed more fully.
Nonetheless carbon appears to be difficult to remove completely simply by annealing. Using
heat to promote the dissociation of carbon groups from the metal portion of the precursor may
be dependent on how tightly bound the carbon group is to the rest of the precursor molecule:
for instance, a CH3 group would be easier to remove (requiring a substrate less hot) than a
CH2 group. One might imagine, then, that the amount of heat required to purify the deposit
will vary according to the precursor, and this is indeed what is observed from the scattered
data available shown in Table 1.1.
With heat-based treatments, one fear is that carbides are formed, which are extremely difficult
to remove and fairly detrimental to metrics such as resistivity, though it is only expected to
be significant for the higher temperature treatments, for instance above 400 ◦ C. A further
problem which is occasionally reported is diffusion of the substrate material into the deposit
or vice versa. Finally, deformation of the geometrical shape of the deposit nearly always
occurs at the higher temperature anneals.

Variation of beam parameters or deposition conditions
Variation of the beam parameters (such as beam energy, beam current) or deposition conditions (precursor pressure, beam dwell time, etc.) can have an influence on the resulting
deposition’s purity [90, 91, 92, 93]. Besides [90, 91, 92, 93] there are no significant systematic studies, i.e. results from the entire range of available beam energies, beam currents,
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dwell times, etc. of the deposition conditions from a purity or resistivity perspective. Usually
these systematic studies focus on other metrics such as growth rate or control of deposit shape
(eg. widths of nanopillar depositions). Nonetheless we list in Table 1.2 those articles where
two or more deposition conditions with their influence on the resulting deposit’s qualities are
reported.
It should be noted here that discussions about the use of higher or lower beam currents are
usually of little value if no information about the deposition regime (precursor- or electronlimited) is given, especially considering the wide range of precursor pressures and SEM
chamber configurations. Detailed discussions concerning this aspect can be found in van
Dorp’s review [1] and in Utke’s review [2]. Nonetheless for the present analysis we shall
assume that very low beam currents lead to electron-limited depositions whereas very high
beam currents of greater than 5 nA are rather more likely to be precursor-limited. We have
also reported in [91] that the purity is highly dependent on the current density provided at the
dissociation point, hence it is clear that for good results optimal focus and stigmation of the
beam should be achieved; unfortunately readers can only assume that this is the case. This
may be further cause for discrepancies when comparing results.
From Table 1.2 we can see that in nearly each case the metal content increases with the beam
current [14, 46, 94, 95]. Higher precursor fluxes also tend to lead to larger nanocrystals or
grains being formed. The causes might be due to either of two effects. Firstly as the beam
current is increased, for the same total dose the time during which the deposit is exposed to a
given electron flux decreases, which shifts the reaction balance from electron limited to precursor limited. Accompanying this, the higher beam current might dissociate the precursor
into more, smaller fragments which would be more easily desorbed and thus the deposit left
behind would be inherently richer in metal content. The second potential effect would be
beam-induced heating. This would facilitate the desorption of the precursor fragments. Evidence for the importance of the latter is argued by Weber et al. in [94], where the morphology
of nanopillars changes (and the purity increases) the higher up a nanopillar one observes; heat
conductivity decreasing along the length of a nanopillar, this is a strong indication that for
certain precursors (Co [96], Cu [97]) beam-induced heating plays an important role. The
interest here is further enhanced by the fact that the thermal decomposition range of the material can be significantly lowered by an autocatalytic effect: Co deposited from Co2 (CO)8 or
Co(CO)3 NO [96] causes an autocatalytic lowering of the thermal dissociation temperature of
the precursor to a level attainable by beam-induced heating. Thus upwards of a certain pillar
height, near-pure cores of Co are obtained. Similar behavior has been observed for Cr(CO)6
and Fe(CO)5 [47]. An extensive discussion of beam-induced heating can be found in [2] and
[1].
The situation is more confused for MeCpPtMe3 : according to [81] and [102] the dwell time,
beam energy and defocus have little effect on resistivity and composition. On the other hand,
[91] and [94] both report an improvement based on increasing the beam current. The origin
of the discrepancy is not clear; however let us remark in passing that depending on whether
one is operating in a precursor- or electron-limited regime, the effect of varying the beam
parameters will be different.
In principle the precursor-limited deposition regime which is obtained at high beam currents
may also be achieved using low precursor pressure and moderate beam currents. However
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Table 1.2: Summary of main work studying the effects of varying the deposition parameters,
such as beam current, scanning strategies, precursor gas pressure, etc. on the purity or conductivity of the deposit. See note in main text regarding the depositions being performed in
the precursor- or electron-limited regime.
Precursor

Without treatment

Conditions of treatment

Results of treatment

Reference

Me2 Au(tfac)
Me2 Au(acac)

3 at.% Au
4 × 108 µΩ.cm

Higher beam current: 1 nA
Higher beam current: from 100 to
900 pA
From single slow speed scan to
multiple high speed scans at 1 mm/s
(keeping constant dose)
Higher beam current: from 0.1 to 1
nA
Higher beam current: 10 nA
High beam current: 3 µA
High beam current: 9.5 nA
Slower deposition rate

10 at.% Au
2 × 104 µΩ.cm

[94]
[98]

1000× better conductivity

[99]

30 at.%

[22]

159 µΩ.cm
80 at.% Co
97 at.% Co
“Very large” single α-Fe crystals
4 × 104 µΩ.cm

[14]
[95]
[46]
[100]

1 × 106 µΩ.cm

[94]

No effect
No effect
17 at.%
No effect

[81]
[81]
[91]
[102]

lower resistivity

[92]

Improved W content

[103]

Less amorphous,
bigger
nanocrystals
98 at.% pure β-W core surrounded by WO3 layer
Electron-induced
material
modification:
increasing
crystallinity with irradiation
time

[104]

AuClPF3

hfac-Cu-VTMS

14 at.%

Co2 (CO)8
Co2 (CO)8
Co2 (CO)8
Fe(CO)5

10 µΩ.cm
12 at.% Co
83 at.% Co

Fe3 (CO)12

109 µΩ.cm

CpPtMe3

5.5 × 106 µΩ.cm

MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3

10 µΩ.cm
105 µΩ.cm
9 at.%
2 nm polycrystalline
Pt
high resistivity

W(CO)6

7

5

W(CO)6
W(CO)6
WF6
WF6

W3 O

Higher beam current: from 11 pA
to 232 nA
Higher beam current: 0.2 to 0.66
pA
Vary dwell time
Vary beam energy
From 1 kV, 10 pA to 30 kV, 4 nA
Vary beam defocus
Slow scan, long dwell and loop
times
Change gas injection nozzle geometry for higher precursor flux
Higher beam energy: 20, 200, 400
kV
Vary dwell time
ESEM mode and post-irradiation
with e-beam

[101]

[105]
[106]
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Table 1.3: Summary of main work studying the effects of post-treating the structures after
deposition in a different setup.
Precursor

Without treatment

Conditions of treatment

Results of treatment

Reference

Au(acac)

10-15 at.% Au, 108
µΩ.cm
10-15 at.% 107
µΩ.cm
10-15 at.% 107
µΩ.cm
10-15 at.%

Post-anneal in 1 atm O2 , 500◦ C

60 at.% Au, 107 µΩ.cm

[68]

Post-anneal in 1 atm O2 , 500 C

70 at.% Pt, 10 µΩ.cm

[68]

Exposed to flux of atomic hydrogen
for 10 minutes, 130◦ C
Exposed to high-energy electrons in
a TEM
Post-anneal in air / N2 mixture,
200◦ C
Anneal in H2 1 hour, 500◦ C

30 nm deep layer of pure
carbon-free Pt
Fully crystalline Pt nanowire
(10 nm wide)
26-500 µΩ.cm

[91]

MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3
MePtCpMe3
Pt(PF3 )4
WF6

35 at% Pt, 250-2000
µΩ.cm
600 µΩ.cm

◦

4

“Up to 3 orders of magnitude
better conductance”, exact resistivity data not provided

[108]
[85]
[109]

results in this regime tend not be as good as those performed at higher beam currents and
‘standard’ precursor pressures. The reasons may be that more carbon is included from the
hydrocarbon contamination having more time to diffuse into the deposit from larger distances;
more influence proportionally of the residual gas (containing water vapor) having more time
to interact with the precursor and the just-deposited surface; and possibly the lack of the
beam-induced heating effect discussed above. It is therefore generally found that being in
the precursor-limited regime at low beam currents yields worse results than being in the
precursor-limited regime at higher beam currents.
The dependence of the material resistivity on the scan speed, dwell and loop times was observed by several people: tungsten from W(CO)6 by Hoyle et al. [92], by Hiroshima et al.
[107] for WF6 and by Utke et al. [37] for Me2 -Au-tfac. The trend differs for the deposition
of gold from AuClPF3 , reported by Utke et al. [99], but this can be tentatively explained by
the fact that this precursor deposits pure gold grains without any carbon matrix. The normal
trend, as seen for W(CO)6 and Fe(CO)5 , might be explained by a change from electron- to
precursor-limited regime; indeed due to the finite diffusion time precursor molecules require
to reach the deposition location, the dissociation will be more complete and less of the nonconducting fragments will be trapped in the deposit before they can desorb. More explicitly,
it might take a certain dose (time) to dissociate a precursor molecule to some extent; continuing irradiation (longer exposure of the same molecule) might lead to a fuller, more complete,
dissociation. This ‘further’ dissociation can only occur if this molecule is not buried under subsequent deposition layers, i.e. if the deposition speed is low. Hence for this fuller
dissociation it is advantageous to be in the precursor gas limited regime.

Ex-situ post-treatments
In this category, the deposited structures are taken out of the SEM chamber where they were
deposited, and introduced into a different instrument for further processing with the intent of
reducing the carbon content or inducing metal crystallization. See Table 1.3.
The annealing of deposits outside of the SEM deposition chamber (as opposed to in-situ)
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is therefore covered in this Section. It may be seen that for Au, Pt and W, as in the in-situ
case, heating is clearly beneficial for much the same reasons as already discussed above. The
annealing in oxygen at 1 atm in particular appears to yield drastic improvements in the case
of platinum deposits; in 10 minutes the resistivity was reduced from (2.9 ± 0.4) x 107 to (1.4
± 0.2) x 104 µΩ.cm. We may observe that annealing the same size structure in O2 at the
same conditions gives better results for Pt structures than for Au - three orders of magnitude
improvement in conductivity rather than one. We could speculate that this is due to the initial
configuration of the precursor in that the strength with which each carbon is bound to the rest
of the molecule differs for one or for the other. Another explanation may relate to the catalytic
properties of platinum which would aid the reaction of carbon with oxygen compared to the
case with gold with no catalytic properties. A more extensive study with a wider range of
annealing temperatures and annealing times may be beneficial to gain a better understanding.
Nonetheless carbon still appears to be difficult to remove completely simply by annealing.
The problems of diffusion of the substrate material into the deposit or vice versa are still
present. Finally, deformation of the geometrical shape of the deposit nearly always occurs at
the higher temperature anneals, which may exclude the technique from being used on delicate
nanostructures with small dimensions.
In different work, Botman et al. [91] have exposed their platinum deposits to a flux of hydrogen radicals (equivalently termed atomic hydrogen) generated by passing H2 at 20 mbar into
a vacuum at 1 mbar over a hot filament. Radiative heat transport from the filament to the sample limited the “on time” of the treatment, so for instance having the atomic hydrogen flux
flowing for one minute gave a sample heating of 150◦ C. To extend the treatment time they
introduced a cooling period and repeated the experiment ten times, giving a total treatment
time of 10 minutes. Afterwards the structures were analyzed in cross-section in a TEM and
it was observed that all surfaces exposed to the atomic hydrogen had a 30-nm deep layer that
appeared dense. EDX confirmed this layer was carbon-free, and this 30 nm was taken as the
effective penetration depth of the atomic hydrogen into the deposit. This method was then
extended by Miyazoe et al. [110] to the in-situ case, and this is discussed in Section 1.2.3
below.
Irradiating deposits with an electron beam is normally performed in the same setup as the
original deposition and hence most of the work in this category is classed in the in-situ section
below; Gazzadi et al. [108] have post-irradiated their deposits with high energy electrons in a
TEM (making this an ex-situ post-treatment). They have observed that this led to their 10 nm
wide nanowires to become fully crystalline. For structures of this dimension, we can only assume the principle mechanism would be beam-induced heating leading to self-rearrangement
of atoms to a lower energy configuration and hence single crystals. Furthermore we point out
that carbon is sufficiently light to be sputtered by the impact of electrons with energy higher
than 80 kV [111].
In-situ post-treatments
Usually for reasons of simplicity, if one wishes to apply a post treatment on a deposit, it
is preferred to post-treat the deposits in the same SEM chamber as they were deposited in.
This has the additional advantage that the deposits are then not exposed to air prior to their
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Table 1.4: Summary of main work studying the effects of post-treating the structures after
deposition in-situ in the SEM chamber, after the deposition. Items denoted ‘IBID’ apply to
ion beam induced deposited structures rather than those deposited by electron beam.
Precursor

Without treatment

Conditions of treatment

Results of treatment

Reference

Cu(hfac)2
MePtCpMe3

11 at.% Cu
106 µΩ.cm

21 at.% Cu
105 µΩ.cm

[110], [113]
[81]

MePtCpMe3 [IBID]

20 at.% Pt, 600
µΩ.cm
Amorphous
75 at.% W, 300
µΩ.cm

H microplasma 60 minutes
Implantation of Ga ions to
match IBID content (see main
text)
Current-induced
selfpurification
Post-irradiation with e-beam
Current-induced
selfpurification
Post-irradiation with 1 MeV
electrons
ESEM mode and postirradiation with e-beam

Slight increase in resistivity;
formation of PtGa2
Crystalline
55 µΩ.cm

[114], [115]
[87]
[114], [115]

Crystalline W

[116, 117]

Electron-induced
material
modification:
increasing
crystallinity with irradiation
time

[106]

Pt(PF3 )4
W(CO)6 [IBID]
W(CO)6
WF6

purification, which may prevent adverse processes such as water-vapor induced oxidation that
some have observed. One attempt at quantification of this may be found in [112].
The in-situ post-treatment experiments are grouped in Table 1.4. Excluded from discussion
here are the in-situ annealing procedures as they are already listed in Section 1.2.3.
The ex-situ atomic hydrogen post treatment discussed in Section 1.2.3 above was replicated by Miyazoe et al. [110] who generated a hydrogen microplasma in-situ confined to
a small volume around the deposition target area. The precursor material in this instance
was Cu(hfac)2 , and the treatment improved the concentration from 11 to 21 at.% over the
entire volume of the deposit. Of note is the fact that much longer treatment times (around an
hour) were necessary to obtain this result, compared to the ex-situ treatment described above.
Unfortunately no cross-section had yet been performed of the treated deposit so it was not
possible to tell whether a “penetration depth” effect was also seen. Using the microplasma
simultaneously to deposition was not yet possible due to the RF interference from the plasma
generator.
Langford et al. [81] tried to determine why the IBID deposits were better than the EBID
deposits for the same precursor, more specifically whether the better conductivity was a result
of the gallium present in the IBID deposits, since the beam used in the IBID depositions was
gallium which resulted in Ga implantation. Therefore they deposited a structure with EBID
and subsequently irradiated the deposit at low dose with the ion beam, also present on the
same machine thereby implanting gallium in the EBID deposit, to the same concentration
as found in the IBID deposit. One order of magnitude improvement was obtained, but the
resulting resistivity was still high compared to IBID deposits. Hence it can be safely assumed
that the gallium alone is not responsible for the better conductivity of IBID deposits, and the
improvement observed in the experiment may simply be due to beam-induced heating from
the exposure to the ion beam or to preferential sputtering of carbon atoms due to their lower
mass.
Current-induced purification is an interesting concept. Starting out with the high resistivity
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deposits, a moderately high current is passed through the deposit, the magnitude of which
is below the electromigration and failure thresholds, but sufficiently high to induce so much
self-heating of the wire that conductivity improves. Thus a local vacuum post-anneal effectively takes place, and we may see that this process is effective for IBID-deposited tungsten
from tungsten hexacarbonyl but not for the platinum organometallic precursor. The latter
may be linked to the failure of improvement also on hot substrates; it could be the case that a
sufficiently high temperature is simply not reached for effective carbon loss from this material.
Xie et al. [116] repeated the same experiment as Gazzadi et al. [108] in Section 1.2.3 of
post-irradiating the deposits with electrons, but with a different precursor and in the same deposition chamber, and found essentially a similar result: the metal (tungsten in this case) had
become polycrystalline. Post-irradiation also successfully transformed amorphous Pt(PF3 )4
depositions into crystalline ones ([87]). From Monte Carlo simulations Randolph et al. [89]
found that tips can undergo a temperature rise of up to 50 ◦ C, depending on the primary
beam energy and tip height. Though it is difficult to exactly measure such a local temperature increase directly, beam-heating effects would be consistent with many features of EBID
deposits observed in the literature. Such a large heating effect effectively changes the dissociation pathway and may also change the morphology of the already-deposited material. If the
thermal decomposition temperature is within reach of the beam induced heating then thermal
dissociation will occur in parallel to direct electron beam induced dissociation, and the former will inherently give higher purity deposits due to the fact that the precursor is more fully
dissociated, giving smaller and more fragments which are hence more volatile. This effect is
enhanced for precursors where the metal has an autocatalytic effect (such as Co, discussed
above) and absent for those where the thermal dissociation temperature is extremely high
(such as TEOS).
In a conflicting experiment, Hoyle et al. have shown [118] for W(CO)6 that once the initial
growth of material has taken place such that there is a continuous wire rather than discrete
nuclei of material, the conductivity increases linearly with the wire thickness. This implies
that in this case, the material on the bottom of the wire is not affected by growth of material
on top or by influence of the electron beam in a post-irradiation manner. This is in contrast
to other results for the same precursor [116, 117] where a post-irradiation at 1 MeV had a
clear effect on the overall resistivity1 . It might be argued though that the energies dumped
into the deposit were significantly different due to the geometries and materials chosen, such
that in the latter case far more beam-induced heating was achieved. Thus it might be the case
that Hoyle et al. were simply below the energy threshold required to have any purification
effect. Another possible explanation could be that the extremely high energy beam physically
knocks carbon atoms out (light element selective milling). This interpretation is substantiated
by Egerton et al. [111].
We can summarize the effect of extra exposure by the electron beam as follows: (1) more
complete dissociation, or rather a second dissociation step, of the already-deposited material,
(2) beam-induced heating, (3) carbon graphitization, rendering those areas (and hence the
overall deposit) more conductive, and more speculatively (4) the formation of volatile frag1 The result by Kerr et al. [119] that the resistivity decreases with increasing deposit height, up to a certain height,
is in our opinion simply a manifestation of post-irradiation purification.
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ments by beam-induced reaction with the residual gas. The latter claim might be substantiated
by pointing out the residual gas is mainly composed of water vapor, and at higher water vapor
concentrations (so-called environmental mode, ESEM) the water vapor is capable of etching
and removing carbon on the substrate in a beam induced reaction [120].
Other results not mentioned in Table 1.4 are for instance those of Weber et al. [94] who found
that the metal content of tips increased with decreasing beam energy for various precursors however quantitative information is not given. Others (such as Folch et al. [121]) found no
such effect for the same precursor (Me2 -Au-hfac), so the situation is unclear. One possible
explanation would be that due to different deposition geometries (such as pillars in one case
and flat squares in the other) the amount of beam-induced heating is different and hence
the experimental situation is no longer identical. This further demonstrates the importance
of listing every detail of the deposition conditions, as otherwise it is nearly impossible to
properly compare results and repeat the experiments.
Reactive gas mixing
For EBID performed in the high vacuum (HV) SEMs, the precursor is not the only gaseous
species present. Indeed the residual gas at 10−6 mbar is composed mainly of water vapor,
nitrogen, oxygen and small amounts of hydrocarbon contaminants. These influence the properties of the deposit in that they are competing for adsorption sites on the surface with precursor molecules. They then get incorporated into the deposit or react with the precursor in
a beam-induced reaction to form oxides, carbides or other undesired entities which also get
incorporated into the deposit. In both cases the result is usually detrimental to the deposit’s
composition and conductivity. Oxides and insulating materials are not always undesirable
however, and a comprehensive list of experiments giving pure UV transparent dielectrics and
metal oxides can be found in [2].
Despite the apparent advantage to performing EBID in better vacuum systems, some research
has investigated the opposite case, where the background gas level was significantly raised
so as to be comparable or exceed the pressure of the precursor gas. The hope being that the
background gas, now termed reactive gas, would selectively react with one of the precursor
fragments or somehow be active in the dissociation process such that the material remaining
on the surface is of a higher purity. Alternatively the already-dissociated unwanted fragments
would be made more volatile by the reaction with the reactive gas. The relevant work in this
category is listed in Table 1.5. The simplest example might be Matsui et al. [54] who mixed
H2 with the WCl6 precursor in the hope of forming HCl and hence reduce the inclusion of
Cl in the deposit. The attempt was described as ‘successful’: the amount of tungsten was
increased from an unspecified amount to 58 at.%.
Besides this, the only recent attempt (Perentes et al., [32]) at mixing H2 and EBID (the
idea being to react with C from the dissociated fragments and form volatile CH4 ) resulted in
an interesting observation: when H2 was introduced in the SEM chamber, the background
(residual gas) level of H2 O was tripled (as measured by a residual gas analyzer). One could
presume that there is a competition between H2 O and H2 for adsorption sites on all surfaces
in the SEM, and this experiment suggests that H2 wins. It would be interesting to repeat this
experiment in a chamber where the residual water vapor concentration is low to begin with,
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Table 1.5: Summary of main work studying the effects of introducing a second gas into the
chamber during deposition, to the purpose of competitively removing one species as and
while it is being deposited. Items denoted ‘IBID’ apply to ion beam induced deposited structures rather than those deposited by electron beam.
Precursor

Without treatment

Conditions of treatment

Results of treatment

Reference

25 at.% Au
4-6 at.% Au
50 at.% Fe

Mix H2 O (ESEM, 1.2 mbar)
Mixing Ar/O2 (13 mbar)
Mix H2 O at 1 mbar
Mix H2 O in 1.5:1 ratio

[122]
[121], [123]
[21]
[124], [125], [126]

Ni(PF3 )4
and
Ni(C5 H4 CH3 )2
Ni(PF3 )4
and
Ni(C5 H4 CH3 )2

40 and 10 at.% Ni

Mix 1 sccm O2

Solid gold core
50 at.% Au
3-5 at.% Au
Carbon-free crystalline
Fe3 O4
Additional O in deposit

40 and 10 at.% Ni

Mix 1 sccm H2

MePtCpMe3 [IBID]

46 at.% Pt, 70-700
µΩ.cm

Mix H2

Au(acac)
Au(hfac)
Me2 Au(acac)
Fe(CO)5

Me3 PtCp
MePtCpMe3
Pt(PF3 )4
siloxane
organosilicanes
organosilicanes
W(CO)6
WCl6

10-15 at.% Pt
15 at.% Pt, 57 at.%
P, 5 at.% O
6 at.% C

15 at.% C

Mix H2 O
Mix H2 O at 8 × 10−6 mbar
Hot substrate (80◦ C) and additional O2 (0.8:1 ratio)
Mix O2 in 3:1 ratio
Mix 1 sccm O2
Mix O2 (amount not given)
Mix H2 O in 4:1 ratio
Mix with H2

Tripled H2 O background
level and resulted in additional O in deposit
No effect
No effect
50 at.% Pt
45 at.% Pt, 29 at.% P 25
at.% O
0 at.% C
Additional O in deposit at
expense of C
0 at.% C
Little effect on C content;
carbon-rich WO3
58 at.%

[32]
[32]

[84]
[127]
[128]
[86]
[129]
[130]
[131]
[126]
[54]

such as in a UHV setup. In the case of IBID, the only experiment was with MePtCpMe3 and
no effect was observed.
Usually the principle reactive gases used are O2 and H2 O, the target species being carbon. The
hope was that the H2 O or O2 would react (possibly induced by the electron beam) with the
carbon from the deposit to form CO or CO2 . However as we have observed [112] the residual
water vapor is capable of oxidizing platinum, or at the very least to increase the resistivity
of the deposits, so this technique would presumably only be effective when one is trying to
deposit noble metals. Despite this, oxidation or at least oxygen inclusion is occasionally seen
as a worthwhile tradeoff for a lower carbon content. Thus we see in the Table 1.5 that in the
case of Fe, Ni, Pt and W an increase of O was always seen. Only for gold does there not seem
to be an increase; notably gold is also non-oxidizable.
The actual results for the other metals vary widely. In the case of O2 mixing on silicon depositions, the small amount of carbon present initially is removed completely. O2 mixing with
Pt(PF3 )4 improved the platinum to phosphorus ratio but overall resulted in less metal content
due to the increased oxygen. Additional oxygen was also seen in Ni deposits after O2 mixing
but no change in the relative amount of Ni; the loss of carbon was exactly compensated by
the gain of oxygen.
Mixing water vapor seems to be very dependent on the setup, precursors and pressures used.
Solid gold cores were obtained in ESEM mode for Au(acac) but for Me2 Au(acac), an almost
identical precursor, with identical partial pressure of water, almost no effect was seen. Iron
is oxidized to Fe3 O4 with full carbon loss, whilst tungsten is oxidized to WO3 with no effect
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on carbon concentrations. Platinum is substantially improved from 11 to 50 at.% Pt but this
seems to be at odds with our recent results on oxidation of deposits over time exposed to water
vapor in air [112]. In this area more than any, the results of almost identical experiments are
clearly contradictory; systematic and repeated experiments would clearly be beneficial. This
is due in no small part to the difficulty in standard SEM systems of quantifying the exact
composition and amount of residual / background gas.
Carbon-free precursors
To prevent carbon from being contained in the EBID structure it is clear that a carbon-free
precursor should be used. To date the choice of such precursors has been poor due to the
required combination of material properties. The material’s vapor pressure must lie within a
useable range. The relevant metal atom to be deposited must be weakly bonded to the carrier
part of the precursor molecule so that dissociation can occur under electron irradiation, but
not too weakly such that dissociation occurs spontaneously. The material should not decompose over reasonable time scales, so the shelf lifetime should be greater than a few months at
typical ambient conditions, and it should not be adversely affected by exposure to water vapor (air moisture), for example. The material should be chemically compatible with the other
materials present in the SEM, storage and injection systems. Finally it should not be unduly
toxic to humans. As a result of these general selection criteria, good carbon-free precursors
are difficult to find. All the discovered ones to date contain chlorine or fluorine, which are
capable of beam induced etching reactions as well as having a negative impact on the deposition chamber itself. Furthermore these compounds also tend to be more toxic to humans
than their carbonaceous counterparts, hence specialized equipment is necessary to ensure the
safety of the SEM operators. The destruction of SEM equipment and human toxicity are the
principle reasons for the general non-adoption of promising carbon-free precursors such as
WF6 .
Table 1.6 gives an overview of those that have been experimented with to date; we have listed
each known carbon-free EBID precursor but not necessarily every publication where its use
is reported.
Of particular interest is AuClPF3 (chloro-gold-trifluorophosphine) which gives pure gold deposits, apparently reproducibly. Unfortunately this precursor suffers from the double drawback that it is difficult and expensive to produce and indeed is not commercially available,
and that it decomposes within a few hours in contact with metal at room temperature (it does
have a shelf life of a few months if stored in a glass container at -20 ◦ C). It is therefore incompatible with most commercial gas injection systems. As a result it has only been used
in one group at EPFL [12, 45]. It is very likely that its almost-spontaneous decomposition
property makes it such a good EBID precursor.
WF6 is an aggressive precursor which is known to damage the SEM equipment; presumably
the fluorine reacts with water vapor to form HF which is then destructive to many materials
present in the SEM chamber. Despite this, deposition from WF6 is reported by Matsui et
al. [136] and by many others. In [136] the deposition was performed at 5 × 10−8 mbar, and
there is no mention of oxidized tungsten (W3 O or WO3 ) – the article leads us to believe the
deposit is pure beta phase tungsten. Other reports of depositions performed at more standard
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Table 1.6: Summary of main work studying the effects of using a carbon-free precursor.
Precursor

Results

Reference

AlCl3
AuCl(PF3 )
D2 GaN3
Ge2 H6
[IrCl(PF3 )2 ]2
Ni(PF3 )4
Pt(PF3 )4
[RhCl(PF3 )2 ]2
Si2 H6 , SiH4

No Al, only C
Percolating pure gold grains, 22-43 µΩ.cm
GaN
Pure Ge
33 at.% Ir
36 at.% Ni, 103 µΩ.cm
30-650 µΩ.cm, up to 81 at.% Pt
60 at.% Rh
Amorphous Si with H embedded; annealing releases H and
forms crystalline Si
58 at.% Sn, 290 µΩ.cm
Composition of TiCl x film not given
35 at.% Ti, 8 at.% N, 58 at.% O
58 at.% W
β-W clusters

[20]
[12], [45]
[27]
[28]
[2], [29]
[32]
[50] amongst others
[45], [132]
[52], [133]

SnCl2 , SnCl4
TiCl4
Ti(NO3 )4
WCl6
WF6

[53], [134]
[135]
[40]
[54]
[136] amongst others

background pressures of 10−6 to 10−5 mbar vary in the amounts of pure tungsten compared
to oxidized tungsten (amorphous or crystalline). We have not seen a clear dependence on
reported experimental conditions to date, but the trend does appear to be that the amount of
oxide in the deposit correlates with the background chamber pressure (and hence, residual
water vapour). It is therefore the authors’ present belief that the amount of residual water
vapor in the residual gas of the SEM chamber during deposition which, together with electron
dose and precursor flux, determines the oxidation level.
The present authors have a demonstration of the importance of oxygen non-inclusion: in
the course of our work with Pt(PF3 )4 , a carbon-free precursor, an experimental setup glitch
resulted in additional oxygen being included in some deposits done in an otherwise identical
manner to others. EDS and resistivity data are available for both; deposits with 15 and 59
at.% oxygen (and otherwise identical) had resistivities of 573 µΩ.cm and 2 × 107 µΩ.cm
respectively. Clearly, the former value is more desirable than the latter and close attention
should be paid to the amount of oxygen being incorporated into deposits. Until now, not
much attention to this aspect is seen in the literature. Some authors are however starting to
include residual gas pressures in their reporting, see for example [2].
Deposition of Rh from [RhCl(PF3 )2 ]2 gave depositions containing 60 at.% Rh. It is curious,
then, that with the carbon-containing precursor [RhCl(CO)2 ]2 the purity should not be dramatically decreased: it is still around 55 at.% [132]. This work is particularly interesting
because we obtain confirmation of several items: (1) PF3 is not released as one entity but in
fact each F is successively removed from the P before the P is removed; (2) the concentration
of Rh and Cl is equal; (3) O is present at 8 at.% in the carbon-free version whereas it is only
just detectable at 2 at.% in the carbonaceous version. The latter seems to confirm that PF3
based precursors have a propensity to include oxygen in the deposits. The most likely mechanism would be a reaction of PF3 with residual H2 O to form various amounts of HF, OH, and
any of PH3 , H3 PO4 , P2 O5 , P4 O6 or H3 PO3 - in any case the oxygen would subsequently be
incorporated into the deposit.
For PF3 based precursors, it is often found that electrons induce the breaking of the P-F
bond rather than the complete removal of the PF group as one would expect from thermal
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Table 1.7: Summary of main work studying the effects of working in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) setups, or taking extraordinary care in obtaining a low residual gas pressure.
Precursor

Without treatment

Conditions of treatment

Results of treatment

Reference

Pure Fe

[25], [137]

Non-reproducibility, 600
µΩ.cm

UHV setup, low energy beam
(2 kV)
UHV setup
Prior to deposition, O2 plasma
clean for 10 minutes and
300◦ C anneal for 1 hour
O2 plasma clean prior to deposition

95 at.% Fe
Reproducible, 300 µΩ.cm

[48]
[138]

5 seconds: improves conductivity; 60 seconds: no improvement
Pure W

[109]

[139]

Etching into Si substrate

[141]

Fe(CO)5
Fe(CO)5
WF6

WF6

WF6
XeF2

Instead of expected
beam-induced etching,
only
beam-induced
carbon
contamination
growth was seen (Si
substrate)

Broad e-beam, UHV setup,
sample cooled to 77 K
Air plasma clean using Evactron [140]

considerations and CVD experience. This difference in decomposition indicates a different
mechanism is at work and that full electron-induced dissociation is not simply a single step
process.
Further observations: Fluorine is almost never found in the deposited material. Phosphorus
has been observed to cluster in deposits in some cases and then to evaporate under intense
electron beam irradiation [112].

UHV setups or working clean
The importance of obtaining a low content of water vapor and hydrocarbons in the residual
gas is of critical importance once the deposition regime is such that the deposition rate is low
enough that these contaminants form a large part of the final deposit composition. Moreover
if the conductivity of the deposit is sufficiently far from the metallic range due to the high level
of carbon and low connectivity of metal content (given the small size of the metal grains and
a simple surface to volume ratio interpretation), even slight variations in the amount of water
vapor locally at the deposition site will cause varying levels of metal oxidation, provided it is
susceptible to being so oxidized. This significantly impacts the resulting conductivity [112].
An obvious way to achieve a lower residual gas level near the deposit is by having better
vacuum conditions, therefore going to ultra-high vacuum (UHV) which is usually defined to
be better than 10−9 mbar. The time it takes for one atomic layer of gas to adsorb on a surface
in vacuum is known as the monolayer formation time; for 10−6 mbar, it is on the order of
magnitude of one second (depending on sticking coefficient, surface type, etc.) whereas at
10−9 mbar, it is of the order of one hour. Therefore in normal EBID depositions the precursor
is competing for adsorption sites with (mainly) water vapor, whereas in UHV depositions the
deposition is usually finished before significant water vapor has accumulated. Hence (see
Table 1.7) less oxygen is observed in the deposits and reproducibility is increased.
UHV setups not only help to reduce the amount of oxygen in the deposit, but as shown by
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Table 1.8: Summary of reported uses of carbon-containing precursors nonetheless giving
high purity depositions.
Precursor

Results

Reference

Tetrakis isobutyl diaurum difluoride
(C4 H9 )4 Au2 F2
Bis
isobutyl
aurum(III)
cyclohexyl
palladium(II)
difluoride
(C4 H9 )2 AuF2 Pd(C6 H11 )
Dicyclohexyl dipalladium difluoride
[FPd(C6 H11 )]2

2.4 µΩ.cm(i.e. bulk Au resistivity)

[142]

Solid metal core (few concrete details)

[142]

Solid Pd core (few concrete details)

[142]

groups in Japan [25] and more recently by Lukasczyk et al. [48], when used in conjunction
with the Fe(CO)5 precursor, no carbon is found in the deposit despite the organometallic
nature of the precursor. The mechanism behind this process is still poorly understood; it
may be that the residence time of the precursor is enormously increased by the lack of usual
competitive water vapor adsorption on the substrate, and this allows the dissociation process
to complete fully (all five carbonyl groups) before the subsequent precursor layer is adsorbed
and decomposed.
It has also been suggested [58] that the improved purity may somehow be due to a change in
the binding energy of the deposits to the surface under clean substrate conditions (inherently
necessary in UHV) compared to contaminant-terminated substrates. It is currently unclear
what role this may play in the precursor dissociation process.
If a UHV setup is not available then simple steps such as baking the sample and plasma
cleaning the chamber (for instance with the Evactron decontaminator, [140]) help already
enormously [91]. In all reported cases, the Evactron plasma cleaner is effective for removing
hydrocarbons.
Other precursors
In the previous sections we have discussed various purification techniques, and in Section
1.2.3 we discussed carbon-free precursors. To provide a complete picture of the state of the
art, in this section we discuss precursors which despite being carbon-containing and despite
having had no extra purification process, seem to provide high purity deposits. See Table 1.8.
Tetrakis isobutyl diaurum difluoride, (C4 H9 )4 Au2 F2 , also appears to give excellent results,
according to a single paper from 1995 [142]. Bulk resistivity of gold is mentioned and so is
the fact that the core is solid gold; few other quantitative details are given besides chemical
bond excitation energies. The other two precursors in the same paper, bis isobutyl aurum(III)
cyclohexyl palladium(II) difluoride and dicyclohexyl dipalladium difluoride are only stated
to yield a “solid metal core” with few quantitative details.
Anecdotally the vinyl-trimethyl-silane (VTMS) variants of copper precursors have been
known for some time to produce good copper depositions in the sense of low resistivity,
and this is confirmed by [143] as 3.6 µΩ.cm; this is very surprising given the still high carbon content (only 10 at.% Cu). The authors themselves admit there is a discrepancy here but
give no satisfying explanation or hypothesis. Interestingly when one peruses the rest of the
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Table 1.9: Summary of selected purification techniques in other, related fields.
Technique/field

Results

Reference

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of MePtCpMe3 at
300 ◦ C with 40 sccm of O2
Spin-coated film of palladium hexadecylthiolate,
post-heated to 230 ◦ C
Atomic H beam (non-focused) to dissociate
Cu(hfac)VTMS onto substrate
Charged landscape deposition with nearby reservoir of gold at 1045◦ C
UV decomposition of polymeric Au mercaptone
with 250 ◦ C postbake
MOCVD of Pt(hfac) with O2 mixed in
Pt sputter-deposited thin films

Carbon and oxygen-free Pt, 12µΩ.cm

[148]

Post-heating removed C from film completely

[149]

99 at.% Cu and 5 µΩ.cm

[150]

Pure Au nanodots

[151]

Pure Au

[152]

PtO2 film
Small changes in PtO2 stoichiometry result in large
changes in resistivity
Clean substrate and low dislocation density; just
heating or just H2 flow had no effect

[153]
[154]

No effect
Carbon-free film
Carbon-free film

[156]
[156]
[156]

MBE of GaAs with atomic hydrogen flux (from hot
filament) for cleaning for 1 minute at 700◦ C and 8
× 10−6 mbar
CVD of Pt(acac) with added CO2
CVD of Pt(acac) with post-anneal at 550◦ C in O2
CVD of Pt(CO)2 Cl2

[155]

literature on this precursor [22, 29, 51, 144, 145, 146, 147], the resistivity measurement has
apparently only been repeated once, by Luisier et al. [24]. They found that the material (containing 20 at.% Cu) was electrically insulating, a finding which questions the results obtained
in [143].

Related techniques
In this section we look at a few techniques that are used in nanofabrication processes being
related to increasing purity of deposits, but which are not currently applied or even applicable
to EBID. Rather, they are presented here because they might stimulate further ideas on purification of EBID structures, and lead to insight as what techniques are most likely to work.
See Table 1.9.
There is a large body of literature on CVD. For platinum deposition from CVD, the precursor
MePtCpMe3 is often used, and leads to pure platinum films. This fact alone suggests that the
dissociation pathways behind CVD and EBID are fundamentally different and hence techniques which are applicable in one area are likely not relevant in the other. One reference to
a comprehensive review of platinum deposition from CVD is nonetheless provided [157] for
the interested reader; the effects of mixing of H2 , O2 and other gases are covered therein.
The emerging technique of atomic layer deposition (ALD) is of interest because it too is
capable of producing pure platinum films from the same precursors [148]. It differs from
CVD in the sense that greater control over height growth can be achieved, right up to the
monolayer level. However to date the technique, like CVD, is not local; only large area thin
film growth is possible.
In general what we can observe is that heat treatments in the form of annealing, postbaking, hot substrates are often successful in reducing carbon from carbon-containing films and
structures. There is confirmation that oxygen-rich atmospheres will produce oxides even in
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CVD [153] and that the resistivity of the films are a strong function of the degree of oxidized
material [154].
Two examples of atomic hydrogen use were found in EBID-related fields. The first is in
[155] where the authors used atomic hydrogen combined with heat for substrate cleaning;
a clean substrate is critical for the subsequent processing. They were able to confirm that
it is the hydrogen radicals which were most responsible for the hydrocarbon removal, by
demonstrating that simply heating or H2 fluxes alone did not achieve the desired effect.
The second example is perhaps more striking and relevant. Instead of using an electron or
an ion beam to dissociate the precursor locally as in EBID or IBID, Chiang et al. [150] used
directly an atomic hydrogen beam (thermal energy). They were not able to use a focused
beam; but they were able to show that where the substrate had been exposed to the beam in
the presence of the hfac-Cu-VTMS precursor, near-pure copper deposits were obtained containing 99 at.% Cu and having a resistivity of only 5 µΩ.cm. A range of energies was present
in the hydrogen beam, from thermal to 500 eV – the species were not actively extracted from
plasma so the energies were given by the species velocity and the plasma temperature.
Basu et al. [151] developed an interesting twist on the EBID method. They used the electron
beam on an insulating substrate to generate a charge landscape. Nearby on the same surface,
they heated some solid gold to 1045◦ C which is just below the melting point. They found
that “gold vapor” then deposits at points on the surface where charge buildups were present.
They claim that the deposited nanostructures are pure metal and that the feature resolution
limitation is no longer given by the beam profile but rather by the specific charge landscape
obtained. They demonstrate features as small as 20 nm.

1.2.4

Conclusions

In this review we have listed and compared all the techniques published in the literature to
date which were specifically aimed at purifying the normally impure EBID structures. We
have outlined seven main approaches and presented to the reader the most recent results for
each. We have shown that the main pathways for improvement in common use today are
heating (during or after deposition) and working in a favorable residual gas (UHV setups or
plasma cleaning the SEM chamber). Results from reactive gas mixing are extremely variable
and not always reproducible between research groups. Using a carbon-free precursor in the
first instance is also a favorable approach, however then the contaminant element becomes
oxygen rather than carbon, resulting in oxides of the metal being deposited, fatally increasing
the resistivity of the structures. The most promising pathway currently observed is the treatment with atomic hydrogen although significantly more work needs to be performed in this
area.
As a general comment, despite potentially being critical, almost no attention is paid to the
state of the residual gas during, before or after deposition. This is inherent in the fact that
the experiments are carried out in non-UHV conditions, however this results in an undefined
condition of the substrate surface. This lack of knowledge is now clearly problematic when
attempting to create pure nanoscale structures. Utke’s review [2] goes further than most in
the full reporting of parameters. Another parameter often overlooked in literature is the pre-
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Figure 1.8: Schematic showing main paths to improving EBID depositions to obtain better
purity materials.

cursor molecule flux impinging on the substrate at the point of EBID processing. This rapidly
renders work from different groups non-comparable. How the gas flux can be quantified at
the EBID position is comprehensively discussed in a recent article by Friedli et al. [158].
Furthermore, EBID is a delicate interplay between various factors, and what we are trying to
do as researchers is to selectively tweak one or more of these in a serial, repeatable manner.
That they are interdependent, and that we cannot actually exert control over each of them,
is what renders this research so challenging. A good starting place would be the correct
and extended reporting of the full deposition conditions including molecular fluxes of each
species present, pressure ranges and residual gas levels (for example H2 O partial pressures).
For this we recommend the use of the “van Dorp checklist” [1] as a good starting point.
If one were to speculate as to how, given the knowledge available today and reviewed above,
one would have the highest chance of creating high-purity structures from EBID, one might
proceed using a combination of techniques along the lines of Figure 1.8. One should clearly
start with an appropriate precursor chemistry, where the precursor molecule is stable enough
for transport and handling, but unstable enough such that the electron beam provides sufficient
energy to fully dissociate the entire molecule. Use of the appropriate beam energy, current,
dwell times and so forth in the aim of providing the highest energy transfer to the molecule to
provide a clean and rapid dissociation is subsequently equally desirable. Further, depositing
on an already hot substrate minimises the amount of additional hydrocarbon contamination
diffusing into the deposit during growth. Working in a residual gas containing few detrimental
contaminants such as hydrocarbons, water and oxygen is by now reasonably obvious, though
this in essence requires a UHV type setup which may not be practical for common EBID.
Finally, post-irradiating the deposits with the electron beam, which essentially continues to
dump energy into the structure such that grain formation processes may occur, is beneficial.
Given a combination of these techniques, one may hope to produce ‘good’ deposits, in the
sense that low resistivities and high metal concentrations are obtained.
One trend which has certainly emerged during the course of research for this review is the inconsistency of certain experiments within the community. Amusingly, van Dorp [1] referred
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to the state of the literature as a plethora of publications and results, and we find this is still
true today. Very similar experiments often give contradictory results, and sometimes a single result is transformed into established knowledge without having had confirmation from
repeated experiments. Systematic studies with good reproducibility across different research
groups are extremely rare. Of course research groups are naturally wary of spending precious
time on repeating experiments which are deemed unlikely to yield good results, however the
present authors feel that the field as a whole would benefit from a more consistent body of
knowledge.
Notwithstanding the issues of reproducibility, lack of accurate reporting and of standard experimental conditions, what can be seen to emerge from the existing body of research in
EBID purification is that the possibility of creating pure-material nanostructures is now potentially within reach. We can expect that within a few years selected metals will have known
purification pathways to pure metal nanostructures, and we are still hopeful that hand in hand
with ongoing research into the fundamentals and understanding of the mechanism behind
EBID through simulations such as [159] we will be able, within five to six years, to exert
good control over the deposition process to achieve a nanostructure deposition according to
user-desired specifications.

1.3. Influence of process parameters

1.3
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The previous Section contained a high-level overview and summary of published results in the
literature pertaining to purification of EBID deposits. Its position in the Introduction chapter
is not accidental since it provides the reader with the basic research questions in EBID, as
well as the common lines of thought used to tackle these. It necessarily incorporated results
which will be found, and described further, in the rest of this thesis. The reader interested in
the specific experimental detail behind general EBID methods could now turn to Appendices
A and B, in which the equipment typically used for EBID is described, as well as the chemical
precursors.
In this Section now turn our attention to various experimental investigations which are relevant to EBID purification: the effects of beam current, beam energy, substrate temperature,
gas regime, scanning technique, beam dwell time, background chamber pressure, residual
gas composition and sample cleanliness on EBID deposits are presented here. These topics
are grouped together here since they are relevant to the topic of EBID purification, but each
investigation is not extensive enough to merit its own Chapter.

1.3.1

Beam current and beam energy

An FEI Nova NanoSEM 200 equipped with gas injectors was used. The precursor,
MeCpPtMe3 , is brought into the SEM chamber through the gas injector nozzle, which ends
at a height of 100 µm above the silicon/silicon nitride substrate and 200 µm distant from the
focus point. The deposition geometry was a cuboid of footprint 0.8 × 8.5 µm, dwell time
1 µs. Depositions were performed at a range of beam voltages and currents, with varying
deposition times such as to maintain constant total dose. The beam currents reported here
are those given from a picoammeter wired to a Faraday cage, as this gives the most accurate
value. The structures were stored in air and thereafter analysed with EDX.
Depositions were always performed when the residual gas in the chamber (mainly water
vapour) was at a minimum, in order to obtain consistently reproducible results. This was
done by cleaning the chamber (with the sample already inside) with a plasma cleaner [140]
for a few minutes in the morning (or overnight if no plasma clean had been performed for a
long period of time), and subsequently pumping the chamber down for over two hours (to at
least 3 × 10−6 mbar).
In Figure 1.9 we indicate the atomic concentration of platinum in the EBID structure, as determined by EDX analysis, for a range of useful deposition conditions. It appears that there
are two regions in the resulting plot: one (low voltage, high current) where the atomic concentration reaches (16 ± 2) at.%, and one (high voltage, low current) where the dissociation
does not proceed as completely. The 16 at.% appears to be the optimal quality of deposit
attainable with this precursor without special treatment. These two areas are separated in
Figure 1.9 with a dashed line, as a guide to the eye. Using this data it is simple for an operator to select deposition conditions in order to obtain a maximum concentration of platinum
in the deposit.
The interpretation of this result is shown in Figure 1.10, where the atomic concentration of
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Figure 1.9: In numbers within the plot, the atomic concentration of platinum (relative to
carbon) in the EBID structure deposited fromMeCpPtMe3 is shown as a function of both
deposition beam voltage (lower axis) and current (left axis). The dashed line is a guide
for the eye to delineate the parameter space for optimal precursor dissociation (upper left,
low voltage and high current) compared to the parameter space where dissociation does not
proceed as fully (lower right, high voltage and low current).

platinum is shown as a function of beam power density at the substrate. The latter is defined
as the beam voltage multiplied by the beam current and divided by the area around the focal
point at the substrate within which 90 % of the backscattered + secondary electrons exit
(irrespective of energy). From this representation, again shown with dashed lines as guides
to the eye, it would seem that at least 10 µW/µm2 is required to maximally dissociate the
precursor.

1.3.2

Substrate temperature

This topic is discussed extensively in Section 1.2, however here we discuss a few specific
practical comments and results.
The difficulty of working with substrates at elevated temperatures, at least in the current
setups, are twofold. Firstly the temperature should be held extremely constant to prevent
sample drift with respect to the electron beam. This drift originates from thermal expansion
of the materials used in the heating stage and of the substrate.
The other difficulty is that heating stages tend to be little-used pieces of equipment with geometries of fair complexity. The latter is usually to ensure that only the sample is heated, and
that all other SEM components, including the stage base plate, remain thermally unaffected.
The point being that during their non-use, they collect dirt and hydrocarbon contamination,
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Figure 1.10: The same data as in Figure 1.9 but expressed as a function of power density:
beam energy × beam current ÷ substrate area from which 90 % of all surface-leaving electrons exit (irrespective of energy). The area was determined for each primary beam energy
using the CASINO simulation software. The dotted lines are meant as guides to the eye. For
maximum platinum content, at least 10 µW/µm2 is required.
which take a long time to pump out. As a result one usually notices the base pressure in the
SEM is never quite as good as normal when a heating stage is used, and this is indicative of
the extremely large amount of extra contamination present. This contamination cannot fail to
be included in the deposit, hence any benefit of using a hot substrate has to compete against
the larger contamination inclusion. Therefore extra care has to be taken by the experimenter
to ensure the validity of the results.
As described in Section 1.2, deposition of MeCpPtMe3 onto a hot stage has no effect on
the deposit composition or resistivity, at least up to 100 ◦ C. The deposition rate, however,
decreases strongly with increasing temperature: as the temperature is increased, the residence
time of the precursor molecule on the substrate decreases, the sticking coefficient (which
describes how likely a molecule is to adsorb to the substrate initially) decreases and the
substrate surface diffusion constant of the precursor molecules increases.
In chemical vapour deposition (CVD) it is common practice to calculate the amount of energy
required per molecule to deposit onto the substrate, according to the Arrhenius dependence:
k = Ae−Ea /RT
where k is the deposition rate, A a constant, R the gas constant, T the substrate temperature
and Ea the activation energy of the molecule. This method has been applied with limited
success to EBID deposits by Li et al. [160] who found values of 70 to 220 meV for the WF6
precursor. Theoretical values in the references found in [160] are between 0.32 to 0.37 eV,
for CVD of WF6 . In the case of EBID what this ‘activation energy’ would correspond to is
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Figure 1.11: The rate of deposition for MeCpPtMe3 shown as a function of temperature. For
constant time, and identical deposit geometry, and identical beam conditions, the rate can be
taken here simply as the height of the deposit - all other contributions are absorbed into a
discarded constant or cancel out.
unclear. Nonetheless we can attempt to do the same for the MeCpPtMe3 precursor.
We re-arrange the equation to give:
Ea = −R

∂ln (k)
∂T −1

!
p

From Figure 1.11 we obtain a value for MeCpPtMe3 of 0.347 ± 0.065 eV. Again, it is unclear
what this value corresponds to physically in the case of EBID. We simply note the value is
within the same order of magnitude as that found by Li et al. for WF6 .
Figure 1.12 shows the resistivity does not vary (much) with substrate temperature. The resistance increases proportionally to the decrease in deposited volume.
For the Pt(PF3 )4 precursor, which is described in greater detail in Chapter 7, the deposition
rate also decreases strongly with increasing substrate temperature (Figure 1.13). The composition does vary a little with increasing temperature, namely less oxygen is incorporated
into the deposit, however it is not clear if the resulting resistivity decrease which is observed
is due to the changed morphology of the material (better packing of metallic species, bigger
platinum grains, etc.) or to the lower amount of oxygen. Further discussion on the influence of oxygen co-inclusion in the deposit on resistivity can be found in Section 1.3.4. One
hypothesis for the lower amount of oxygen at higher temperature assumes that the oxygen
is normally included because of water vapour presence on substrate adsorption sites, which
would decrease strongly as a function of substrate temperature. This cannot be the entire
explanation though, because oxygen co-inclusion in deposits varies depending on which pre-
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Figure 1.12: Deposit height, resistance and resistivity as a function of substrate temperature
for MeCpPtMe3 .

Figure 1.13: Deposit composition (atomic percent) as a function of substrate temperature for
Pt(PF3 )4 .

cursor is used. In the case of Pt(PF3 )4 , as will be seen in Chapter 7, the exact cause for the
oxygen co-inclusion is not yet fully understood.

1.3.3

Gas regime, scanning techniques and dwell time

It is reasonably clear from the literature overview presented in Section 1.2 that using high
beam currents and long dwell times generally give better quality deposits in terms of the
metrics we are interested in (composition and resistivity). Similarly, for these metrics, operating in the precursor gas limited regime – Figure 1.14, as opposed to electron limited,
Figure 1.15 – is equivalently beneficial (though detrimental to the deposit geometry), as is
using the SEM’s patterning engine to create beam scanning strategies which shift the EBID
reaction from the electron limited to precursor gas limited regime. Two explanations could be
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Figure 1.14: A deposition from MeCpPtMe3 performed in the gas-limited regime, giving a
curious deposit geometry.

given; on the one hand the higher beam currents and doses are more likely to cause additional
beam-induced heating at the substrate, which provides fuller dissociation of the precursor as
discussed in the literature overview. Alternatively being in the precursor gas limited regime
also provides more exposure time to the electron beam, comparatively, for each precursor
molecule, before it gets buried beneath subsequent layers of rapidly-grown EBID material.
A further reason for the desire to be in the precursor gas limited regime is that it gives a
chance for post-deposition processes to occur. It will be extensively described in Chapter
7 how the Pt(PF3 )4 precursor is beam-sensitive after deposition and how post-irradiation by
the electron beam causes changes in the deposit morphology that affect the resistivity of the
deposit in our favour.
However, practically it may not always be possible to operate in the regimes described. Figure
1.16 demonstrates the various geometries obtained for deposits simply by varying the dwell
time, in this instance. In essence, from a practical perspective, to obtain the deposit geometry
desired by an operator, the deposition has to proceed in the electron limited regime in order
to guarantee success. Therefore nearly all the work presented in this thesis will focus not
on varying the beam scanning parameters and patterning strategies, but rather on improving
the purity and conductivity for a given structure once it has been deposited with the desired
shape.

1.3.4

Background pressure and residual gas

Figure 1.17 illustrates the importance of obtaining a good chamber vacuum with low residual
water vapour. On the left, the deposit made from Pt(PF3 )4 has a high amount of oxygen
contained in the deposit, as a result of co-deposition during EBID, presumably from precursor
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Figure 1.15: A deposition from MeCpPtMe3 performed in the electron-limited regime, giving
a good deposit geometry.

Figure 1.16: A demonstration of the various geometries obtained for deposits from
MeCpPtMe3 simply by varying the dwell time (not systematically, here), no other parameters were changed.
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Figure 1.17: Two deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 with different amounts of co-deposited oxygen. This has a strong influence on the resistivity obtained - the structures were otherwise
identical and performed using the same deposition parameters.

reactions with residual water vapour. On the right, the deposit contains much less oxygen.
As a result the resistivity is reduced from 2 × 107 to approximately 600 µΩ.cm.
The MeCpPtMe3 precursor is less sensitive to the residual gas in the SEM chamber during
deposition, though the lack of control over this parameter can cause non-repeatable resistivity
measurements. In Figure 1.18, the resistivities t1 , t2 and t3 are given for three structures
which are absolutely identical. In other words, there is a lack of reproducibility even between
identical samples deposited in the same session in the same chamber. If the level of residual
gas is controlled, the resistivity data labelled as ‘optimized’ in the Figure can be obtained,
and reproducibly.
The composition of the residual gas can be measured using a residual gas analyser (RGA),
essentially a mass spectrometer. The Figures 1.19 and 1.20 show RGA measurements as a
function of time after the SEM chamber is closed and pumped down, for two very different
SEMs. Of note is the fact that the most abundant species in the residual gas after an extended
time is water vapour (Figure 1.21). A similar observation was noted by Perentes et al. [32].
To achieve, on the same machine, a reproducible level of the residual gas and hence reproducible EBID results, one may follow these steps:
1. Plasma cleaning of the chamber, using for example an Evactron [140]. (Further details
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Figure 1.18: The deposits labelled t x were deposited in the same session in the same SEM
using the same deposition parameters but had different resistivities. The cause was isolated to
a bad chamber vacuum level and hence a varying residual gas composition. Using procedures
we developed to reduce the residual gas to a minimum level, the deposits subsequently had
lower, reproducible, resistivities (labelled as ‘optimized’).

concerning the operation of the Evactron are given in Section 8.2.) A short 10 minute
clean is sufficient if done regularly, otherwise an overnight clean is recommended.
The author has found that machines which were regularly plasma cleaned had far less
hydrocarbon contamination growth enabling better high-resolution imaging.
2. Plasma cleaning can also be done with the sample in the chamber.
3. The sample can be baked in an oven prior to being placed in the SEM chamber.
4. As demonstrated by the RGA curves, waiting a long period of time, at least two hours,
between pump-down of the chamber and use of the SEM significantly improves reproducibility even for little apparent gain in the SEM chamber base pressure.
5. If one is using gas injection systems which are heated at any location (for example at
the precursor crucible), then waiting for the thermal equilibrium of all the components
is strongly recommended. This may take around half an hour depending on the system
configuration.
6. The most effective manner to pump water vapour is to freeze it on a cold surface. This
is termed cryopumping. Liquid nitrogen is often used in such devices. Note some extra
safety precautions must be taken for user safety if cryopumping and EBID precursors
are combined.
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Figure 1.19: Residual gas composition as measured by an RGA as a function of time after
closing of the SEM chamber and pump-down.

Figure 1.20: Residual gas composition as measured by an RGA as a function of time after
closing of the SEM chamber and pump-down, on a different SEM than Figure 1.19.
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Figure 1.21: Composition of the residual gas in an SEM after 3, 10 and 120 minutes of
pumping, as measured by an RGA.
Of course, this also means that since the residual gas cannot be made absolutely identical on
different machines, each machine may yield slightly different results for EBID deposits. The
suggested steps above may however help to minimise this machine-to-machine variability.

1.3.5

Cleanliness of sample

The previous subsection hinted at the fact that sample cleanliness was also an important factor
in obtaining reliable, reproducible results. Other researchers working at the limits of EBID
confirm this; this is evidenced by a quote taken from Hagen et al. [161]: “The main conclusion from [the experiments on nucleation growth in EBID] is that for such small deposits
the substrate material and surface condition is of utmost importance to achieve reproducible
deposited structures”. It was suggested above to oven bake the sample, and to plasma clean
it when in the SEM chamber. However, simply by SEM imaging it is impossible to tell how
clean a given sample is, and one might be erroneously led to believe that a sample surface
is free of hydrocarbons when it is in fact not. One imaging method which may help in this
respect is AFM.
Figure 1.22 shows an AFM scan of a dirty (surface contaminated) sample whilst Figure 1.23
shows a clean sample. It is not unreasonable to expect that the abundant hydrocarbons present
in the substrate surface contamination will be to some extent co-included in the deposit during EBID. Indeed clean samples always yield more reliable and reproducible results when
quantitating metrics of interest: composition and resistivity. The contamination in the AFM
images was not seen during SEM imaging.
In Figure 1.24 we demonstrate that even a single SEM image can cause contamination growth.
Once the deposition was finished, after waiting a suitable time for the precursor gas to evacuate the SEM chamber, a single slow scan was made with the electron beam to record a detailed
SEM image of the deposit. Later the AFM was made and it was exactly visible where the
SEM image had been taken.
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Figure 1.22: AFM scan of a substrate with EBID depositions; substrate surface is dirty. No
evidence of the contamination was seen in SEM images. Image by L. Belova.

Figure 1.23: AFM scan of a substrate with EBID deposition; substrate is clean. Compare to
Figure 1.22 (different sample). Image by L. Belova.

Figure 1.24: AFM scan of an EBID deposit; also visible is the contamination square left
behind by a single electron-beam scan to make a nice SEM image of the deposit. Image by
L. Belova.

Chapter 2

Low energy EBID of MeCpPtMe3
The work presented in this chapter was published in part in [162]: A. Botman, M. de Winter,
and J. J. L. Mulders; Electron-beam-induced deposition of platinum at low landing energies,
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, 26(6), 2460 - 2463 (2008).

Abstract
Electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) of platinum from methylcyclopentadienylplatinum-trimethyl (MeCpPtMe3 ) was performed with a focused electron beam at low landing energies, down to 10 eV. The deposition growth rate is maximal at 140 eV, with the
process being over ten times more efficient than at 20kV. No significant dependence of composition with landing energy was found in the deposits performed at energies between 40 and
1000 eV. This study provides further evidence for the important contribution of sub-20 eV
secondary electrons to the dissociation process.

2.1

Motivation

EBID in its simplest form, directed carbon contamination growth, was first described in 1976
[15], but the exact mechanism of the precursor dissociation process is still not yet well understood. At the heart of the question is the total adsorbed precursor electron-impact deposition
cross-section, which is not known for these compounds in these conditions [9], although
increasingly educated guesses are being made and used [60, 163] . This total deposition
cross-section is the sum of the individual dissociation cross-sections from each fragment of
the original precursor molecule; the sum is weighted with the probability that each fragment
remains to form a deposit rather than being desorbed. From here onwards we simply refer to
this as the “dissociation cross-section”, for simplicity.
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Some authors believe that the cross-section peaks for low-energy secondary electrons [9],
whereas others argue that high-energy dissociation events are underestimated and that primary electrons (PE’s), backscattered electrons (BSE’s) and fast secondary electrons (FSE’s)
also contribute ‘significantly’ to EBID growth [4, 19, 164]. Better understanding of the
physics of this dissociation process will allow us to attain better control of the size, shape
and quality of the depositions.
To obtain insight into this decomposition cross-section, it is useful to obtain data on the yield
of deposition as a function of electron beam energy. To date there have been some studies on
this subject at the standard energies used in scanning microscopes ranging from 1 to 30 keV
[164, 90, 118]. However, it is experimentally difficult to go lower than 1 keV with a focused
beam in a standard scanning electron microscope (SEM) and to date there exists no relevant
literature on the low-energy part of the curve, except for Hoyle et al. [93] for tungsten from
W(CO)6 and Kunz et al. [165] for the growth and etching of SiO x .
In related work but using a broad beam rather than a focused beam, Yates et al. [147] have
studied the effect of low energy (2-27 eV) electrons on the decomposition of hexafluoroacetylacetonate Cu(I) vinyltrimethylsilane, a metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
precursor used for the deposition of copper, on a silicon surface at room temperature. XPS
results showed that electron stimulated reactions led to the formation of Cu(O) while the
threshold for decomposition was around 4eV, consistent with a dissociative electron attachment mechanism.
This study reports on the yield from a focused beam at electron landing energies over the full
range from 10 eV up to 20 keV using a retarding field arrangement and a frequently used
standard platinum precursor (MeCpPtMe3 ).

2.2

Experimental

An FEI Nova 600 DualBeam system (combining a focused ion beam microscope and a
scanning electron microscope in one instrument) was used for deposition. This system
was equipped with standard gas injectors (GIS) enabling beam-induced depositions with
either ions or electrons (IBID and EBID). All our depositions were performed using the
electron beam, with the beam parameters as given below. The platinum precursor was
methylcyclopentadienyl-platinum-trimethyl (MeCpPtMe3 , CAS: 94442-22-5). The base
chamber pressure prior to deposition was better than 2 × 10−6 mbar, this value changed to
around 2 × 10−5 mbar during deposition.
A retarding field configuration was used, as depicted schematically in Figure 2.1. This allowed us to use a beam voltage of 1kV, thereby ensuring a stable emission of electrons,
whilst retaining good control (to within one electron-volt) over the electron landing energy at
the focus point.
The sample stub was electrically isolated from the sample stage, and a shielded wire leading
to a feed-through was arranged such that the stub could be held at a potential of choice
with respect to the SEM final lens and stage which are held at ground potential. This wire
from the feed-through was grounded on the exterior shielding to the chamber to prevent any
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Figure 2.1: Retarding field configuration.

possibility of charge build-up. The sample was silicon with a large area of 2 × 3 cm such
that the retarding field set up between the sample and the final lens would be as uniform and
vertical as possible, locally along the electron beam path. The sample to final lens distance
was 5 mm and the depositions were made at the center of the sample. For the same reason the
standard GIS needle (normally at ground potential) was exchanged for one which was shorter
so that it did not protrude below the final lens level. The entire arrangement within the SEM
chamber is shown in Figure 2.2. Outside the chamber a voltage source was connected to
the feed-through, and an accurate voltmeter was added to the circuit. By varying the voltage
on the voltage source it was therefore possible to vary the landing energy of the electrons
focused on the sample.
The substrate was a silicon wafer piece with a layer of native oxide. This native oxide was
removed by ion beam milling (30 keV, 0.28 nA, 15 × 15 µm for 54 s) once the sample
was in the SEM vacuum, since at very low energies a substantial part of the electron beam
is deposited in the oxide layer, resulting in too much sample charging and therefore timedependent image drift. The substrate was glued to the stub with vacuum-compatible silver
paint to provide good electrical contact. A dot of this same silver paint (which contained
well-defined high- contrast features at many length scales) was present on the substrate at a
reference position, to enable checking of the focus and stigmation settings at various moments
(see Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). All SEM detectors, normally biased to collect the imageforming secondary electrons, were set to zero biasing while the retarding field was present, to
prevent them from affecting the low-energy electrons. The beam currents were calibrated by
a Faraday cup and pico-ammeter (see Appendix A.4) at zero bias. The repeatability of beam
current setting is better than 1 %.
Depositions above 1 keV were performed with the beam at the desired landing energy with no
sample bias. For depositions below 1 keV, the beam energy at the exit of the pole-piece was 1
keV and the bias was set between 0 and -1 kV. Beyond -1 kV biasing, the image observed was
that of the final lens rather than of the sample, which meant that the substrate had become
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Figure 2.2: Image of microscope chamber showing sample stage, isolated sample stub, wire
for biasing the stub, final lenses (electron and ion columns) and GIS needle.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the depositions showing position with respect to the silver paint;
seen are the milled rectangles, the individual deposits cannot be seen in this image.
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Figure 2.4: Another overview of the depositions, one may see the individual depositions, one
per milled rectangle.
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Figure 2.5: Another close-up view of the silver paint.
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perfectly reflective to electrons. The point at which this reversal took place was taken to
be 0 eV landing energy, this was determined to ± 1 V. Therefore, for instance, according
to this retarding field configuration, a sample bias of -980 V gave us an effective electron
landing energy of 20 eV at the sample. It was verified that (for instance) the deposition yield
performed at 1 keV with 0 V bias was identical to that performed at 1.5 keV with -500 V
bias.
The target deposit geometry was a cube, with a base of nominally 500 × 500 nm, patterned in
a serpentine manner. The dwell time per pixel was 200 ns, the distance between pixels 40 nm,
and the overlap parameter 0 %. The total deposition time for one structure was 10 minutes.
Once the depositions were completed the samples were subsequently stored in air. AFM
analysis was performed to obtain the volume of each deposit. To retrieve volume data from
the raw ASCII AFM output, a Matlab program was devised and used. The data was directly
scaled in Z as nanometers, however due to sample height positioning an offset was present;
this offset plane was not necessarily horizontal. The Matlab code corrected for this and for
other similar effects (substrate bumpiness, etc.) automatically; each result was checked by
hand to ensure correct operation of the code. Subsequently the composition of the samples
were analyzed using low-kV EDX. Since the deposits were small in volume, the composition
data was thereafter corrected using the thin-film φ(ρz) curve from Pouchou and Pichoir [166].

2.2.1

Procedure

The procedure followed to deposit the structures was as follows:
1. The stage was set eucentric, the silver paint position was saved, the wiring and absence
of ground loops were checked. The GIS was inserted.
2. The ion beam was focussed at the silver paint; 30 kV 0.28 nA, no tilting.
3. The bias was applied, the electron beam was focussed at the silver. The detectors were
set to zero.
4. Blind move to deposition area with locked Z.
5. Mill 15 by 15 µm for 54 s.
6. One electron image, recentering.
7. Deposit: 200 ns dwell, 0% overlap, 500 by 500 nm, 120 pA, 600 s, detectors at zero,
50 kX.
8. Return to step 2.
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Figure 2.6: AFM scan of a successful deposition at 80 eV.

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Deposition yield

The results are expressed as a volumetric yield per electron present in the primary beam.
This accounted for the beam current variations as a function of beam energy above 1 kV, an
inherent characteristic of the instrument.
An example of a successful deposit (at 80 eV) is shown in Figure 2.6 in the form of an AFM
scan. An unsuccessful deposition (made at 400 eV) is shown in Figure 2.7 and illustrates the
problem with drift over the course of the deposition. Only successul deposits were used in
the final data analysis.
The deposit yield results are shown in Figure 2.8. The structure deposited at 10 eV was too
small to be located for AFM measurement, hence is not shown. The main contribution to the
error bars arises from the determination of the deposit’s volume from the AFM height maps.
The yield is maximum at 140 eV. At this energy the dissociation process efficiency is over
ten times that at 20 keV. The results for the depositions in the conventional 1-20 keV range
are consistent with those reported in the literature [164, 90, 118].
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Figure 2.7: SEM image (taken at an angle) of an unsuccessful deposition at 400 eV, showing
drifting over the course of the deposition.

2.3.2

Composition

Between 40 and 1000 eV, the elemental composition of the deposits does not vary significantly with landing energy (Figure 2.9). The atomic concentration of platinum is evenly
scattered between 14 and 22 at.%. This means that the depositions performed at low landing
energy are equivalent to those performed at the more standard beam energies (e.g. 20 kV).
The deposit at 20 eV is so broad and thin that hydrocarbon contamination deposition during
the EDX acquisition contributed significantly to the carbon amount measurement, hence this
data point should not really be considered in the composition analysis.

2.3.3

Limitations

There are two limitations inherent in this particular experiment. Firstly, the image magnification changes with the retarding field magnitude due to the lens action between the final lens
and sample. The electron dose at 1 kV was 1.3 times lower than at the minimum energy of
10 eV. In this experiment we have not corrected for this effect, although it is expected to be
minor. Secondly, we compare directly depositions done with a retarding field configuration
(below 1 kV) and without (above 1 kV). Some checks were implemented to ensure this was
valid (as described above) and we are confident that a direct comparison is indeed allowed.
Imaging at the low landing energies yielded the expected contrast variations; for instance an
image contrast reversal was observed around 40 eV [167]. It became increasingly difficult
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Figure 2.8: Deposition yield (nm3 per electron in the primary beam) as a function of beam
landing energy (eV).
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Figure 2.9: Atomic concentration of platinum in the deposit as a function of beam landing
energy. No significant dependence on energy was found in the range 40 to 5000 eV
.

to focus and stigmate the beam at the lower landing energies, although this was still possible
at 20 eV and 50.000 × magnification, and with quite some effort even at 10 eV. At very low
landing energies it is expected that the probe profile broadens significantly at the substrate.
We have measured the apparent probe size at the substrate (Figure 2.10); it remains constant
in the range 40 to 1000 eV. The broadening below 40 eV may explain why no large deposition yield is seen at 10 and 20 eV landing energy, despite a large abundance of electrons
supposedly having the correct energy for dissociating the precursor.
Additionally regardless of the mechanism, the knowledge that the efficiency of the deposition
process is greatest for a primary beam at 140 eV is directly useful for those wanting to prioritize growth speed. In addition, a primary beam of this energy has a very short penetration
depth (1 nm or less), leading to minimal damage of the substrate. This technique could then
be used to create EBID-deposited structures on electron-sensitive samples such as biological
specimens or resist.

2.4

Obtaining a cross-section

Using the obtained yield data, it is possible to calculate the effective total deposition crosssection. We will first explain how this can be achieved. Secondly, we will explain why it
is actually not possible to apply the calculation in this case, and we will instead give a nonrigorous analysis which nonetheless demonstrates the important role of the SE’s.
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Figure 2.10: Image resolution (hence the probe resolution cannot be worse) as a function
of primary beam landing energy, shown with the yield measurements from above for easy
comparison.

2.4.1

Matrix inversion method

A general EBID growth equation is given by Allen et al. [168]:
R(x) =

E0

Z

Nσdiss (E) f (E, x)dE

(2.1)

0

where R(x) is the rate of deposition at a given position x, E0 is the incident (primary beam)
electron energy, N the surface concentration of adsorbed precursor molecules, σdiss (E) the
dissociation cross-section of the adsorbed molecule and f (E, x) the flux of electrons of given
energy passing through the adsorbed layer at that position. Note we assume N is constant and
unchanging, hence this analysis does not take gas dynamics and diffusion into account, nor
does it account for gas depletion, etc.
The electron flux values to populate f (E, x) are given by the output of the Geant4 model
[169]. Which material should be taken for the simulation of the spectra in the model? Obtaining the spectra for a growing deposit of mixed material (Pt and C) was outside the capabilities
of the model at the time. (In this respect, performing an etching experiment would have been
easier to model.) Therefore the spectra taken from the model were those for pure amorphous
carbon, since the deposit is 80 at.% composed of carbon and after the initial deposited layer
the beam penetrates only into the deposit and not further down into the substrate. The absolute numbers will differ for the actual situation but the relative contributions will not. This
analysis is dangerous for absolute quantification anyway, therefore it was felt this situation
was adequate. Selected spectra are shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Electron spectra for selected primary beam energies, for an amorphous carbon
substrate, as generated by Geant4.

We can directly equate the rate of deposition to the yield expressed as a volume deposited
per electron, provided all deposits are done with identical conditions (excepting the landing
energy), which is the case. Since N is constant and we are not interested in absolute quantification, we disregard it. We also remove the dependence on position, by assuming we look
only at position x = 0. Since time and gas dynamics are not involved in the equations we can
directly equate this stationary beam situation to our actual one of cube growth. Thereafter we
exchange the integration for a discrete sum:
Z
Y

E0

∼
∼

0
n
X

σdiss (E) f (E, E0 )dE

(2.2)

σdiss (Ei ) f (Ei , E0 )∆Ei

(2.3)

i=1

=

σdiss (E1 ) f (E1 , E0 )∆E1 + ... + σdiss (En ) f (En , E0 )∆En

(2.4)

where Y is the measured yield (volume per electron) at beam energy E0 , f (Ei , E0 ) is the
number of electrons in the interval [Ei−1 , Ei ] at beam energy E0 , and ∆Ei the corresponding
energy interval. We use n elements in the sum, this n is also equal to the number of experiments (number of primary beam energies tried) and hence we make ∆Ei to be the step in
energy between experiment (primary beam energy) i − 1 and i.
This entire sum is valid for one experiment at beam energy E0 . We performed many experiments at various primary beam energies, so we will label a particular experiment with index
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m and label its yield as Ym and primary beam energy Em . Thus the last equation becomes
Ym

=

σdiss (E1 ) f (E1 , Em )∆E1 + ... + σdiss (En ) f (En , Em )∆En

(2.5)

We can bring all the experiments performed together by transforming them into simultaneous
equations expressed in matrix form:





0
 Y1 
  σdiss (E1 ) 
 f (E1 , E1 )∆E1 ...

 

 .. 
..
..
(2.6)
 .  = 

 
.
.





σdiss (Em )
f (E1 , Em )∆E1 ... f (En , Em )∆En
Ym
where we see that by definition m has to equal n. The non-filled portions of the first matrix
on the right side are set to zero. Thereafter we represent the first matrix on the right side,
which now contains only terms involving the electron flux and energy deltas and is hence
completely known, as . Finally we re-arrange to obtain an expression for each element of
σdiss (Ei ):




 Y1 
 σdiss (E1 ) 
 . 


..
 ..  =  

(2.7)
.




Ym
σdiss (Em )




 Y1 
 σdiss (E1 ) 







..

⇒ −1  ...  = 
(2.8)
.




Ym
σdiss (Em )
Thus provided we can invert , we obtain a discretized form for the cross-section.
Inverting  can easily be performed with any of the methods built into such packages as
Matlab, however the validity of the results should be verified: the inversion will be correct
only if the numerical stability during the inversion is good. If we believe  to be invertible,
we attempt to perform the calculation according to Equation 2.8. We obtain a cross-section
which is initially reasonably believable (see Figure 2.12).
However, unfortunately the values of this obtained cross-section vary quite strongly as a
function of the first data point (Y20eV ). Thus in fact it is not valid to invert  reliably. A
simple inspection of  reveals why; two depictions of the matrix are shown in Figures 2.13
and 2.14. The values in  can be directly compared to the electron yield curves seen for
instance in Reimer [167], but in this version the data is placed into bins according to the
requirements for Equation 2.8. Thus the entries are high for the single bin grouping all the
low-energy SE’s (< 20 eV), high at the primary beam energy, and close to zero in all other
bins. The matrix  is effectively a diagonal matrix with a unitary first column. This is in fact
not safe to perform inversions with, despite what numerical stability estimates may indicate.
To improve the reliability of this method, one would need a far greater amount of data collected in the low-energy (sub-40 eV) range. It was not practical to obtain more data at the
time the experiments were performed as it was extremely difficult to obtain good data at these
low energies.
Therefore in the next section, a simpler analysis is presented and used.
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Figure 2.12: Resulting dissociation cross-section obtained with this method.

2.4.2

Non-rigorous analysis

Using this data, the EBID rate equation given by Allen et al. [168] and assuming a form for
the electron-impact dissociation cross-section for the adsorbed precursor, we can calculate
the expected deposition yield. The electron fluxes used in the calculation originate from a
Monte-Carlo model, the details of which are given in [169]. It is important to note that we
count both electrons going into and coming out of the substrate hence the BSE yields used are
higher by the amount of electrons used in the primary beam. By comparing to our measured
yield we can then verify the accuracy of the assumed cross-section form. In Figure 2.15 we
propose two different hypotheses for the cross-section: that either the sub-20 eV electrons
are mostly responsible for the dissociation process, or that the backscattered and primary
electrons are. It can be observed that the former assumption gives the better fit.

2.4.3

Relation to TPD experiments

Van Dorp et al. [170] have recently completed thermal programmed desorption experiments
with the MeCpPtMe3 precursor, combined with broad-beam low-energy electron irradiation.
This technique allows the sensitive determination of the species that desorb from a cooled
sample after the precursor was exposed to electrons. This is useful for investigating the fundamentals of the dissociation process. In particular the technique can be used to reconstruct
a dissociation cross-section.

2.4. Obtaining a cross-section

Figure 2.13: Representation of  demonstrating unsuitability for use in deconvolution.
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Figure 2.14: Another representation of (same)  demonstrating unsuitability for use in deconvolution.

Initial results have shown that the form of the low-energy deposition yield curve from the
MeCpPtMe3 precursor, as obtained using the TPD method, is very similar to Figure 2.8.
However the determination of which energy electrons are the most responsible for the dissociation process remains elusive and investigations and analysis of the results are still underway. The basic barrier is the same as in our experiments – more data is needed in the very
low energy range, sub-10 eV. This is unfortunately the most difficult range to work in.

2.5

Conclusions

In summary, electron-beam-induced deposition of platinum from methylcyclopentadienylplatinum-trimethyl was performed with a focused beam at low landing energies down to 10
eV. The growth rate, was investigated as a function of beam landing energy. A maximum was
identified near 140 eV, where the deposition efficiency is over ten times that at 20 keV, which
is consistent with expectations and literature to date. This provides further evidence for the
important role of sub-20 eV secondary electrons during the dissociation process.
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Figure 2.15: Two hypotheses as to the possible cross-section form. Top: calculation of what
deposition yield would be obtained, assuming a cross-section being non-zero for the sub-20
eV electrons (SE’s) and zero everywhere else. The form of the calculated yield (obtained by
convoluting with the electron fluxes at each electron energy for each landing energy according
to the EBID growth equation given in Allen et al. [168]) fits well with the measured one
except below 20 eV. Bottom: same as top, assuming a cross-section that is only non-zero
for the backscattered and primary electrons. The fit to the measured data is less good for
this hypothesis. This indicates that the sub-20 eV play an important role in the dissociation
process.
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Chapter 3

Ageing of MeCpPtMe3

The work in this chapter was published in A. Botman, M. Hesselberth and J. J. L. Mulders,
‘Investigation of morphological changes in platinum-containing nanostructures created by
electron-beam-induced deposition’, J. Vac. Sci Technol. B 26(6) 2464-2467 (2008).

Abstract Focused electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) allows the rapid fabrication of
three-dimensional nanodevices and metallic wiring of nanostructures, and is a promising
technique for many applications in nanoresearch. We document an aging process in structures created from MeCpPtMe3 , which have a resistivity which increases with the time they
are exposed to air, from 2 × 105 to 1.8 × 108 µΩ.cm over 55 days. We demonstrate that covering the structures with an EBID-deposited insulating protective layer of TEOS can prevent
this oxidation. In doing so, we achieved the lowest reported resistivity for EBID from this
platinum precursor, of 1.5 × 103 µΩ.cm.

3.1

Introduction and Setup

One application for EBID is to deposit conductive lines at a position chosen by the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) operator, for instance to provide contacts for measuring the transport properties of carbon nanotubes. Therefore it is often desired that the deposited material’s
resistivity be as close as possible to the bulk metal resistivity, namely 10.62 µΩ.cm. Usually
however, for the standard platinum precursor methylcyclopentadienyl-platinum- trimethyl
(MeCpPtMe3 ), values reported in the literature are greater than 1 × 105 µΩ.cm, and differ
greatly from one publication to the other. Part of the variability in the reported values are
due to different deposition conditions, which can affect the material properties significantly
61
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Figure 3.1: SEM image (at 70◦ tilt) of a typical EBID-deposited structure across four gold
electrodes on Si3 N4 for four-point-probe resistivity characterization. The halo does not contribute to the measurement in a significant manner.

[90], or varying degrees of carbon contamination within the chamber. Unfortunately the exact deposition conditions are not always reported. Here we document an additional source
of variability, namely the amount of time between the deposition event and the measurement
event. For this specific precursor deposited in the specific way described below, the resistivity
of the resulting structure is dependent on this time.
An FEI Nova NanoSEM was used at 20 kV and 2.4 nA electron beam current to deposit
lines of size 8.5 × 0.8 µm for 6 minutes from methylcyclopentadienyl-platinum-trimethyl
(MeCpPtMe3 , CAS: 94442-22-5), with a dwell time of 2 µs. The structures were deposited
across four-point-probe structures as shown in Figure 3.1 such that the conductivity could be
measured. The resistance measurement setup is detailed more extensively in Appendix A.3.
After deposition and between measurements, the samples were stored in air for various
lengths of time. Resistivity measurements were performed in a four-point probe station,
with a Keithley current source supplying 1 nA in series with a 1 GΩ resistance, and a Keithley nano-voltmeter. The voltmeter readout is then linear with the resistivity which can be
obtained if the exact geometry of the deposited structure is known.
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3.2

Observation
MeCpPtMe3

of

time-dependent

resistivity

in

Measurements performed at different time intervals on nine samples are shown in Figure
3.2. A measured potential difference of 0.04 mV is equivalent to around 2 × 105 µΩ.cm in
the case of our structures, although the exact resistivity values are dependent on the exact
height of each of the structures. It is clear from the data obtained as seen in Figure 3.2 that
the measured value increases with time, for instance to 35 mV (1.8 × 108 µΩ.cm) after 55
days. Each sample (deposited in the same conditions) appears to age in the same qualitative
manner. The different slopes might be attributable to samples of slightly different height. A
curve of power form V = γ + αtβ can be fitted to the data, with β values of 0.6 ± 0.1.
Further nano-structures were also created in the same way but additionally, immediately after
deposition of the platinum strip, in the same vacuum chamber, electrically insulating material
(tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) mixed with a small amount of water vapor) was deposited on
top. This was performed in such a manner as to prevent exposure of the platinum strip to
air. The deposition parameters for this protective layer were 20 kV beam at 2.4 nA, dwell
time 200 ns for 10 minutes over 9.5 × 1.8 µm. The platinum nanostructures covered with
this protective layer were therefore never exposed to air. An SEM image of the resulting
structure is shown in Figure 3.3. Independent measurements of the protective layer material’s
resistivity gave a value greater than 1014 µΩ.cm. We verified that the resistivity was indeed
higher than could be measured with our setup. The resulting resistivity of the protected
platinum strips was much improved, at 1.5 × 103 µΩ.cm. We did not observe ageing on these
structures (Figure 3.4).

3.3

Potential mechanisms

The ageing process observed in our uncovered structures may initially be speculated to be
either chemical or physical in nature. In principle with such low platinum content, the structure presents a percolation network of platinum clusters embedded in an amorphous carbon
matrix. There is good evidence for this in the literature either in the form of TEM images
or other variants of IV measurements [55]. Our first idea was that the platinum would migrate and cause cluster growth. This would increase the average distance between clusters,
which decreases the conductivity; this would be a physical ageing process. However we have
evidence that this is not the correct explanation, as follows.
Our data indicates that the ‘clock’ for the ageing process starts ticking once the sample is
brought out of vacuum and into contact with air. For instance we deposited two structures
with a one hour interval between them, then brought the samples to air and measured them
both immediately and after one hour. The measurement after one hour indicated the same
change for both samples. Therefore the ageing process is somehow activated by the presence
of air. The prevention of air contact with a protective oxide layer and the subsequent time
stability provides additional evidence that contact with air enables the ageing. We therefore
believe that the conductivity deterioration is caused by chemical ageing, that is, by the oxida-
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Figure 3.2: The measured voltage drop across the EBID-deposited structures for 1 nA (hence
a measure of resistivity) is shown as a function of time after the structures are exposed to air.

Figure 3.3: SEM image of platinum structure across four gold electrodes on Si3 N4 . The
platinum deposit is covered with a TEOS deposit to prevent exposure of the platinum structure
to air. The TEOS layer is somewhat transparent to electrons at imaging parameters used here
(20 kV, 2.4nA).

3.3. Potential mechanisms
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Figure 3.4: The measured voltage drop across the EBID-deposited structures as in Figure 3.2,
with additionally the resistance of the TEOS-covered structures shown. The latter exhibit no
significant ageing over 55 days.
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tion of the platinum dispersed in the carbon matrix. More specifically, we suspect that it is the
air moisture (water vapor) content of the air which is causing the oxidation of the platinum.
Alternatively we have to consider the possibility that the measurement itself might be causing
the ageing effect observed. However we can confirm that the behavior presented here is
not current-induced simply by inspecting the data shown above. Some structures were not
measured until quite some time (many days) after deposition, some structures were measured
often and others were measured rarely. In all cases however the data are consistent and the
resistivities evolve in the same manner, which indicates that the dominant effect is not induced
by the measurement procedure. Furthermore the idea to perform this systematic long-term
study was obtained during inspection of multiple past data sets where it seemed that there
may be correlation between resistivity and length of time between deposition and resistance
measurement. These data sets which inspired this investigation were all independent of each
other.
In conclusion, we have high confidence that the effect observed is real and not a measurement
artefact. However, we should note that the effect may be quite specific to the geometry of the
deposit (following a hypothesis of water diffusing into the deposit volume, see next Section),
the precursor and deposition conditions (which will impact the density of the deposit and its
susceptibility to being so oxidised) and indeed the lab environment (which in this case were
normal university spaces in Leiden, The Netherlands1 ).
A few further issues need to be addressed. Firstly, it is currently unclear why the TEOS layer
would be so effective at blocking the diffusion of water into the deposit. One might speculate
that this layer would be denser and less porous than the platinum layer, however this should be
backed up by quantitive data which is currently unavailable. Another explanation may concern the catalytic properties of the platinum : the externally-visible platinum, which would be
rapidly oxidised, could be able to catalytically promote the oxidation of the platinum deeper
in the deposit - or increase the mobility of water vapor within the deposit. Preventing the oxidation of the external layer of platinum would therefore automatically protect the remaining
bulk of the deposit.
Secondly we need to justify why the oxidation which we hypothesize is occurring, whose
rate must presumably be relatively low (otherwise we would eventually see a strong increase
in the oxygen peak in EDS analyses, which is never seen to rise above 10 - 15 at.% without specific user action), causes such a large effect on the deposit’s resistance. To answer
this we appeal to the fact that the deposit initially (in the non-oxidised state) does not conduct metallically. Indeed the initial resistance may be estimated around 103 µΩ.cm given
the covered-by-TEOS case, which as suggested above might be ‘as good as it gets’ for this
precursor without additional treatment. This implies that there is no continuous platinumplatinum conduction path through the deposit, in other words electron conduction is already
in the percolation or grain-hopping regimes (see discussion in the Introduction). Therefore
it is not unreasonable to expect that a few local disruptions, small in magnitude, might have
a comparatively large effect on the conductivity, especially when cumulative over the entire
‘conduction’ path through the deposit.
1 Humidity levels in different geographical locations will vary – see next Section for ideas on how to verify the
dependence on water partial pressure.
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Finally we should discuss whether the improved conductivity does not simply originate from
a post-irradiation effect such as that which Pt(PF3 )4 is susceptible to (more on this subject
in Chapter 7). Given a better initial conductivity once might expect a denser material more
impervious to oxidation and whose oxidation rate (slope in Figure 3.2) would be lower by
default. After all, while depositing the TEOS, the electron beam also (at least in the first few
hundred passes) penetrates the platinum deposit and may be responsible for a densification
of the deposit. To address this issue we point out that since the discovery of the importance
of post-irradiation for deposited structures from Pt(PF3 )4 , attention has also been devoted to
studies of the same effect with deposits created with MeCpPtMe3 . Analysis techniques such
as TEM, EDX and indeed other resistivity studies (see for instance Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.3
and references [81, 102, 108]), have not shown that this material is susceptible to such beam
post-irradiation, at least not to the extent to which it would affect our results.

3.4

Further work

The rate of the oxidation process can be presumed to vary with the geometry of the deposit,
since the hypothesis is that it is based on the diffusion rate of the water into the deposit. A
deposit whose surface to volume ratio is smaller and whose volume is greater will therefore
require more time to oxidise to the same level. This effect should be large enough to be
measurable on the time scale of days. Indeed our suggestion is that the slight scatter in
oxidation rate seen in Figure 3.2 is due to the corresponding scatter in deposit height – all
lateral dimensions are identical but the deposit heights, in this specific case, were estimated
to be scattered about 300 ± 50 nm. The heights were not actually accurately measured to
prevent contaminating the structures and affecting the resistivity measurements. If a variation
is indeed observed in the ageing rate depending on the geometry of the deposits, it may be
possible to link the magnitude of this variation to the diffusion rate of water in the material.
Another useful experiment to confirm the mechanism would be as follows. The platinum
depositions should be performed in an environmental SEM (ESEM) but in high vacuum mode
as normal. The ESEM should also include the capability of measuring the resistance across
the deposit in a four-point manner. After deposition the resistance is measured in-situ. Then,
without breaking vacuum, using the low-vacuum capabilities of the machine, water vapor
could be let into the chamber in a controlled manner up to a given value over a certain amount
of time. Thus it should be possible to vary the final chamber pressure (up to, for instance,
1 mbar) and the time over which the pressure is increased to reach this value2 . During this
process the resistance should be monitored but ensuring the current is always low enough that
no current-induced heating occurs3 . Care should be taken that the mere presence of the water
vapor atmosphere does not by itself result in an artificially lower resistivity measurement.
This experiment should provide direct evidence for the oxidation of the platinum by ambient
water vapor.
It may also be argued that further evidence or proof of the link is unnecessary, given that
2 This capability is currently absent as an automatic control in most ESEM’s, however the desired effect may be
obtained by manually stepping the final pressure and having waiting periods between each step.
3 Or, for that matter, electromigration - but then the current density is presumably so high that current-induced
heating will already have occurred!
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we are able (by covering with TEOS) to prevent the detrimental effect and hence from a
technological perspective, sufficient knowledge is already acquired to yield low-resistance
platinum structures by EBID. Further work should perhaps focus instead on the effect of the
thickness of the TEOS layer on the rate of oxidation, and longer-term stability tests (on the
order of several months).

3.5

Conclusion

We reported on the discovery of an ageing process in structures created with EBID from
MeCpPtMe3 . The resistivity of these platinum-containing structures increases after exposure
to air, from 2 × 105 µΩ.cm to 1.8 × 108 µΩ.cm over 55 days. The evolution appears to follow
a power law and seems to be caused by a chemical mechanism (oxidation from exposure
to air) rather than a physical mechanism (migration of platinum into clusters). It may be
interesting in the future to investigate the temperature dependence of the ageing process,
which may help to further understand the mechanism behind this phenomenon. Covering the
platinum nanostructures with a protective oxide layer using TEOS successfully prevented the
ageing process and resulted in a resistivity of 1.5 × 103 µΩ.cm, which is the lowest resistivity
reported to date for EBID from this carbon-based precursor without additional in-situ- or
post-treatments. We suggest that authors, when reporting on resistivity values for EBID
structures that are not in the metallic regime, give an indication of the time interval between
deposition and measurement, to enable better comparisons between published results.

Chapter 4

Post processing: Oxygen annealing
of MeCpPtMe3 deposits

The work in this Chapter (first four Sections) was published in A. Botman, J. J. L. Mulders,
R. Weemaes, S. Mentink: ‘Purification of platinum and gold structures after electron-beaminduced deposition’, Nanotechnology 17, 3779-3785 (2006). The last Section contains unpublished work.

Abstract
The technique of electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID), when performed with organic
precursors, typically results in a relatively low metal content due to the partial decomposition of the organic precursor, leaving carbon rich remnants in the deposition. We here
describe a method applied to noble-metal structures deposited using EBID, consisting of a
post-treatment step of heating in a reactive atmosphere of oxygen, whereby the amount of
carbon in the structure is strongly reduced. As a result we have been able to increase the
purity of platinum deposits from 15 at.% to nearly 70 at.%, and gold similarly from 8 at.% to
nearly 60 at.%. The resistivity of these structures has also been improved by up to 4 orders
of magnitude, to achieve (1.4 ± 0.2) × 104 µΩ.cm in the case of platinum.

4.1

Introduction and motivation

The need for the fabrication of ever-smaller structures requires, at regular intervals, new types
of technologies to be developed [5]. With conventional lithography in its various forms (light,
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UV, x-rays, electrons) approaching its limits [6], research is focusing on novel methods such
as self-assembly (bottom-up) and micro-contact printing (top-down) to carry out fundamental
investigation of the technology at lengthscales of a few nanometers [8].
One potential technique for such nanometer fabrication, is electron-beam-induced deposition
(EBID). Capable of producing sub-10 nm structures [10], it finds immediate applicability in
the rapidly growing fields of nanoelectronics, data storage, molecular biology and nanofluidics. Best described as an additive lithography process, using direct deposition without the
need for resist layers, and having many characteristics in common with CVD processes, it
has been around since 1976 [15].
The concept behind EBID is rather simple: a so-called precursor molecule, containing the
material (usually a metal such as platinum, gold, copper or tungsten) of interest to be deposited, but still being relatively volatile, is introduced into a vacuum environment (often,
a scanning electron microscope) in the vicinity of the substrate to be deposited on. An
electron beam causes dissociation of this precursor (apparently by the action of the emitted secondary electrons from the substrate [9, 19]) and the metal is deposited onto the substrate, leaving the remaining volatile fragments to leave the area and to eventually be pumped
out of the system. Typical precursors are W(CO)6 (tungsten hexacarbonyl), Me2 Au(tfac)
(dimethyl-gold-trifluoroacetyleacetonate) and (hfac)Cu(VTMS) (hexafluoroacetylacetonatecopper-vinyltrimethylsilane). At present there are precursors for most materials one could
wish to deposit. Because the beam can be computer controlled, growth of the metal deposit
can be directed to take the shape of the structure one wished fabricated.
EBID does have drawbacks, one of which is the deposit’s purity. In the case of the precursor being organic, which is the usual case, large amounts of carbon and other species are
deposited along with the metal and the resulting material is often described as a matrix of
carbon within which there is a little metal [55]. The degree of impurity can be reduced by
controlling the deposition parameters (higher beam currents, for instance) [90] but the basic
problem remains. A further solution is to use inorganic precursors [99] such as PF3 AuCl
(chloro-gold-trifluorophosphine), but these often contain chlorine or fluorine, which are capable of beam-induced etching reactions as well as having a negative impact on the deposition chamber itself. In addition, stable metal-containing inorganic precursors which are also
volatile are available for only a few metals. Other solutions investigated so far include annealing of the deposit in-situ after [171] or even during deposition [13, 89], or deposition in
reactive environments [123].
Higher purity has also been achieved using a related technique called ion-beam-induced deposition (IBID), which is essentially identical to EBID but substituting ions for the electrons.
Typically, IBID is carried out in focused ion beam microscopes (FIB). The deposits tend to be
of higher purity due to the combined effects of larger dissociation cross-section of ions, higher
mass of ions (more component splitting per reaction), selective sputtering of light atoms, high
beam current, beam-induced local heating, and short ion penetration depth (leading to lower
exit ranges for the secondary electrons) [59]. However with the FIB other problems arise,
such as gallium implantation from the ion beam, top surface damage, and somewhat worse
resolutions [59].
It is also possible to use a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to perform EBID [172].
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Beam current 100 pA
Beam current 1 nA
Inorganic precursors
IBID (35 kV)

Purity
3 at.% from (Me2 )Au(tfac)
10 at.% from (Me2 )Au(tfac)
pure Au from PF3 AuCl
40 at.% from (MeCp)Pt(Me3 )

Ref.
[94]
[94]
[99]
[84]

STM (30 V, 100 nA)
In-situ heating
Reactive atmosphere

48 at.% from W(CO)6
24 at.% from (Me2 )Au(tfac)
50 at.% from (Me)Au(hfac)

[172]
[13]
[123]

Mechanism
Beam-induced heating, higher dose
Volatility of Cl, F groups, lack of carbon
Large dissociation cross-section, selective sputtering of light atoms
High current density at low beam energy
Structural re-organisation within deposit
Additional species reduces carbon

Table 4.1: Comparison of selected methods for improving the purity of EBID deposits. Not
exhaustive.

Due to the high current densities achievable and the low beam energies, good results can
be achieved with resolutions going down to tens of nanometers. With this approach one
drawback is the additional complexity, for example in order to precisely locate the target area
for deposition the STM is sometimes itself placed within an SEM [173].
A summary of some of these approaches is presented in Table 4.1. It is therefore of relevance to address the issue of purity in EBID deposits. To our knowledge the two particular
approaches of annealing and of a reactive environment have not yet been successfully combined, which led to the present investigation of our group. Here we demonstrate a method
which combines both these ideas, whereby the metal content in platinum and in gold deposits
is significantly increased by a separate post-treatment step. We show that the resistivity of the
resulting structure is correspondingly decreased. Furthermore we attempt to provide insight
into the purification process and final deposit morphology using TEM analysis.

4.2

Experimental details

An FEI Nova 600 DualBeam system (combining a focused ion beam microscope and a
scanning electron microscope in one machine) was used for deposition. This system was
equipped with standard FEI gas injectors (GIS) enabling beam-induced depositions with either ions or electrons (IBID and EBID). All our depositions were performed using the electron beam, at 20 kV, beam current 620 pA, probe size 7 nm FWHM. The platinum precursor was methylcyclopentadienyl-platinum-trimethyl (MeCpPtMe3 ), whilst the gold precursor
was dimethyl-gold-acetylacetonate (Me2 Au(acac)). The base pressure prior to deposition
was better than 10−6 mbar, this value changed to better than 10−5 mbar during deposition.
The deposited structure geometry and substrate material varied depending on the intended
measurement: 3 batches of samples were handled (numbered chronologically). The first and
second batch both served to determine the purity of the metal deposited and after treatment,
whereas the third batch served to investigate the effect of the treatment on the material’s
resistivity.
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Figure 4.1: Example of a cuboid gold deposit.

4.2.1

Metal content

For metal content determination the substrate was Si with a native oxide of 2-4 nm. The
deposited structure consisted of a cuboid with a footprint area of nominally 1.8 by 1.8 µm
(as in Figure 4.1). This large size was chosen such that it would both be easy to locate the
structures during analysis, and to provide a large sampling area for the EDX analysis. The
deposition time was 400 seconds, leading to heights of approximatively 400 nm for platinum
and 200 nm for gold. The difference between the two precursors was mainly due to their
different growth rates1 .
After the depositions, the samples were taken out of the dual-beam instrument and conserved
in air for several days. All samples were always treated as equally as practical with regards
to deposition, storage, and observation. Some samples were then post-treated as follows,
whilst others were retained as controls. Post-treatment consisted in placing the samples in
an oven (quartz tube format) heated to a given temperature (in the range 50 to 500 ◦ C), and
simultaneously providing a smooth flow of either N2 (1 ppm O2 ) or air (approximatively 20
% O2 ) for the first batch, or pure O2 for the second batch. All post-treatment times were 10
minutes. After treatment the samples were allowed to cool (in air) and were then stored (in
air, at room temperature) for several days prior to being analysed2 .
The analysis of metal content was performed by energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX).
An EDAX Genesis 4000 system, mounted on a Philips XL40 LaB6 scanning electron microscope, operating at 5 kV, collection time 30 s, determined the atomic composition of the
structures. The sampling area was significantly less than the size of the deposit, and was
performed in the center. All measurements were then run through a thin-layer model based
on phi-rho-z curve from Pichou and Pichoir [166] to correct for the effects of the substrate
material, although this correction was found to be minimal in most cases.
Once these data had been collected, a subset of these same samples from batch 2 had their
1 Rates are often measured simply as a deposit height divided by time elapsed; a more correct definition would
involve the flux of arriving precursor molecules, as given by Allen et al. [168]. It was not possible to measure such
fluxes in our setup, but to a first approximation the geometry of the delivery nozzles and the vapour pressures for
both precursors would have been equivalent.
2 Addendum: this article was published before the ageing process described in Chapter 3 was discovered. The
delay between depositions and measurements was sufficiently small that the order of magnitude resistivity results
are still valid, though of course the exact values not.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the structure used to measure resistivity: 4-point configuration, Au
electrodes on Si/SiO2 . The four electrodes lead to successively larger electrodes, ending as
large pads onto which the probing needles may easily make contact.

cross-sections analysed with scanning transmission electron microscopy techniques (STEM).
The normal sample preparation for STEM (for non-embedded samples) involves chemical
vapour deposition (CVD) at high temperature, and this would have affected our samples.
Therefore the default procedure was changed to minimise any chance of changing the structure of the deposit: 100 nm of aluminium was deposited by CVD (45 minutes at 80 ◦ C, this
is comparatively low temperature) to act as a protection and contrast layer. This was followed by sputter-coating of platinum (approximately 20 nm), to prevent sample charging.
Subsequently more platinum was deposited on the region of interest by ion-beam-induced
deposition using a focused ion beam microscope (FIB), following which a section of the deposit was extracted from the sample by FIB-milling. The FIB-deposited platinum served to
protect the regions of interest during milling. The extracted section was then suitable for
examination in cross-section by STEM, using a Tecnai F30ST operated at 300 kV.

4.2.2

Resistivity

For resistivity determination, a third (different) batch of samples was used. Deposition was
performed onto a Si/SiO2 wafer which had been pre-patterned with gold electrodes (200
nm thick) using conventional electron beam lithography (EBL) and lift-off techniques (see
Figure 4.2). The deposited structure consisted of a strip extending over 4 gold electrodes
(the electrodes leading to large gold connect pads), to enable a 4-point measurement (as in
Figure 4.3). The dimensions of this strip were nominally 300 nm width and 4 µm length. The
deposition time was 10 minutes, leading to heights of approximatively 150 nm for platinum
and 85 nm for gold (again, differences being due to growth rates).
After the depositions, the samples were similarly stored in air for several days. The same
post-treatment was applied as for batch 2 (O2 ). Subsequently, the samples’ resistivity were
measured using the 4-point-probe Summit-12000 station by Cascade Microtech, connected to
a HP4155B Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer to supply the current and record the voltage.
The measurement was of type DC, passing 1 µA and recording a voltage in the mV-range.
Each sample was measured exactly once for reasons described in Section 4.3.2. Subsequently
in each sample we milled a hole in the strip with a focused ion beam microscope (FIB), which
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Figure 4.3: After platinum deposition across the four electrodes. The size of the deposit is
4 µm long, 300 nm wide and 150 nm thick.

enabled us to perform geometrical measurements of the cross-section in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Combining the dimensions of each strip and its resistance, a resistivity
value was obtained.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Metal content

Metal content as a function of the post-treatment gas for the first batch (N2 , being 1 ppm O2 ,
or air) is shown3 in Figure 4.4. Concentrations here and in later graphs refer to the average
content in atomic percentage over the sampling volume of the EDX probe. For platinum a
trend is clearly seen whereas for gold hardly any change is observed.
Following these results, the experiment was repeated with the second batch, this time in pure
O2 , sampling at more temperatures. The result is shown in Figure 4.5. Quite clearly, both
metals undergo a thermal activation process, whereby the oxygen is able to reduce the carbon
in the deposit efficiently above a certain temperature, presumably releasing it in the form of
either CO or CO2 .
The results of the TEM analysis on untreated samples and on samples treated at 500 ◦ C in O2
are presented in Figure 4.7 (high-angle annular dark field, or HAADF, image), and in Figure 4.6 (dark-field image). From the HAADF images it can easily be seen that the morphology of the deposits changes. Close examination of the images show that both the platinum
and the gold form grains after treatment, though they are of different size: (98 ± 19) nm for
platinum and (25 ± 4) nm for gold.
The dark field images show further that the grains observed in the HAADF images are indeed
crystalline. It is currently unclear how much carbon is contained within these crystalline
grains as opposed to outside, although EELS (electron energy loss spectrometry) carbon maps
(not shown here) show a clear decrease of carbon content overall in the treated samples.
3 Data for platinum in N at 400 ◦ C and for gold in air at 400 ◦ C are not reported due to sample contamination
2
during treatment.
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Figure 4.4: Average concentration of material in the deposit over the probe volume of the
EDX system. The samples presented here belong to the first batch, and were treated in either
N2 or air at the temperatures indicated. For platinum in air, carbon content decreases with
increasing temperatures, whilst for gold, no effect appears to be present for the temperature
range addressed here.
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Figure 4.5: Average concentration of material in the deposit over the probe volume of the
EDX system. The samples presented here belong to the second batch, and were treated in O2
at the temperatures indicated. Carbon content visibly decreases with increasing temperatures,
whilst metal content increases.
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Figure 4.6: Dark-field STEM images for the gold (top; a and b) and platinum (bottom; c
and d) deposits (all treated at 500 ◦ C in O2 ). In dark-field imaging only diffracted electrons
are used to form the image. Depending on the crystallographic orientation of crystals, they
can either appear dark or light. Amorphous material appears homogeneously grey. Here two
different diffraction angles are shown. From the presence of bright and dark areas, we can
conclude that the grains visible in Figure 4.7 are crystalline.
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Figure 4.7: STEM-HAADF images for the gold deposit without (a) and with (b) treatment at
500 ◦ C in O2 , and for the platinum deposit without (c) and with (d) treatment at 500 ◦ C in O2 .
The untreated samples show no morphology information and in combination with dark field
imaging, it can be concluded that the untreated samples are amorphous. The treated samples
shows a granular structure.
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Material and
treatment
Pt, –
Pt, 200 ◦ C
Pt, 300 ◦ C
Au, –
Au, 200 ◦ C
Au, 300 ◦ C

Concentration
(at.%, approximate)
15
40
70
8
25
60

Volume fraction
0.23
0.53
0.80
0.14
0.39
0.74

Calculated height
(% of untreated)
(100)
44
29
(100)
37
19

Measured height (%
of untreated)
(100)
57±7
48±4
(100)
87±23
57±12

Table 4.2: Comparison of expected reduction in height given the measured average concentration, to the measured reduction in height. The discrepancy between calculated and measured
heights indicate that voids may be present within the treated samples.

From the Figures, it is also evident that the samples undergo a reduction in volume after
treatment4 , which is to be expected if carbon mass is being transported away. Assuming that
the net effect of the loss of carbon is a change in the deposit volume, and further assuming that
this loss is manifested only as a reduction in the deposit height (we observed that the width
and length of the sample hardly changed), and by ignoring atomic packing considerations,
one can calculate from the average atomic composition the expected reduction. This is shown
in Table 4.2, with a comparison to the measured reduction in deposit height after treatment.
The result that the observed reduction in height is not as severe as one would expect from
the simple calculation leads to our conclusion that voids must be present within the treated
samples.

4.3.2

Resistivity

Due to several constraints only a limited number of experiments could be performed. Additionally we were unsure that our gold pre-patterned electrodes would survive the posttreatment well enough to yield valid results. Therefore three post-treatment temperatures in
oxygen had been chosen with respect to the results obtained in the preceding section (namely,
untreated, just before the activation temperature, and just following it). For each three temperatures and both metals, two samples were made and measured. The results are presented
in Table 4.3. A graphical representation of these results is shown in Figure 4.8, superimposed
on the metal content results for easy comparison.
The platinum resistivity was clearly improved by the post-treatment, by 3 orders of magnitude, although at (1.4 ± 0.2) × 104 µΩ.cm, the final result remains at 3 orders of magnitude
higher than the bulk of 10.62 µΩ.cm. The gold also shows some improvement, although to a
far lesser degree (1 order of magnitude) and at (2.2 ± 0.5) × 107 µΩ.cm remains seven orders
of magnitude higher than the bulk value of 2.2 µΩ.cm.
Measurements of the resistance had been recorded by passing 1 to 10 µA, in steps of 1 µA,
as the sensing current. However, only the first values (for 1 µA) were retained as valid,
since with each subsequent measurement the resistance of the strip decreased. It is probable
that this effect was due to current-induced annealing (self-heating), improving the strip’s
4 None of the deposits were perfectly cuboid, treated or untreated; the overall shape of the deposit resulted from
the deposition conditions and the gas flux of the precursor molecules, rather than from any aspect of the treatment.
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Deposit and treatment
Pt, no post-treatment
Pt, 200 ◦ C in O2
Pt, 300 ◦ C in O2
Au, no post-treatment
Au, 300 ◦ C in O2
Au, 400 ◦ C in O2

Resistivity (µΩ.cm)
(2.9 ± 0.4) × 107
(3.1 ± 0.5) × 106
(1.4 ± 0.2) × 104
(1.9 ± 0.3) × 108
(1.5 ± 0.4) × 108
(2.2 ± 0.5) × 107

Table 4.3: Resistivity of deposits according to post-treatment. Each value is obtained from
the measurement of two samples.

Figure 4.8: Resistivity of deposits (open points, right axis), as a function of treatment temperature in O2 , superimposed on purity results (filled points, left axis). Higher metal content
appears to lead to better conductivity through the deposit.

4.4. Discussion
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Figure 4.9: A close-up SEM image of part of a treated (300 ◦ C, O2 ) platinum deposit for
the resistivity measurement, also showing parts of three gold electrodes. The hole on the left
was milled after measurements to allow a determination of the cross-section area of the strip.
Note the morphology of the structure, with the formation of voids, the more obvious being
indicated by white arrows.

conductivity.
In Figure 4.9, which shows a close-up of part of a treated (300 ◦ C, O2 ) platinum deposit for
the resistivity measurements, one can clearly see the formation of voids resulting from the
loss of carbon. In contrast, the untreated samples appeared smooth and somewhat larger.

4.4

Discussion

The oxygen is clearly able to remove carbon from the deposit, probably via a reduction mechanism. This process appears to be thermally activated. As a consequence, the deposit’s metal
content rises significantly (from 7-15 at.% to nearly 70 at.%), while its volume is decreased.
Grains are formed, the relative sizes of which are as expected – gold has a tendency on the
nanoscale to clump together to form small islands, while platinum enters the bulk-like state
from very small amounts.
The crystalline grains should in theory dramatically improve the conductivity. In practice
however, whilst the conductivity does increase correspondingly to the improvement in purity,
it remains low and does not approach bulk values. The most probable explanation would
involve a percolation mechanism (three-dimensional) for the transport of electrons from one
grain to the next. Indeed, it is clear that the morphology of the deposit suffers from void
formation. These voids seem logical given the large loss of carbon.
Comparison of these results to literature is made more difficult due to the fact that deposition
conditions are not always reported in full, and as they have a strong influence on the quality
of the deposits (see for example [90, 95]) it is of dubious relevance to compare results without
them.
In the case of platinum, Koops et al. [98] report a resistivity of 106 µΩ.cm for 20 kV and
660 pA, which is better than our as-deposited structures, but worse than our treated ones.
More recently Rotkina et al. [55] obtained a value of 105 µΩ.cm for vacuum-annealed deposits on Si/Si3 N4 at 300 ◦ C in-situ. Despite the lack of beam current or energy information,
we suggest that our results are consistent with this, the oxygen reducing environment pushing
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the resistivity down by a further factor of ten.
Still with platinum, it should be noted that the best result is offered by Morimoto et al. [42],
who cite 30 µΩ.cm at 30 kV and 100 pA on a gold-covered FEA (field-array emitter) structure
on Si, with no treatment or special purification steps. This value has, to the best of our
knowledge, not been reproduced.
In the case of gold, most groups have abandoned the acetylacetonate precursor so comparisons are hindered in this respect. The reference result is Utke et al.’s [99] at 106 µΩ.cm for
300 pA, using the inorganic precursor PF3 AuCl (chloro-gold-trifluorophosphine) on Si/SiO2 .
A lower value is given by Madsen et al. [174] for the acetylacetonate precursor of 102 µΩ.cm
for an environmental-SEM operating at 10 kV and a Si substrate, but the beam current is not
reported, so it is difficult to place the relevance of this result.
In practical terms, the low conductivity of the structures, though much improved, still means
that they can only be used as conductors in circuits where the deposit’s resistance is of comparatively little importance. Additionally the voids that result from the treatment may jeopardise the electrical pathway if the structure is made too small. However if the treatment
were to be applied in-situ and during deposition, it is conceivable both that no voids would
form, the carbon being removed as it is being deposited, and that the conductivity would be
higher still, due to more efficient carbon removal. One would also need longer deposition
times to offset the lower deposition rates due to the heated substrate. The good results on the
nanoscale presented here hint that such an in-situ process may be quite successful.
The technique of electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID), when performed with organic
precursors, typically suffers from a low metal content due to the high amounts of carbon
unintentionally deposited simultaneously. We have described a method applying to EBIDdeposited noble-metal structures, consisting of a post-treatment step of heating in a reactive
atmosphere of oxygen, whereby the intention was to remove the carbon from the structure.
As a result we have been able to increase the purity of platinum deposits from 15 at.% to
nearly 70 at.%, and gold similarly from 8 at.% to nearly 60 at.%. Additionally TEM analysis
has shown the formation of crystalline grains within the deposit. The resistivity of these
structures has also been improved by up to 4 orders of magnitude, to achieve (1.4 ± 0.2) ×
104 µΩ.cm in the case of platinum.
However, the resulting structures suffer from void formation due to the volume reduction
incurred by the loss of the carbon. The structural integrity of the deposit is uncertain and
the interconnection between grains is carbonaceous, leading to conductivities of the material
still being very far from bulk values. These problems are on the microscale however - on the
nanoscale the material is crystalline, with very little (if any) carbon within the grains, and this
shows the potential of the technique. Performing the purification process in-situ and at the
moment of deposition holds the promise of avoiding these problems and of leading to denser,
high quality metal deposits.
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Further results from KTH

All AFM images in this Section are courtesy L. Belova.
After the work described in the previous Sections was completed and published, further work
was done on this topic at KTH in Stockholm, Sweden with L. Belova. In this Section we
report this further work, which serves as additional supporting information for the results already presented. The work was performed in the context of the project researching the affinity
of biological structures for the as-deposited EBID gold from Me2 Au(acac) (see Appendix D).
Since the result of that project was that the as-deposited gold from Me2 Au(acac) did not exhibit a particular biological selectivity, an insufficient amount of the gold atoms were present
on the exposed surface of the deposit. To increase the ratio of gold to carbon, and in the
context of the results presented above, it was attempted to anneal the deposited structures in
air at high temperature5 .
Results from AFM analysis of air-annealed MeCpPtMe3 structures are also shown.

4.5.1

AFM and TEM analysis of high-temperature ex-situ postannealing of Me2 Au(acac) deposits in air

Figure 4.10 shows the type of AFM used in this investigation, an Asylum Research MFP-3D,
and Figure 4.11 shows it installed at KTH in Stockholm. The depositions of Me2 Au(acac)
were done using ‘standard’ deposition parameters on the Nova NanoLab system (Figure A.9)
next door. The samples were annealed for various lengths of time at various temperatures as
described below, in air, using the small oven shown in Figure 4.12.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show AFM scans of gold pads after 15 minutes annealing in air at
300 ◦ C. Remarkably no clear scan was ever obtained for such structures; the anneal process
rendered them sticky. Non-annealed pads were not sticky. This phenomenon was not observed with pads deposited from MeCpPtMe3 or W(CO)6 , but was present reproducibly for
Me2 Au(acac) deposits and these anneal conditions. The stickiness was confirmed by examining force curves measured by the AFM cantilever. Our hypothesis is that the large amount
of carbon present in the as-deposited structure (92 at.%) forms a substance during the air
annealing, which exhibits attractive forces to the AFM cantilever during scanning.
Deposits annealed to 600 ◦ C did not exhibit stickiness. The deposit shown in Figure 4.15
was annealed to 600 ◦ C for one hour. Of note is the evident volume reduction, but more
striking are the ‘islands’ emerging from the deposit6 . Their height is no taller than the initial
deposit was, which highlights visually the amount of carbon lost. As will be seen from TEM
images below (Figure 4.19) and energy loss mode AFM scanning (Figure 4.16), considerable
evidence suggests these islands are highly pure gold.
Figure 4.16 shows an AFM scan taken in energy loss analysis mode, which reveals information about the viscoelastic properties of the material being scanned. The corresponding
5 Obviously from the preceding results, an oxygen atmosphere would have been preferable, however the capability
of high-temperature pure-oxygen anneals was not present during the visits at KTH.
6 The largest triangular-shaped island on the right side is not real but an artefact from the AFM scanning.
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Figure 4.10:
Image of the MFP-3D Asylum Research AFM. Image source:
www.asylumresearch.com.

Figure 4.11: The MFP-3D Asylum Research AFM located at KTH, Stockholm.
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Figure 4.12: The oven used to anneal samples in air, located at KTH, Stockholm.

Figure 4.13: AFM scan of an EBID-created gold pad deposited from Me2 Au(acac) after
annealing at 300 ◦ C for 15 minutes in air. A clean scan could not be obtained because the
deposit had become sticky.
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Figure 4.14: AFM scan of an EBID-created gold pad deposited from Me2 Au(acac) after
annealing at 300 ◦ C for 15 minutes in air. A clean scan could not be obtained because the
deposit had become sticky.

Figure 4.15: AFM scan of an EBID-created gold pad deposited from Me2 Au(acac) after
annealing at 600 ◦ C for one hour in air.
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Figure 4.16: Energy loss mode AFM scan of an EBID-created gold pad deposited from
Me2 Au(acac) after annealing at 600 ◦ C for one hour in air, representing the viscoelastic properties of the scanned material.

amplitude mode scan is shown in Figure 4.17. The scanned area is from a deposit which was
annealed at 600 ◦ C for one hour. As previously the higher temperature and longer anneal time
meant few parts of the deposit were sticky, which enabled the higher-magnification imaging.
When comparing the two modes of imaging, it can be seen that this deposit contains zones of
hard material (lower left, lower right) which are gold-rich islands, and highly soft and sticky
zones of purely carbonaceous nature (top center, white in the energy loss mode). The valley
in the center of the scan area consists of a carbon-rich material but somewhat denser than
other pure-carbon areas. The gold-rich islands can be seen to exhibit facets which indicates
they are of very high purity.
TEM images of a cross-section from an as-deposited (not annealed) gold pad are seen in
Figure 4.18 at successive magnifications. The TEM images for a gold pad annealed at 600
◦
C in air for one hour as above are shown in Figure 4.19. The as-deposited material, as
discovered above in Section 4.3.1 (and Figure 4.7), consists of 4-6 nm nanocrystalline grains
in carbon matrix — the grains are so small the material is usually considered as amorphous, as
supported by the diffraction patterns and lower-magnification imaging. The annealed material
shows very clearly the existence of large-scale pure gold grains.
With respect to Figure 4.7 one may make the observation that both annealed structures show
different morphologies. However the annealing procedure was very different. In the first case,
the deposits were annealed in pure oxygen at 500 ◦ C for 10 minutes only, while in the second
case the deposits remained for one hour at 600 ◦ C in an air atmosphere. We suggest that in
the light of our recent results, continuing the 500 ◦ C anneal in oxygen for a longer amount
of time may possibly lead to a further loss of carbon and further agglomeration of the gold
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Figure 4.17: High magnification AFM scan of an EBID-created gold pad deposited from
Me2 Au(acac) after annealing at 600 ◦ C for one hour in air. Compare to 4.16.

Figure 4.18: TEM images of a cross-section from an as-deposited gold pad from
Me2 Au(acac). Scale bars are 1 µm, 0.5 µm, 5 nm and 5 nm−1 respectively. The deposit
is amorphous on the large scale but high-resolution imaging reveals 4-6 nm nanocrystalline
grains within the amorphous carbon matrix. Images: F. Lindberg, Swerea Kimab, Stockholm.
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Figure 4.19: TEM images of a cross-section from a gold pad from Me2 Au(acac) after annealing in air at 600 ◦ C for one hour. Scale bars are 1 µm, 0.2 µm, 100 nm, 20 nm and 5
nm−1 respectively. The large, pure gold grains are clearly visible. The ‘tip’ on the deposit
is a carbon pillar resulting from pattern generator’s randomly-positioned beam parking point
during the carbon-EBID protective layer as part of the lift-out procedure. Coincidentally the
lift-out cross-section was taken at exactly this position. Images: F. Lindberg, Swerea Kimab,
Stockholm.
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(a) As-deposited gold.

(b) Annealed gold (600 ◦ C for one hour in air).

Figure 4.20: EELS spectra (carbon edge) from both cross-sections from Figures 4.18 and
4.19. The x-axis shows energy and y-axis shows electron counts. The carbon edge is labelled.
In the as-deposited gold, the scanned area to make the EELS spectrum was the central part
of the deposit; in the annealed case the scanned area was one of the gold grains. The low
amount of carbon in the annealed case is clear.

into pure grains. Further experiments to fully quantify the effects of time, temperature and
atmosphere are clearly needed, but were unfortunately not possible to complete within the
scope of the project.
Finally, Figure 4.20 shows the EELS spectra (carbon edge) taken from the same two crosssections as Figures 4.18 and 4.19 above. It may be observed that after annealing the carbon
edge is significantly reduced, hence very little carbon is present in the beam irradiated area
(one of the grains). One may suppose that this small amount is actually due to the hydrocarbon contamination deposited by the high-current electron beam during the TEM imaging and
EELS analysis.
In conclusion to this Section, a high-temperature anneal at 600 ◦ C for a long amount of
time, one hour, in air, is beneficial to the overall purity of structures created from the EBID
deposition of gold from Me2 Au(acac). The longer anneal time and the higher temperature
lead to a better result than in the previous Section where the maximum temperature of 500
◦
C was only held for ten minutes. The gold can be observed to form pure gold grains which
remain as islands in the deposited area. Some carbon still remains in the valleys between
the gold islands, though a slightly higher temperature or a longer anneal time may be able
to remove this completely. The volume reduction due to the loss of carbon is significant.
Unfortunately the formation of these discrete islands is not compatible with the use of the
pure gold as conductive lines. Indeed the electrical resistivity of these grains could not be
measured for this reason. The high treatment temperature is also undesirable from the point
of view of the rest of the device that the EBID material was going to be part of.

4.5.2

AFM analysis of high-temperature ex-situ post-annealing of
MeCpPtMe3 deposits in air

Figures 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, 4.26 show AFM scans and high-magnification detail
scans of pads deposited from MeCpPtMe3 and respectively not annealed, annealed at 300 ◦ C
in air for one hour, and annealed at 600 ◦ C in air for one hour. They serve to illustrate and
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Figure 4.21: AFM scan of an EBID-created platinum pad deposited from MeCpPtMe3 .

Figure 4.22: High magnification detail from the same pad as Figure 4.21.

complement the annealed platinum deposit data from Section 4.3.1. The ‘ridges’ observed are
artefacts from the pattern generator during EBID. Their presence and deformation highlights
how the material changes shape during the high-temperature anneal. Their collapse is due
to overall volume loss from the removal of carbon. There is no extreme shape change such
as the void formation from Section 4.3.1 above, presumably because of the longer ramp-up
and ramp-down times involved with this annealing procedure. Further investigations may be
interesting to resolve this, though again this came outside the scope of the investigation at
KTH.

4.6

Conclusion

Deposition of platinum from EBID of MeCpPtMe3 typically results in a relatively low metal
content due to the partial decomposition of the organic precursor, leaving carbon rich remnants in the deposition. We have described a method consisting of a post-treatment step of
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Figure 4.23: AFM scan of an EBID-created platinum pad deposited from MeCpPtMe3 after
annealing at 300 ◦ C for one hour in air.

Figure 4.24: High magnification detail from the same pad as Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.25: AFM scan of an EBID-created platinum pad deposited from MeCpPtMe3 after
annealing at 600 ◦ C for one hour in air.
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Figure 4.26: High magnification detail from the same pad as Figure 4.25.
heating in a reactive atmosphere of oxygen, whereby the amount of carbon in the structure
is strongly reduced. As a result we have been able to increase the purity of platinum EBID
deposits from 15 at.% to nearly 70 at.%. The resistivity of these structures has also been
improved by up to 4 orders of magnitude, to achieve (1.4 ± 0.2) × 104 µΩ.cm.
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Chapter 5

Post processing: Hydrogen radical
post-irradiation of MeCpPtMe3
deposits

The work in this chapter was published in A. Botman, M. Hesselberth, J. J. L. Mulders: ‘Improving the conductivity of platinum-containing nano-structures created by electron-beaminduced deposition’, Microelectronic Engineering 85, 1139-1142 (2008).

Abstract
Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) is a promising technique for nano-scale rapid prototyping and a nanolithography alternative. One application is to write conductive lines at a
position chosen by the scanning electron microscope (SEM) operator, for example to create
contact electrodes to nanodevices. Therefore the deposited material’s resistivity should be as
close as possible to the bulk metal resistivity, namely 10.62 µΩ.cm in the case of platinum.
We have seen in Chapter 4 that a post-treatment at high temperature (500 ◦ C) for a short time
(10 minutes) in pure oxygen can reduce the amount of carbon in platinum structures deposited
by EBID from MeCpPtMe3 , from 85 to 30 at.% carbon. The resistance is also reduced to (1.4
± 0.2) × 104 µΩ.cm. The method’s drawback is the formation of voids in the deposit, from
the volume reconfiguration due to the loss of carbon. Furthermore the application of heat may
be detrimental to other parts of the specimen or device on which the EBID was performed. It
is therefore relevant to find a lower-temperature treatment process.
In this Chapter we present a novel post-treatment method for improving the conductivity of
95
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these nanodeposits ex-situ: exposure to a flow of atomic hydrogen. On structures deposited
from MeCpPtMe3 , the bulk (volume-averaged) carbon content decreases from (81 ± 2) to
(65 ± 2) at.%. The formation of a pure, carbon-free platinum layer is demonstrated. The
resistivity of deposited structures decreased to (2.2 ± 0.7) × 104 µΩ.cm, though the amount
of improvement is dependent on the deposit volume and geometry. The value of this technique lies in the lower temperature required (150 ◦ C) to obtain these results. Furthermore we
hypothesise how the method could be adapted to create pure platinum deposits, and how it
can be adapted to the in-situ case (which is the subject of Chapter 6).

5.1

Introduction

Electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) [4, 9, 10, 68] is a promising technique for nanoscale rapid prototyping and a nanolithography alternative. It is capable of producing conductive or insulating three-dimensional nanoscale structures in a few minutes inside a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) chamber. A common application of EBID is writing conductive lines at a position chosen by the SEM operator, for example to create contact electrodes
to nano-devices. This is done by depositing platinum metal from the MeCpPtMe3 precursor (methylcyclopentadienyl platinum trimethyl, CAS: 94442-22-5). This precursor, being
organometallic, results in carbon-rich material being deposited rather than pure platinum,
and the resistivity of the resulting nanostructure is usually around 108 µΩ.cm. It is therefore
relevant to reduce the structure’s resistivity as far as possible, ideally to the level of bulk
platinum (10.62 µΩ.cm).
Once the EBID structure is deposited and ‘finished’, it is still possible to remove carbon from
the deposit and thereby improve the ratio of platinum to carbon. Previously we have reported
[68] that for platinum nanostructures deposited from this precursor, an ex-situ post-treatment
consisting of an anneal in 1 atmosphere pure oxygen at 300 ◦ C for 10 minutes was able to
reduce the resistivity from (2.9 ± 0.4) × 107 to (1.4 ± 0.2) × 104 µΩ.cm. However we also
noted the formation of voids within the deposit due to the volume loss of carbon.
It is well known that hydrogen radicals (H, often denoted H∗ to indicate their high reactivity,
also known as atomic hydrogen) are extremely reactive; the technique of flowing atomic
hydrogen onto a surface for hydrocarbon removal is frequently used in various processes
[175]. It was hypothesised that they might be able to remove carbon from the deposited
EBID structure.
Many types of setups exist for generating atomic hydrogen but the simplest and most efficient
is the thermal cracking of molecular hydrogen (H2 ). This can be done by flowing molecular
hydrogen across a heated filament; setups based on this technique are termed ‘hot-filament’.

5.2

Hot-filament setup

An FEI Nova NanoSEM 200 equipped with gas injectors was used. The precursor,
MeCpPtMe3 (methylcyclopentadienyl platinum trimethyl, CAS: 94442-22-5) is brought into
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the SEM chamber through the gas injector nozzle, which ends at a height of 100 µm above
the silicon/silicon nitride substrate and 200 µm distant from the focus point.
The deposition geometry was a cuboid of footprint 0.8 × 8.5 µm base and 300 nm height,
dwell time 1 µs, deposited at 5 kV and 260 pA, and arranged to cover four pre-patterned gold
electrodes leading to larger contact pads such that a four-point-probe electrical characterisation could be performed afterwards. Simple squares of base dimensions 1 × 1 µm for later
EDX measurements were also made. The beam currents reported here are those given from
a picoammeter wired to a Faraday cage, as this gives the most accurate value.
Depositions were always performed when the residual gas in the chamber (mainly water
vapour) was at a minimum, in order to obtain consistently reproducible results. This was
done by cleaning the chamber (with the sample already inside) with a plasma cleaner [140]
for a few minutes in the morning (or overnight if no plasma clean has been performed for a
long period of time), and subsequently pumping the chamber down for over two hours (to at
least 3 × 10−6 mbar). The structures were stored in air and thereafter their electrical transport
properties were measured and their composition was analysed with EDX.
The setup used to expose the structures to the atomic hydrogen flow is shown in schematically
in Figure 5.1. The vacuum chamber (Figure 5.2) is not that of the SEM, rather an independent
vacuum chamber used specifically for this purpose1 therefore in the spirit of the categorisation
given in Chapter 1.2 this is classed as an ex-situ post-treatment.
The vacuum chamber is pumped down to 1 mbar, then hydrogen is let in via the nozzle above
the sample until a flow is reached such that the pressure in the chamber reads 20 mbar. The
flow of hydrogen passes over a tungsten filament. A current is passed in the filament to heat
it up and this causes some of the hydrogen to split, creating atomic hydrogen. The atomic
hydrogen continues to travel downstream to the sample. The actual setup may be seen in
detail in Figure 5.3.
The values for the flow, filament current and sample distance were determined by other unrelated experiments, the details of which are confidential (Philips). They were optimised such
that the cleaning effect (hydrocarbon contamination removal from a surface) are greatest. The
distance of the sample from the filament, for example, was found to be optimal at 4 cm. Having the sample closer resulted in the sample heating up too fast, and having it further meant
the ‘recombination distance’ of the atomic hydrogen, that is the distance travelled in the time
it takes for most of the atomic hydrogen atoms to collide into another atomic hydrogen atom
forming H2 , was exceeded. These values are of course specific to this setup and configuration
and should be re-determined for any new situation.
The atomic hydrogen will logically only have a chance of affecting the outer surfaces of the
deposit which are in line of sight to the flow. Atomic hydrogen is so reactive that it will react
almost with any other species encountered, hence non- line-of-sight surfaces will never be
treated. For the same reason it is expected that the treatment will only be effective to a given
‘penetration depth’, that is, species below a given distance under the surface of the deposit
will never see the atomic hydrogen, since it will have reacted before reaching those species.
1 These experiments were not the principle reason the setup (located at Philips Research Labs in Eindhoven) was
built; it was mainly used for other experiments involving cleaning by atomic hydrogen radicals of contaminated
surfaces in the context of other projects.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the setup. The hydrogen enters the chamber from the top nozzle,
passes over the filament and continues to the specimen located on the sample holder.

We know that molecular hydrogen (H2 ) is by itself comparatively unreactive and has almost
no carbon removal power [175, 155]. The situation is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.4.
The question remains what the effective depth will be and whether this is sufficiently thick to
influence the overall properties of the deposit. In Keudell et al. [175] it was found that H+
ions were penetrating up to 10 nm deep into a layer of CH3 /CH4 . Radicals may penetrate
further due to the lack of coulomb interactions. This depth may also vary depending on the
density of the sample, and the energy of the radicals.
Experimentally the biggest constraint is the amount of heat applied to the sample from radiative transfer from the hot filament. For as long as the filament is on, the sample heats up
strongly. With the sample at 4 cm distance from the filament, and the filament on for ten
minutes, the sample reaches a temperature of 380 ◦ C, as measured by a thermocouple placed
in direct thermal contact with the sample (but shielded from the filament). For many applications, as we have discussed above in Chapter 4, the application of heat is undesirable not
only from a perspective of deposit deformation (void formation, diffusion) but also for the
rest of the nanodevice on the sample. Therefore we attempted to use the technique also in
‘low temperature mode’, where the operator ensured that a given maximum temperature of
the sample was not exceeded. To achieve this the filament was switched on for short amounts
of time only, as depicted in Figure 5.5, with a cooling time between each ‘pulse’. When the
filament is off, hydrogen gas continues to flow onto the sample.
It was found that pulses lasting around one minute, with cooling times of around 15 minutes,
could be used to attain a maximum of 150 ◦ C at the sample. It should be noted that each
pulse did not last the same amount of time but the ‘on’ time was each time such that the
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Figure 5.2: Photo of the setup.
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Figure 5.3: Photo of the setup. Compare to Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: A schematic illustrating the effect expected of the treatment. The structure,
viewed here in cross-section, is exposed to the flow of atomic hydrogen. Every surface of
the structure which is visible to the hydrogen will be affected to within a certain penetration
depth. Beyond this depth we expect no effect. In the affected layer we expect removal of
carbon and a densification of material.

Figure 5.5: Experimental procedure: the temperature at the sample increases strongly while
the filament is on, mainly from radiative heat. The current is therefore ramped up and down
by the operator in a such a way that a given maximum temperature is not exceeded at the
sample. The sample is allowed some time for cooling between these ‘pulses’.
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Figure 5.6: EBID structures used for one of the tests. Deposition parameters in the main text.
temperature would reach 148 ± 2 ◦ C. However the pulses were each timed and the total ‘on’
time of the filament was known exactly, in the case of these samples, the cumulative time was
ten minutes. This was chosen to provide a direct comparison to the 380 ◦ C case where the
filament was left on for a total of ten minutes also.
SEM images of the EBID structures used for one of the measurements (EDX) are shown in
Figure 5.6. The structures used for resistivity measurements are not shown here but strongly
resemble those in Chapter 7 (see Figure 7.2, specifically). The deposition parameters for
these were as follows: 20 kV, 770 pA, 1 µs dwell, 0% overlap, and the geometries were 1 ×
1 µm, 208 seconds for the cube and 10 µm long, 50 / 100 / 500 nm wide for the lines with 5 /
21 / 520 seconds respectively.

5.3

Results

The structures after the high temperature treatment (380 ◦ C) and the low temperature treatment (150 ◦ C) can be seen in Figures 5.7, 5.8 respectively. Of note is the tungsten contamination seen on the surface of the sample treated at high temperature (confirmed by EDX). The
tungsten originates from the tungsten filament which is presumably easily sputtered when
held at high temperature for a prolonged time and in the presence of hydrogen bombardment.2 On the low temperature sample the absence of such tungsten is also confirmed by
EDX and later TEM and EELS analysis. This was consistent in all samples and provides a
further reason for using lower temperatures in hot-wire setups. Further, no damage was seen
in the low temperature sample, in particular there is no void formation.
The results of the EDX analysis can be seen in Figure 5.9. This is the averaged concentration
2 Some samples initially showed gallium contamination after treatment, this was traced to previous experiments
performed in the same chamber a few days before. The entire sample batch was discarded and the chamber thoroughly cleaned. This highlights the importance of working in clean setups and environments, and also the importance
of frequent verification using various analysis techniques for each step of every process.
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Figure 5.7: SEM image of high temperature sample (380 ◦ C) after treatment. Tungsten
contamination (originating from the filament) is seen on the surface.

Figure 5.8: SEM image of low temperature sample (150 ◦ C) after treatment. No tungsten is
observed on the sample (confirmed by EDX).
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Figure 5.9: Improvement in the platinum-to-carbon ratio (concentration averaged over entire
structure) in two structures treated with atomic hydrogen to different maximum temperatures.
There is no benefit in the use of the higher temperature from a composition viewpoint.

of the species over the entire deposit. We note there is an improvement but that it is not
extremely large; the carbon amount decreased from (81 ± 2) to (65 ± 2) at.%. Interestingly
both the high temperature and the low temperature samples showed the same improvement.
This goes some way to confirm that it is the atomic hydrogen by itself which is responsible
for the removal of carbon, rather than the combination of radicals + heat.3
From this result, and presuming that our hypothesis of a penetration depth effect as described
above is correct, we can calculate what we expect the effective treatment depth was. We
will later check our hypothesis by TEM cross-section analysis. We assume that the untreated
volume does not change composition and indeed that the total deposit volume remains constant. The latter approximation remains valid only for small effective treatment depths, for
larger ones the carbon loss will cause a significant volume loss as we have already described
in Chapter 4. We also assume the effective treatment depth is completely purified, in other
words that it is carbon-free. Using all of this, we calculated an expected effective treatment
depth (penetration depth of the atomic hydrogen) of 30 ± 10 nm. From the TEM analysis of
the cross-section of the deposit below, we shall see this is extremely close to the actual pure
layer thickness.
Resistivity measurements were performed on similarly post-treated samples, and the resulting
resistivities were (2.2 ± 0.7) × 104 µΩ.cm. However we should stress that given that only
the outside layer of the deposit is treated, the resistivity obtained after treatment will be
highly dependent on the original geometry of the structure.4 Furthermore this result was
obtained before the ageing effect in EBID-deposited platinum was discovered (Chapter 3) so
as final comment, only the order of magnitude of the resulting resistivity, and the fact that
a strong improvement is obtained, should be retained by the reader. Indeed for structures of
identical geometry, the final resistivity is comparable to that obtained after post-treatment at
high temperature in oxygen atmosphere (described in Chapter 4) making this technique the
preferred one due to the lower temperatures required for the same effect.
3 This

fact is relevant for the in-situ radical experiments presented in Chapter 6
would have been nice to perform the purification treatment on a structure being only 30 nm thick and hence
claim bulk conductivity for EBID-deposited platinum lines, however the treatment setup became inaccessible to this
project at given moment following re-assignment of research priorities within Philips Research. In any case this kind
of sensationalism is misleading and ultimately the kind of results presented here more useful. See the comments at
the end of the Chapter on extending the technique.
4 It
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Figure 5.10: SEM image of three post-treated EBID-deposited lines, covered with a protective TEOS layer as part of the lift-out procedure prior to TEM analysis of the lines’ morphology.

Some samples were prepared for lift-out (a sample preparation technique for analysing crosssection of sample in a TEM), one of the initial steps of the process is shown in Figure 5.10 for
the interested reader. A scanning transmission electron microscopy high angle annular dark
field image (STEM-HAADF) is shown in Figure 5.11. We see the sample in cross-section.
Dense, high-electron-scattering material yields brighter areas. We can see the existence of
a very dense layer on all surfaces visible to the atomic hydrogen. Even the thin halo of the
deposit has densified considerably. Measurement of the thickness of the dense layer reveals
30 ± 5 nm, perfectly in line with our initial estimates from the EDX species concentration
values. EELS and HR-TEM analysis confirm the lack of carbon in this layer.
Figure 5.12 shows a high-resolution image of one of the particles from the halo of the deposit,
within the dense layer. Analysis of the dense layer on the deposit itself also shows the same
characteristics but interpretation is more difficult due to the thickness of the cross-section
sample and the high electron scattering within the layer, hence the characteristics are less visible (but still present). The presence of lattice fringes may be observed, indicating crystalline
material. Again the lack of carbon is confirmed by EELS.
The only problematic part of the analysis is the measurement of the lattice spacing. The
fringes were measured at 3.38 and 2.91 Å which cannot be assigned to the standard f.c.c.
platinum structure whose lattice constant is 3.92 Å. The XRD structure database from Philips
Materials Analysis also gave no matches for orthorhombic and hexagonal PtO2 , cubic Pt3 O4
and monoclinic platinum hydrogen hydroxide. Indeed no combination of Pt, O, OH, H
yielded a match. Hence it is not clear which structure is present. Nonetheless EELS and
EDX confirm that only Pt is present (H is not detectable) and that C and O are absent.
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Figure 5.11: STEM-HAADF image of the cross-section of the post-treated deposit. Note the
bright layer on the top and side of the deposit - this is the denser, carbon-free material. The
halo zone is also dense and carbon-free. The thickness of the layer is about 30 nm. Compare
to Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.12: A bright field high-resolution image of one of part of the material from the
halo (material is thinner here so fringes are more visible). The fringes indicate crystalline
material. Spectroscopy confirms the lack of carbon and HRTEM confirms the high degree of
crystallinity.
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Therefore, we can reasonably conclude the treatment results in pure platinum to within the
penetration depth of atomic hydrogen.

5.4

Conclusions

We used a flow of atomic hydrogen in an ex-situ setup onto already-deposited EBID platinum
structures as a post-treatment purification step. We found that on our structures the structureaveraged carbon concentration decreased from (81 ± 2) to (65 ± 2) at.% and that the structure
resistivity likewise decreased from (2.9 ± 0.4) × 107 to (2.2 ± 0.7) times 104 µΩ.cm. TEM
and EELS analysis confirmed the creation of a 30 nm thick dense, carbon-free platinum layer,
corresponding to the penetration depth of atomic hydrogen in the structure.
Since this method can be performed at comparatively lower temperature, leads to no void
formation and achieves the same result in terms of resistivity as an oxygen anneal at 300 ◦ C,
we conclude that hydrogen radical post-treatment is preferable to the ex-situ oxygen anneal
post-treatment method from Chapter 4.
The technique can be extended in two ways. Firstly, we may take advantage of the fact that
the 30 nm layer is entirely carbon-free, by applying the treatment in cycles. So initially a 30
nm thick structure would be created in-situ. Then this structure would be post-treated ex-situ
with the atomic hydrogen. This would render the entire structure carbon-free. Subsequently,
the sample would be re-inserted into the SEM and another 30 nm layer of EBID platinum
would be deposited on top on the purified layer. This layer would then also be post-treated
ex-situ. Laboriously, this procedure could be repeated until the desired structure thickness is
obtained - entirely carbon-free. The disadvantage is the large amount of time and back-andforth between setups required.
The second way of extending these results would be to apply the treatment in-situ. Our efforts
in this respect are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

In-situ processing: Hydrogen
radical exposure during or after
MeCpPtMe3 deposition

This work is unpublished.

Abstract
Following the work on using hydrogen radicals in an ex-situ setup to post-treat deposits made
from MeCpPtMe3 presented in Chapter 5, this Chapter attempts to replicate the work in
an in-situ setup. The Gen2 plasma source from Tectra GmbH was chosen as the radical
source, and experiments were performed to assess its operation and some attempts at purifying MeCpPtMe3 deposits were made. The difficulty of quantifying the presence and abundance of radicals in the setup used is discussed, as well as some optimisations to increase
the probability of obtaining radicals. No purification of MeCpPtMe3 deposits was achieved,
the most likely explanation being the lack of, or insufficient flux of, hydrogen radicals in the
beam from the plasma source. Some suggestions on how to proceed in future experiments
are given.
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6.1
6.1.1

Motivation
From ex-situ to in-situ

In Chapter 5 we discussed a post-treatment in an ex-situ setup consisting of exposing the
structures created by EBID of MeCpPtMe3 to a flow of hydrogen radicals in a 1 mb vacuum.
We demonstrated that this resulted in the removal of carbon from the deposit to a depth of 30
nm. The carbon-free layer became pure, consisting of conducting platinum-rich dense grains.
We would like, however, to obtain not only a 30 nm thick pure layer, but to have an entirely
carbon free deposit. We argued in the concluding remarks of Chapter 5 that this could be
potentially obtained by iterating the deposition and purification of 25-30 nm thick layers,
as many times as needed to obtain a deposit of desired height. Due to the fact that the
purification takes place in a different setup (hence termed ex-situ), this iteration is likely to
be exceedingly slow and cumbersome. Therefore it is relevant to find a method to adapt the
same purification technique – the use of atomic hydrogen to react with the deposited carbon
– such that the purification can occur with the sample never leaving the SEM chamber. We
will term this in-situ since the sample would not be exposed to air in between deposition and
purification.
Being able to operate the treatment in-situ also has the benefit of raising another possibility:
rather than having to deposit then purify 30 nm layers in an iterative method, it might be
possible to provide the flow of hydrogen radicals during the deposition, providing removal
of just-deposited carbon as soon as it is dissociated from the precursor by the electron beam.
However this method might not be feasible in practice, as the hydrogen radicals may potentially themselves be able to dissociate the precursor. Since the radical flux is a broad beam
one rather than a focused beam, this would result in non-localised uniform deposition of the
precursor material over the entire substrate.

6.1.2

Options to obtain hydrogen radicals

We therefore require a convenient method of delivering hydrogen radicals, preferably with
a high flux, to the sample while it is in the SEM. Several possibilities to obtain hydrogen
radicals would be:
• Use of the standard Evactron plasma cleaner [140], with H2 gas as input. This equipment and experiment is described in Section 8.3. This is a low-power plasma source,
which meant that the plasma temperature was probably insufficient to obtain hydrogen
radicals. Instead, the active species was likely H+2 ions, which are not reactive enough
to remove bound carbons from within the deposit, as described in Section 8.3.
• Use of a local RF microplasma inside the SEM, with H2 gas supplied via a feedthrough. This is essentially equivalent to the use of the Evactron, with the difference
that (a) a larger power is transferred to the plasma, which increases the plasma temperature and results in radicals being created, and (b) the plasma is created locally to the
target point and is confined to a small volume. Such a microplasma source has been
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built and tested by Miyazoe et al. [113, 110]. Since work was being done by Miyazoe et al. concurrently to our efforts on applying this microplasma to copper structures
deposited by EBID, we chose not to use the same approach.
• Use of a commercial radical source. Such sources are typically built for groups doing surface science research and operating in UHV conditions at 10−9 to 10−10 mbar,
for the purpose of sample cleaning and preparation in-situ. Use of such a source has
several benefits: they should in principle be easy to configure and use, and their ability to produce radicals should be well demonstrated. Looking ahead slightly further,
for companies such as FEI the use of third-party off-the-shelf equipment as opposed
to complex in-house manufactured equipment has obvious value when proposing the
availability of such equipment as an option for their SEMs. This was therefore the
approach chosen.
• Another possibility would have been the adaptation of the same method used in the
ex-situ setup, namely the hot-filament, for use inside the SEM. This would have been
beneficial in terms of being able to directly apply knowledge gained in the ex-situ setup
to the new in-situ case. The drawback of this method is however the heat generated by
the hot filament, which is undesirably transferred from the filament to the sample. This
results in a slower mode of operation due to the cooling times required, as described
in Section 5.2. This approach was not chosen both for the reasons described in the
previous point and for the reason of the heat transfer.

6.1.3

Analysis of other work

The local RF microplasma work by Miyazoe et al. deserves a few more words here. It was
actually inspired [176] by the ex-situ hydrogen post-treatments described in Chapter 5 and
published by us in [91]. The concept is illustrated in Figure 6.1. As far as is known by
us, at this time, simultaneous use of the plasma while depositing has not been demonstrated
yet. Instead, only results of in-situ post-treatments on already-deposited structures have been
shown. This is presumably because despite their assurances to the contrary, the high RF
power in such close proximity to the electron beam and electron column must present some
difficulties for beam stability. Furthermore, we suspect they would encounter the problem
that the broad-beam plasma causes spontaneous non-localised dissociation of the precursor
over a large area, as suggested above.
The precursor they used was Cu(hfac)2 . It seems that only bulk EDX composition was measured, these are shown in Figure 6.2. Resistivity was not, and more interestingly no TEM
cross-sections have been shown yet, so it is impossible to tell if the purification is also operating up to a given penetration depth as we found in Chapter 5. Other points of interest about
their experiments include the very low molecular hydrogen gas flux used – 0.2 sccm, mixed
with 0.98 sccm Ar carrier gas. They seem to require that the substrate be biased to -20 or -30
V for high effectiveness. To us this latter fact suggests either two possibilities. Either their
purification is caused by the action of ions rather than that of radicals, or the bias is needed for
confinement of the microplasma and implies that the deposit is actually placed in the plasma.
If the latter is true, one has to wonder about the temperatures experienced by the deposit and
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Figure 6.1: Local microplasma EBID deposit treatment scheme present by Miyazoe et al. in
[110]. Image: H. Miyazoe.
substrate. The SEM image of the treated deposit shown in [110] certainly appears compatible
with the deposit having been exposed to heat.
Finally, we point out that in the approach we have chosen, we will have the ability to control
the amount of ions in the beam aimed at the deposit (the details of this control are described
further below). This control is not possible in the microplasma concept.

6.1.4

Radical abundance calculation

For reasons of simplicity and laying down the foundations for a potential third-party ‘radical
source option’ for FEI microscopes, it was therefore chosen to use a commercial radical
source. The ‘plasma source gen2’ from Tectra GmbH [177] was chosen, primarily for its
compatibility with different input gases, ease of operation, and configurability in different
modes (as ion source, pure radical source, so-called hybrid mode, etc.). The different modes
are obtained by changing the configuration of two grids and two parallel metal plates at the
beam exit. Further details are given in the next Section.
With the source operating with hydrogen and used in radical source mode, the flux of particles
from the plasma to the sample is specified as 2 × 1020 molecules.m−2 .s−1 . Using this value we
can imagine two scenarios to predict the amount of radicals seen at the deposit, one optimistic
and the other pessimistic. We also make the following assumptions: (a) the deposit consists
of C8 Pt, (b) the density is 4.5 g.cm−3 , and (c) effectiveness is linear through 30 nm depth.
The first assumption is actually a bit pessimistic; in practice the deposit would consist of
anything between C5 Pt and C6 Pt depending on beam conditions. The second assumption is
reasonably correct to within ± 0.5 g.cm−3 , this value was measured by Friedli et al. in [22]
and [178]. The third assumption is a bit cryptic; we wish to calculate the amount of time
to remove a certain amount of carbon atoms. These will be stacked above one another. The
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Figure 6.2: Preliminary results shown in [110] as to the purification obtained by the use of
their local RF microplasma on already-deposited copper structures created from EBID of
Cu(hfac)2 . Image: H. Miyazoe.
assumption states that it takes as much time to remove the first monolayer of carbon as it does
to remove the last monolayer. This is actually incorrect given that firstly the 30 nm layer is
a penetration depth, so the removal is not a layer-by-layer as we model it in this calculation;
secondly platinum will be left behind and will form dense material which will be harder for
the radicals to penetrate and remove carbon ‘underneath’.
1. Best-case scenario: (a) 1000 ppm of the particle flux is atomic hydrogen, and (b) it
only takes one hydrogen radical to remove one carbon atom. This would result in a
required time of 10 minutes to remove a 30 nm thick layer of carbon.
2. Worst-case scenario: (a) 100 ppm of the particle flux is atomic hydrogen, and (b) it
takes ten hydrogen radicals to remove one carbon atom. This would result in a required
time of 17 hours to remove a 30 nm thick layer of carbon.
The worst-case scenario sounds dire, indeed if it was so then this radical flux is too low to be
useful for EBID purification. We shall however make two observations. Firstly, we do not
actually require complete removal of carbon. If the carbon content would be reduced from
C9 Pt to C4 Pt, for example, then the conductivity would be significantly improved and may
prove to be ‘good enough’ for various nanodevices and applications. Secondly, we point to
our ex-situ experiments described in Chapter 5; the molecular hydrogen flux was 2 × 1021
molecules.s−1 . The beam divergence is unknown exactly but can be reasonably estimated
as comparable to this in-situ setup, in any case it is probably better in the in-situ case. The
time to remove carbon completely from a 30 nm thick layer was 10 minutes. Supposing the
efficiency of radical generation would be a factor ten less in this radical source, this would
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still give an acceptable rate of carbon removal for our purposes1 .
We concluded therefore that an effect of carbon removal from EBID deposits of MeCpPtMe3
should be measurable on a reasonable timescale. The following test was thus devised to check
the effectiveness, and hence also the presence of radicals: a thin deposit of less than 30 nm
should be made either from MeCpPtMe3 or from hydrocarbon chamber contamination, the
source should be operated on this for an hour, and if the deposit appearance is unchanged
afterwards then insufficient radicals were presumably present. One might also look to use
EDX compositional analysis, but the time-to-results loop is longer for this method as care
has to be taken to ensure an adequate signal from the thin layer as opposed to noise from the
substrate signal.

6.2

Experimental setup

From the manufacturer’s description: “The Tectra Gen2 Plasma Source is a multi-purpose
source which can easily be user configured to produce either atoms or ions and finds uses in
a wide range of HV and UHV applications. By easy exchange of the beam optics the source
can be configured to operate in several distinct modes. The main modes are atom source,
ion source and atom/ion hybrid source. Besides delivering different species (atoms, ions,
radicals) the plasma source covers the complete energy range from neutral thermal atoms to
above 1500 eV. The shape of the beam and current densities can be altered by using different
beam optics. A plasma is created in a coaxial waveguide by evanescent wave coupling of
microwave energy at 2.45 GHz. The plasma is further enhanced by the ECR action of a
quadrupole magnetic field producing an extensive surface in the plasma on which electron
cyclotron resonance at the given microwave frequency takes place.”
The source is shown in Figure 6.3. Further benefits of the source include that it is compatible
with aggressive gases such as hydrogen and oxygen, and that it is filamentless, which provides for easy maintenance. A selection of apertures of various conductances are provided
which allows an optimum balance between gas flow, working pressure and beam current to
be achieved. In the worst case the beam divergence is specified as 15◦ half-angle. Compared
to the Evactron [140] plasma cleaner, which operates at 10 W and low plasma temperature
by virtue of the large volume, this source operates at 250 W and provides, due to the small
confinement volume, a much higher plasma temperature. The working distance of the source
is given as 50-300 mm for maximum effectiveness; in our case we used a working distance
of 106 mm due to the mechanical and mounting constraints present on the SEM (Figures 6.4
and 6.5).
The source provides a plasma from which various species exit – if a pure hydrogen plasma is
used these would be: (a) neutral molecular H2 , (b) excited neutrals Hexcited
, (c) ions H+2 , (d)
2
−
radicals H* and (e) electrons e . It is built with four elements at the exit of the plasma cup,
which control which species actually reach the sample (shown schematically in Figure 6.6).
In order from plasma-side to vacuum-side, there are:
1 At least for the proof of concept. Our initial primary goal was to show that hydrogen radicals could be used
in-situ to remove carbon from EBID deposits. Optimization of the rate would come later.
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Figure 6.3: The plasma source Gen2 from Tectra gmbH. Image: www.tectra.de.

Figure 6.4: The mechanical and geometrical constraint of mounting a UHV piece of equipment onto an HV SEM chamber. The electron column pole-piece (not shown) limits the
minimum working distance possible. The smallest working distance is required so that the
radicals have a shorter distance to travel which should minimise recombination, but the working distance is limited to 106 mm by the width of the source and the size of the pole-piece.
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Figure 6.5: The plasma source, mounted on a FEI Nova NanoLab system.
1. Anode grid. A potential between 0 and + 2 kV may be applied to the grid. If it is
held at ground, all species exiting the plasma will have only thermal energy, of the
order of 25 eV. If the potential is applied, then the grid provides a potential barrier to
be overcome before the species can leave the plasma, so this defines the energy of the
species exiting. A bias of 1 kV means that no ions having energy less than this will be
present in the beam. Radicals and neutrals are not affected by this bias.
2. Flux-limiting aperture, made from boron nitride. This controls the conductance of the
species leaking from the plasma into the chamber vacuum, and together with the input
gas flux – set by the needle valve on the plasma source gas inlet – controls the pressure
inside the plasma cup.
3. Extractor grid. A potential between 0 and -2 kV can be applied to the grid. This grid
provides no net acceleration but only has a focussing effect for ions.
4. Ion trap, parallel metal plates. A potential difference of 2 kV can be applied to the
parallel metal plates. This field traps charged species present in the beam and is used
in atom mode to ensure that no ions reaches the sample, only radicals, neutrals and
excited neutrals.
A photo of the end of the source where the ion trap and the extractor grid are visible is shown
in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic showing the arrangement of the plasma cup, anode grid, flux limiting
aperture, extractor grid and ion trap. The source is mounted such that the beam axis crosses
the electron beam and sample at the sample eucentric point.
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Figure 6.7: Photo of the end of the plasma source. Visible are the ion trap parallel metal
plates, and the vacuum-side extractor grid. Not visible are the flux-limiting aperture and the
anode grid.

To configure the source to produce hydrogen radicals, the highest achievable plasma temperature is required. The following conditions were therefore chosen: (a) anode grid at +2
kV, since this will force ions to remain in the plasma until their energy exceeds this value,
which will increase the plasma temperature; (b) Smallest capacitance aperture set, again to
increase the plasma temperature – the pressure in the plasma cup is then regulated with the
inlet gas leak valve, set at the highest value such that the pumping capacity of the SEM is
not exceeded; (c) extractor grid at ground, since this only affects ions, in which we are not
interested, and (d) ion trap at 2 kV, such that all ions and electrons are trapped.
To provide a means of observation, a viewport was fitted to the SEM chamber2 . Since the
viewport could not provide a direct line of sight to the end of the plasma source, a large
silicon wafer was used as a mirror. This arrangement is shown in Figure 6.9.

6.3

Results

The first observation encountered was that for pure hydrogen, a comparatively high gas pressure was required in the plasma cup to ignite and sustain a plasma. The flux-limiting aperture
with the lowest conductance was used, but for sustained plasma with pure hydrogen the inlet leak valve had to be set such that the pressure in the chamber, which is the only place
where pressure is measured, was around 1 × 10−4 mbar. This is at the upper limit of pump2 Warning: viewports should be shielded when using the SEM at beam energies greater than 5 kV to avoid
exposing the operator to harmful X-rays.
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Figure 6.8: Photo of inside the SEM chamber with the stage door open and the sample retracted for manipulation, showing the position of the end of the plasma source with respect
to the electron column pole-piece.

Figure 6.9: Photo showing the silicon wafer used as a mirror to provide a line of sight from
the viewport (not shown) to the end of the plasma source, for the purpose of observation.
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Figure 6.10: After typically 10-20 minutes the SEM chamber pressure rises during work
with hydrogen gas. This is caused by the turbo-molecular pump being inefficient at pumping
hydrogen, which results in back-streaming into the chamber after accumulation downstream
from the pump. Pressures attained are higher than the system’s trip levels and require operator
intervention to keep the vacuum system active.

ing capacity of the SEM’s pumping system and the column valves must be kept closed at
these pressures. This immediately excluded any possibility of using radicals simultaneously
to performing EBID.
However a more severe problem was encountered, illustrated in Figure 6.10. After a certain
amount of time, the pressure gauge located in the SEM chamber would register an uncontrollable increase in the chamber pressure. This increase persisted despite closing the hydrogen
inlet leak valve, and took several hours to recover. An alternative method of recovery, which
led us to the cause and a solution, was to perform a short chamber vent cycle with N2 .
The pumping scheme of the FEI Nova is illustrated in Figure 6.11. The hydrogen enters
the system via the plasma cup after passing the inlet leak valve. The hydrogen then leaks
from the cup into the SEM chamber, which is pumped on in sequence by a turbo-molecular
pump and a pre-vacuum pump before being fed into an exhaust. The turbo and pre-vacuum
pumps are actually inefficient at pumping hydrogen since the molecule is very small and
light. This means that hydrogen accumulates in the pump system and once a certain amount
has accumulated, there is a sufficient back-pressure such that the hydrogen back-streams
from the pumping system into the SEM chamber. The key to prevent this is to ensure that
the hydrogen remains on the non-SEM side of the pumps. This can be achieved by adding
a small amount of N2 gas into the SEM chamber. In the compression stage of the turbo
pump, the additional N2 will cause a drag effect which is effective at preventing hydrogen
back-streaming into the SEM chamber.
Figure 6.12 shows a photo taken through the viewport of the SEM chamber while a pure
hydrogen plasma is active in the plasma source. Figure 6.13 shows a close-up of the main
reflection in the silicon wafer, providing a better image of the plasma behind the grids.
Once it was established visually that the plasma could be ignited and sustained reliably, the
silicon wafer was replaced by a phosphorescent screen. The point was to observe if energetic
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Figure 6.11: Hydrogen back-streaming into the SEM chamber after accumulation downstream from turbo-molecular pump can be prevented by the addition of a small amount of N2
gas to the pumping load in the chamber.

particles were indeed reaching the screen and if the beam optics were correctly functioning.
With the grids at ground potential, the beam profile is taken as being identical for the electrons, ions and neutrals, if all species have only thermal energy. The phosphorescent grains
on the screen emit a greenish glow if hit by an electron of sufficient energy (more than 50
eV or so) – electrons with less energy cannot penetrate the grains’ dead layer. Similarly ions
even of high energy fail to penetrate the dead layer, and radicals and excited neutrals are also
considered not capable of causing the grains to phosphoresce. Figure 6.14 shows a photo of
the screen whilst a pure hydrogen plasma is active, with the screen and grids at ground potential. Despite not being clear in the photo, the eucentric point (where the deposit to be treated
will be located) is situated at a point where the green glow is present. We infer therefore that
the radicals can reach the deposit.
Unfortunately, the diagnostic steps described above are as far as we could go to determine the
correct functioning of the source. The difficulty in working with radicals, especially hydrogen
radicals, is the inherent difficulty in determining their presence and abundance. We were
unable to verify that the source was producing the amount of radicals per the specification.
Usually mass spectrometers would be able to give an indication of this, however the high
chamber pressure was not compatible with the use of the standard mass spectrometer, and
the ionising mechanism of the mass spectrometer would have made analysis in this case
exceedingly difficult.
We therefore proceeded with the actual experiment of exposing deposited carbon to the radicals. We created a simple cube of 30 nm height and 1 × 1 µm lateral size from EBID of
MeCpPtMe3 using standard beam parameters and measured its composition. We exposed the
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Figure 6.12: Typical view through the viewport into the SEM chamber during a pure hydrogen plasma; visible are: the reflection of the plasma behind the source grids, in the ion
trap (upper right), the reflection in the silicon wafer (bottom center), and the reflection in the
electron column pole-piece (upper left).
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Figure 6.13: Photo taken through the viewport during a pure hydrogen plasma, showing a
close-up of the reflection in the silicon wafer of the plasma behind the source grids.

Figure 6.14: Photo of the phosphorescent screen as taken through the viewport while a pure
hydrogen plasma was active. This setup was used to confirm that the beam profile was as
intended, i.e. that the radicals would reach the deposit.
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Figure 6.15: The EDX spectrum of the composition of the deposit before treatment with
hydrogen radicals from the Tectra plasma source, overlapped with the EDX spectrum after
60 minutes of treatment. The two curves cannot be distinguished. There is no change in
the platinum to carbon composition ratio. This indicates that there were probably few or no
radicals in the beam.

cube to an hour of what were hopefully hydrogen radicals – the parameters used for this were
as above: anode grid at +2 kV to maximise the plasma temperature, extractor grid at ground,
ion trap at +2 kV to trap all charged species, and sample at ground. The partial pressure of
hydrogen in the chamber was around 1 × 10−4 mbar. The treatment lasted 60 minutes. After
treatment, the sample composition was measured again by EDX. No change had occurred,
the composition had remained unchanged at 14 at.% Pt and 86 at.% C. The deposit geometry
and BSE signal intensity were also unchanged.
The pure hydrogen input gas was then changed to a mixture: 10 volume percent hydrogen
mixed in 90 volume percent argon. This would have two principle effects. Firstly, the nitrogen
feed into the SEM chamber was no longer necessary in order to keep the pumping system
efficient at pumping the hydrogen in the chamber. Secondly, the high mass of the argon atom
in the plasma would serve to increase the plasma temperature, and in principle should have
increased by at least an order of magnitude the amount of hydrogen radicals generated.
Again, a similar platinum deposit was made in the same way. In-situ, without breaking
vacuum, the sample was then exposed to a flow of (supposedly) hydrogen radicals for 60
minutes. The composition of the deposit was unchanged after treatment (Figure 6.15).
Using the source simultaneously to performing EBID, rather than simply performing a posttreatment, was not attempted due to the chamber pressure being too high to open the electron
column. From Section 8.2.1 however, we suspect uniform non-localised deposition in the
entire chamber would have resulted.
The most likely explanation for the lack of results in using this plasma source is that the
flux of radicals, if present, was too low. This may have been due to the fact that the SEM
pumping system is insufficient for use with high pressures of hydrogen gas, and hence an
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insufficient pressure was present in the plasma cup for a high enough plasma temperature
such that radicals would be generated in large amounts. The impossibility of determining the
presence or absence of radicals meant that we were operating without quantitative feedback.
If this interpretation is correct, it is consistent with our conclusion from Section 8.3 that H+2
ions are not effective at removing deposited carbon. The project was then unfortunately ended
before further experimentation could take place.
One possibility of going forward would be to increase the vacuum system’s capacity to pump
hydrogen gas. This would allow a much higher pressure in the plasma cup, raising the plasma
temperature and generating a higher flux of radicals. However, even then there is little means
of verifying that radicals are indeed present in the beam. The author’s recommendations
would therefore be to adapt the ex-situ hot-filament setup for use within the SEM chamber,
since that is known to produce a sufficient flux of radicals. This would require a hydrogen gas
feed-through and an electrical feed-through for the filament. A thermocouple for monitoring
the substrate temperature would also be beneficial. In the ex-situ setup the hydrogen was
flowed across the filament at 20 mbar so it would be recommended to begin with these known
parameters. The vacuum system’s capacity to pump hydrogen would therefore similarly have
to be increased or improved.
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Chapter 7

Morphology of Pt(PF3)4

The work in this Chapter is published or will be published as follows:
(1) A. Botman, M. Hesselberth, and J. J. L. Mulders: ‘Improving the conductivity of platinumcontaining nano-structures created by electron-beam-induced deposition’, Microelectronic
Engineering 85, 1139-1142 (2008);
(2) A. Botman, M. Hesselberth and J. J. L. Mulders: ‘Investigation of morphological changes
in platinum-containing nanostructures created by electron-beam-induced deposition’, J. Vac.
Sci. Technol. B 26(6) 2464-2467 (2008);
(3) J. Li, M. Toth, A. Botman, K. A. Dunn, C. J. Lobo, R. L. Moore, and Bradley L. Thiel:
‘Structure of nanocomposites grown by environmental scanning electron microscopy using
Pt(PF3 )4 precursor’, manuscript in preparation;
(4) A. Botman, C. W. Hagen, J. Li, B. L. Thiel, K. A. Dunn, J. J. L. Mulders, S. Randolph and
M. Toth: ‘Electron post-growth irradiation of platinum nano-structures grown by electronbeam-induced deposition from Pt(PF3 )4 ’, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, accepted.

Abstract
The carbon-free precursor Pt(PF3 )4 is used to create EBID platinum structures. We obtained
resistivities as low as (690 ± 30) µΩ.cm with no post-treatments. We provide an analysis
of the morphology of deposited structures for structures created on bulk substrates in both
high vacuum and low vacuum conditions and for thin structures created on thin films. We
describe the high beam-sensitive nature of the deposits made with the precursor, and outline
how this property can be turned to users’ advantage by enabling good control over the level
of conductivity. Finally we demonstrate that by using an electron beam to post-irradiate the
deposits, a low resistivity of (215 ± 15) µΩ.cm can be obtained.
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Chapter 7. Morphology of Pt(PF3 )4

Introduction and previous work

To prevent carbon from being contained in the EBID structure it is clear that a carbon-free
precursor should be used. To date, the choice of such precursor has been poor due to the required combination of material properties. We report here platinum deposition from Pt(PF3 )4
(trifluorophosphine tetrakis platinum, CAS: 19529-53-4), which satisfies many of the desired
requirements. The main difficulty of this material is its comparatively high vapor pressure,
around 78 mbar at room temperature. Additionally, it is sensitive to water vapor so must
be handled under inert atmospheres, and given its toxicity, adequate precautions to prevent
accidental release into the operator’s vicinity must be taken. Further material properties can
be found in Appendix B.2.
The dissociation of this precursor by an electron beam has been recently reported by others [50]. They found a resistivity of 3600 µΩ.cm and a composition (Pt:P:F) of 58:32:10
(with no specified carbon contamination concentration) for 10 kV and a beam current of 0.9
nA. Consistently with them, as described below we obtained structures with concentration
(Pt:P:F:C) of 48:36:16:0 (± 2) at.%, for structures created at 5 kV and 0.9 nA. The structures’
resistivities were (690 ± 30) µΩ.cm.

7.2
7.2.1

Depositions on bulk substrate
High-vacuum mode depositions

System issues
There are two main difficulties in working with this precursor. Firstly the vapour pressure
is extremely high. As can be seen from Figure B.3, the pressure is about 68 mbar at room
temperature. This means it cannot be used in a standard manner in a GIS as with the other
precursors. Hence in initial experiments, a manual gas flow system with low-flow leak valves
(metal-metal type to prevent corrosion by the fluorine) was constructed. The precursor was
housed in either glass (Figure B.4) or stainless steel cylinders (Figure B.5), more of which
below.
Later a 25 µm diameter aperture was placed in the GIS assembly, which is sufficient to bring
the precursor down to a workable level in the chamber (3 × 10−5 ).
The second difficulty is the toxicity of the precursor and its sensitivity to water vapour (air
moisture). To protect the precursor and the operator, when transferring the precursor from
one closed vessel / container to another, a glovebox (Figure A.6) was used.
During practical use of the precursor a bigger problem arose. Initially, depositions contained
between 5 to 15 at.% oxygen. At first no attention was paid to this variability, despite the fact
that the standard platinum precursor (MeCpPtMe3 ) reliably only contains 5 to 8 at.% oxygen.
When the composition was re-measured (on freshly made samples), the amount of oxygen
was measured at approximately 40 to 60 at.% depending on the sample, and the resistivity
was consequently several orders of magnitude larger (see Figure 1.17).
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There was no obvious cause, and all the ‘usual suspects’ were eliminated: the machine was
restored to the same configuration as per the first good depositions, a new batch of fresh
precursor was used, the chamber was checked for leaks. We started referring to the situation
as ‘The Oxygen Problem’.
The first troubleshooting step was to use substrates without oxygen, so Si3 N4 instead of
SiO2 . We also used a cryocan to cryopump as much residual water vapour as possible (as
per Section 1.3.4). A residual gas analyser (RGA) was also used to determine if there was
an anomaly in the amount of any oxygen-containing compound in the residual gas. None
was found. However the RGA could not be operated while the precursor was released into
the SEM chamber, due to the high pressure which caused the RGA’s ionising filament to
extinguish.
The second troubleshooting step was to not carry out the plasma cleaning of the SEM chamber and sample prior to the EBID session. From our previous work with the MeCpPtMe3 precursor, where such plasma cleaning was essential to obtain reliable and reproducible results
(see Section 1.3.4), we had built the cleaning step into the standard procedure and applied
it also routinely in the case of Pt(PF3 )4 . However, this had not been done with the initial
Pt(PF3 )4 depositions with low oxygen content. Not performing this plasma cleaning immediately before deposition reduced the amount of oxygen in the deposits to around 25 at.%,
which was a definite improvement though not the entire solution. Nonetheless this pointed
the way to a possible side-reaction of the precursor, or one of its fragments, with species
in the residual gas, to form an oxygen-containing compound which would be co-deposited
during EBID.
Cicoira et al. [132] had showed that on this trifluorophosphine family of compounds, the three
fluorine atoms would be removed independently from the phosphorus atom before it would
itself be dissociated from the central atom, rather than the entire trifluorophosphine leaving
together; i.e. the sequence of electron-beam dissociation would be M-PF3 → M-PF2 + F →
M-PF + 2F → M-P + 3F → M + P + 3F, rather than M-PF3 → M + PF3 . In the light of this,
there would be abundant fluorine atoms in the residual gas during deposition, available for
various reactions. One potential reaction would be the reaction with H2 O to form HF + OH.
Other possibilities include the formation of one of the phosphorus oxides. Any of these could
get co-deposited during EBID.
The third troubleshooting step consisted of replacing the glass storage cylinder with the stainless steel one. In doing so, some of the gas piping was altered to fit the new configuration.
This resulted in an immediate improvement, the amount of oxygen incorporated into deposits
was now back at 15 at.%. Since those initial experiments, it was found that this 15 at.% level
is consistent across different SEMs and setups. The most consistent hypothesis would be that
the previous piping had developed a tiny leak, possibly through an old o-ring at one of the
joints1 . This would have been undetectable with the RGA since the leak was only present
while the precursor was open and flowing, and it was not possible to operate the RGA reliably while the precursor was flowing due to the too high chamber pressure. The mixing of
the precursor with air would then have allowed the reaction with H2 O as described above.
1 Fortunately for the health of the SEM users, a shut-off valve was always closed at the storage cylinder when
the precursor was not in use, hence we were in retrospect confident that no Pt(PF3 )4 was leaked into the ambient
atmosphere.
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Figure 7.1: EDX spectrum of deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 both with mixing of H2 (green
line) and without (red line). The main difference is the extra oxygen present in the deposit in
the case of mixing with H2 .
The final piece of the puzzle came when experiments with mixing with H2 in-situ were performed (these are described in detail in Section 8.4.3). Without H2 mixing, oxygen levels
were at 10 to 15 at.% in the deposit as we had come to expect. With H2 mixing, this increased to 15 to 20 at.% (Figure 7.1). This fact should be combined with results by Perentes
et al. [32] (Section 1.2.3) that the background level of H2 O in the SEM chamber, as measured by an RGA, tripled when H2 was introduced into the chamber. The interpretation of
this result was that there is a competition between H2 O and H2 for adsorption sites on all
surfaces in the SEM chamber, and that H2 ‘wins’, making more of the previously-adsorbed
H2 O available in the residual gas than there would otherwise have been. This additional H2 O
is therefore available for the reaction with fluorine, and more oxygen is co-included in the
EBID deposit as a result.
In conclusion, this Section serves to highlight that firstly, frequent analysis of created deposits should be performed at each system or setup change, however trivial; secondly the
side chemical reactions (non-main reactions) of the precursor or even of its fragments can be
critical for the entire process.
Best results
Once the depositions from this precursor were under control, structures to measure their
resistivity were made as in Figure 7.2 and using the procedure and equipment described in
Appendix A.3.
In previous literature, Barry et al. [50] had found a resistivity of 3600 µΩ.cm and a composition (Pt:P:F) of 58:32:10 (with no specified carbon contamination concentration) for 10 kV
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Figure 7.2: SEM image of a deposit made from Pt(PF3 )4 across four gold electrodes on Si3 N4
for a four-point electrical conductivity measurement.

and a beam current of 0.9 nA. Our structures created at 5 kV and 0.9 nA contained (Pt:P:F:C)
at 48:36:16:0 (± 2) at.%. The structures’ resistivities were (690 ± 30) µΩ.cm and this remained constant with time (no ageing). This lower resistivity value is lower than that reported
in [50] but our structures were also thicker. In the light of the results presented below on the
morphology of the deposit as a function of its height (Section 7.2.2), and its susceptibility
to beam-induced densification (Section 7.4), we argue that both results are compatible with
each other.
Figure 7.3 shows the composition of the deposits made with the Pt(PF3 )4 precursor at various
beam parameters, as given by EDX. Figure 7.4 shows the same data but only includes the
summed platinum and phosphorus content. The reason for this is that the platinum M-line
peak (Mα1 at 2,050 eV) and the phosphorus K-lines peak (Kα1 at 2,013, Kα2 at 2,012 eV,
also very weak Kβ1 at 2,139 eV) overlap in the EDX spectrum due to the poor resolution of
the detector and the gaussian form of the detected peak, and the software is not always able
to de-convolute the two elements correctly to give an accurate quantification of the relative
abundance of each; the sum Pt + P is however quantitatively correct regardless of the deconvolution. Figure 7.5 shows the same data again but plotted against the beam voltage and beam
current in a more visualizable way. It can be observed that higher metal content is obtained
using the higher beam currents at lower beam energies. Since the lower beam energies generate proportionally more secondary electrons than the higher beam energies, these results can
be interpreted in the context of the post-irradiation results described in Section 7.4.
As an interesting aside, it should be reported that ion beam induced deposition from this precursor fails completely, and only etching is obtained. The most likely cause is the increased
aggressivity of the fluorine from the beam-induced heating due to the ion beam, which etches
away any just-deposited Pt(PF3 )4 material through a beam-induced etching process (see [4]
for more on beam-induced etching).
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Figure 7.3: Composition of deposits created with Pt(PF3 )4 as a function of beam current and
energy, as given by EDX analysis.

Figure 7.4: Same data as in Figure 7.3 but with Pt and P grouped together (details in main
text).
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Figure 7.5: Same data is in Figure 7.4 but presented in a way to allow easy visualisation
of the optimal beam parameters to be used to achieve the highest metal content in the deposit. Based on this, most of our subsequent depositions were performed at 5 kV and highest
corresponding beam current. Compare to Figure 1.9.

7.2.2

Low-vacuum mode depositions

In this Section, we shall describe the morphology of Pt(PF3 )4 deposits made on bulk substrates. All the depositions presented in this Section were done in so-called ESEM mode
(explained below) since the system used for this study did not have GIS capability. However
it was verified that the results obtained are equally valid and were qualitatively identical for
standard, high-vacuum GIS-mode depositions.
In the environmental SEM (ESEM) mode, no GIS are used to bring the precursor locally to
the sample at the beam irradiation point. Instead the entire chamber is filled with the precursor
gas, to a total chamber pressure typically between 0.01 and 2 mbar. This has several benefits
from an EBID point of view:
1. the precursor pressure is known and well-defined, and the precursor gas profile around
the deposition is known, constant and uniform; this helps in accurate modelling of the
situation;
2. higher growth rates are possible due to the precursor-gas-limited regime being applicable even at much higher electron doses;
3. deposition on charged surfaces is possible due to charge neutralisation from the surrounding gas;
4. the partial pressure of the residual gas, mainly water vapour, becomes negligible which
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allows depositions with extremely well-defined background conditions.

Naturally working in ESEM also has disadvantages, notably:
1. the beam scattering due to traversing the gas volume results in a larger spot and highresolution features cannot be made so easily;
2. signal to noise from the detectors during imaging is lower and can lead to a greater difficulty in sample navigation and inspection unless precisely the correct detector settings
are found for optimal gas-cascade imaging.
The system this work was performed in also had another limitation, namely the lack of a
pattern generator. This implies that only rectangular and circular depositions are possible, by
scanning a smaller area or using a spot mode beam with very large defocus, respectively. The
latter – large defocused spot mode deposition – is however advantageous when attempting to
model the situation, as this means the electron dose profile is very well known and defined.
Essentially, the electron flux has a top-hat profile whose width is that of the deposit2 . No
mention of the corresponding modelling work done on the depositions presented here will be
made, the interested reader is referred to Toth et al. [120, 179].
Depositions were made therefore with a precursor partial pressure of 0.27 mbar and a spot
mode beam, defocused to several microns. Depositions were performed at various beam
parameters. Figure 7.6 shows an overview of some typical Pt(PF3 )4 depositions performed
in ESEM mode and imaged in ESEM mode. TEM cross-section images were made of the
deposits. One such cross-section is shown in Figure 7.7a, the deposition parameters being
20 kV, 14 nA, 0.13 mbar Pt(PF3 )4 , beam diameter 16 µm, growth time 30 minutes. Highresolution imaging and the selected area diffraction pattern (Figure 7.7b) confirm the deposit
is nanocrystalline. An Auger depth profile is shown in Figure 7.7c, though only the start and
end part of the profile are quantitatively valid. The compositional analysis shows a trace of
nitrogen but no oxygen or carbon. We interpret this result in the light of the discussion in
Section 7.2.1 above, as originating from the lack of residual water vapour in the chamber
during deposition, by the very nature of ESEM mode deposition. The presence of nitrogen is
not well understood at this time.
Figure 7.8 shows, from the same Pt(PF3 )4 deposit, a SEM image taken at 52◦ sample tilt, a
high-resolution cross-sectional TEM image and a selected area diffraction pattern taken from
the center of the deposit. The growth parameters for this deposit were 20 kV, 790 pA, 0.2
mbar partial pressure of Pt(PF3 )4 , growth time 16 minutes. From this analysis we can learn
that the grains of the nanocrystalline material are 3 to 5 nm diameter, and that they correspond
to the f.c.c. structure of platinum.
Figure 7.9 shows a TEM cross-sectional image of the same deposit on a larger scale. The
presence of large scale inhomogeneities in the deposit’s morphology can clearly be seen.
They are labelled A-E and their interpretation is as follows:
A. Platinum nanocrystallites; the size of the grains increases with the electron fluence3
2 Minus sidewall growth from SE emission from within the deposit, which is a negligible correction compared to
the size of the deposition.
3 Fluence is defined as time-integrated flux.
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Figure 7.6: Various deposits made in ESEM mode from Pt(PF3 )4 , imaged in ESEM mode.
The beam used for deposition was configured in stationary spot mode and had a large defocus
applied to it.

Figure 7.7: (a) TEM cross-section image of a Pt(PF3 )4 deposit made in ESEM mode with a
stationary defocused spot mode beam [α: Si substrate, β-: deposit, φ: Ir protective layer].
(b) Selected area diffraction pattern taken from the same deposit. (c) Auger depth profiles
from a deposit grown under the same conditions as that shown in (a); image scaled to match
lengthscale of (a).
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Figure 7.8: (a) SEM image of a Pt(PF3 )4 deposit grown in ESEM mode using a stationary
beam with a top hat electron flux profile (image taken using a sample tilt of 52◦ ). (b, c) Highresolution cross- sectional TEM image and a selected-area diffraction pattern taken from the
center of the deposit. Grains are 3-5 nm and correspond to f.c.c. platinum.

from the top to the bottom of the region.
B. Grown by the electrons scattered out of region A and emitted out of the deposit sidewalls, and by the electrons backscattered from Si substrate during growth. The flux
of these is less than the primaries + SE’s + BSE’s contributing to growth in region A,
hence the deposit is less dense.
C. Same as B but the electron flux is even lower. It is not clear why there is a distinction
between region B and region C; we speculate there may be a threshold effect beyond
which the morphology changes considerably.
D. Despite this region receiving the highest fluence of electrons, the crystallite density is
very low in this region. If we assume that during deposition a densification occurs as
the fluence increases, and we compare to the voids under deposits seen in Figure 4.7d,
we may interpret this region as having lower density due to mechanical stresses.
E. Phosphorus rich capping layer, and beam damage from 200 kV TEM inspection.
The main result from this analysis, obtained by looking just at regions A, B, C, and the
evolution of A from the bottom to the top of the deposit, is that the crystallite size and packing
density increase with the electron fluence. This analysis will be confirmed by the results
shown below in Section 7.4.
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Figure 7.9: Bright field TEM cross-section image of the deposit shown in Figure 7.8a. Labels
A-E indicate large scale inhomogeneities in the deposit. Details and explanation of features
in main text.
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Figure 7.10: Overview of nine thin Pt(PF3 )4 deposits, 0.8 × 8.5 µm and with various thickness, made on a carbon thin film on a copper TEM grid.

7.3

Clustering of phosphorus in thin depositions

The Section follows on from the previous Section which looked at the morphology of deposits
made from Pt(PF3 )4 . Another method to analyse the morphology of depositions, and one
which may give more insight into the start of the deposition process with no contribution
from bulk growth effects, is to make very thin deposits on a thin substrate, and examine these
directly in transmission mode by TEM. This approach also has the benefit of confirming that
the sample preparation process for TEM lift-out does not affect the sample morphology.
An FEI Nova NanoSEM equipped with a gas injection system was used at 5 kV and 0.9 nA
beam current. The pressure in the chamber was 3 × 10−5 mbar before deposition and 9 ×
10−5 mbar during deposition, the substrate was a copper TEM grid with thin carbon film (50
nm). Each structure had a footprint of 0.8 × 8.5 µm and was deposited with 1 µs dwell time, 0
% overlap. The deposition times ranged from 10 seconds to 15 minutes. After deposition the
structures were stored in air. An overview of the samples on the thin carbon film supported
by the copper grid is shown in Figure 7.10.
The structures were analyzed with an FEI Tecnai TEM operating at 200 kV. TEM and STEM-
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HAADF (scanning transmission electron microscope high angle annular dark field) images
were taken, and EDS/EELS (electron dispersive spectroscopy / electron energy loss spectroscopy) mapping was performed.
The STEM-HAADF images of structures with deposition time 10, 20, 30 seconds and 1
(twice), 2, 5, 10 and 15 minutes are shown sequentially in Figure 7.11. The STEM images
show areas of increased contrast whose size and number increase with the increasing structure thickness. The corresponding so-called height maps are shown in Figure 7.12. This
false-colour mode of imaging allocates colour based on bright field adsorption; for a specimen of constant density this therefore gives a sense of the topology of the specimen, for
deposits of constant height it gives the specimen material density, and in the case of nonuniform height and density specimen it gives an indication of the relative atomic number of
the elements present. In this case the deposits were known to be reasonably flat from SEM SE
image inspection and from specimen tilting in the TEM; however they are not known to be
absolutely of constant height to the accuracy required, hence the only information which can
be derived from this image is a clear indication of the distribution of the clusters. Remarkably
they appear to be evenly-spaced.
Higher magnification TEM images of the white clusters from Figure 7.11 are shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. Figure 7.15 shows how these clusters disappear with time over one minute
of being exposed to the TEM high-magnification beam at 7.3 nA. After 60 seconds no further
change occurred, all the clustered material had evaporated.
All the previous information from the analysis can be combined and point to the clusters being
composed primarily of phosphorus. To provide conclusive evidence, EDX / EELS mapping
was performed on some of the same deposits. A EELS mapping for the phosphorus edge is
shown in Figure 7.16. Similar mappings were done for the other likely elements as given by
EDX; the clusters can conclusively be said to be principally composed of phosphorus. The
platinum and other elements are dispersed even in the rest of the deposit. It is unclear why
the phosphorus should cluster in this manner in thin deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 , or even
how the clustering takes place. Region E from Figure 7.9 suggests this phosphorus clustering
may also be present to a more limited extent in bulk (thick) deposits.
In conclusion, TEM analysis of thin EBID structures made from Pt(PF3 )4 has revealed clustering of phosphorus material. The concentration is consistent with bulk volume-averaged
EDX element concentrations reported to date and is compatible with the TEM analysis of
ESEM-mode thick-deposit depositions. The size and number of the phosphorus clusters increase with the structure thickness, and the clusters are evenly spaced. It is currently not clear
why or how this clustering takes place.

7.4

Post-irradiation of Pt(PF3 )4 deposits

In the previous sections of this Chapter, the beam-sensitivity of the deposits made from
Pt(PF3 )4 has been observed (in Figure 7.15, for instance). This Section discusses how this
can be turned to our advantage to develop a post-treatment for these deposits and obtain a
lower resistivity as a result.
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Figure 7.11: STEM-HAADF images of nine different deposits, with increasing thickness
(deposition time). The presence of whiter areas can be seen, whose number and size increase
with deposit thickness.
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Figure 7.12: STEM ‘height maps’ of the same deposits as in Figure 7.11. See main text for
details.
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Figure 7.13: Higher magnification STEM image of the white clusters seen in Figure 7.11.
The scale bar is 100 nm.

Figure 7.14: Higher magnification detail from Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.15: The clusters evaporate under constant exposure to the electron beam (STEM,
200 kV, 7.3 nA). (left) First frame, (middle) after 30 seconds, and (right) after 60 seconds.
Thereafter no further change was observed.

Figure 7.16: TEM-EDX/EELS of a selected region of the structure. Left: STEM image.
Right: phosphorus EELS map from the area highlighted in the red box on the left. The clusters are phosphorus-rich material. Platinum is distributed uniformly over the entire structure.
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Figure 7.17: Three deposits A, B and C created with identical conditions for a systematic
study of electron post-irradiation treatment (details in main text). This image was taken after
the post-irradiation.

Figure 7.17 shows three deposits labelled A, B and C which were deposited with identical
conditions in the same manner as the deposit shown in Figure 7.8, with similar conditions: 20
kV, 790 pA, ESEM mode defocused stationary beam, 4 minutes. The electron flux used for
deposition was 1.5 × 104 e− .nm−2 .s−1 . After deposition the samples were stored in air. A few
days later they were put back into the SEM, and the electron beam was used to post-irradiate
the deposits at various doses. The electron fluxes used for the post-irradiation was 5.8 × 104
e− .nm−2 .s−1 , and 2 and 10 minutes for deposits B and C respectively – deposit A was not
post-irradiated.
Figure 7.18 shows TEM cross-section images from each of the deposits A, B and C. Highresolution images of the center of each deposit as well as the selective area diffraction (SAD)
pattern for these deposits are shown in Figure 7.19. The SAD and TEM images were taken at
the same experimental conditions. Both the images and the SAD patterns indicate an increase
in grain size with post-irradiation dose.
We can consider a simple model of EBID deposition as occurring in a layer-by-layer approach, where each successive monolayer is deposited only once the previous monolayer is
complete. The electron will penetrate the deposit and the already-deposited layers will effectively undergo a post-irradiation by the beam during the deposition of the subsequent layers.
Because of this, we should be able to observe a trend whereby as deposition time increases,
the deposit’s crystallinity and grain size increases correspondingly.
To test this hypothesis, deposits were made from Pt(PF3 )4 in the traditional manner in highvacuum mode with a focused beam, using the beam parameters 5 kV, 1.8 nA, 1 µs dwell time,
0% overlap, area 8.5 × 0.8 µm. The chamber pressure during deposition was 1.3 × 10−5 mbar,
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Figure 7.18: High-resolution TEM images from the center of each of the deposits A (top,
no post-irradiation), B (middle, mild post-irradiation) and C (bottom, much post-irradiation)
from Figure 7.17 after treatment. They are covered with Iridium as protection during the liftout sample preparation before TEM analysis. The deposits contain platinum nanocrystallites
whose size and density increase as a function of electron post-irradiation duration.
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Figure 7.19: TEM cross-section images from each of the deposits A (top, no post-irradiation),
B (middle, mild post-irradiation) and C (bottom, much post-irradiation) from Figure 7.17
after treatment. In the right column, the corresponding selected area diffraction patterns.
Both the images and the SAD patterns indicate an increase in grain size with post-irradiation
dose.
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Figure 7.20: Six deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 on a thin carbon film with a focused beam in
HV mode, precursor pressure 1.3 × 10−5 mbar, beam parameters 5 kV, 1.8 nA, 1 µs dwell
time, 0% overlap, area 8.5 × 0.8 µm. Deposition time ranged from 10 s to 300 s. These TEM
images show that both crystallinity and grain size increase with deposition time.
from a chamber base pressure of 3 × 10−6 mbar. The deposition time was varied from 10 s to
300 s. The deposits were made on a thin carbon film as in Section 7.3 such that they could be
directly observed with TEM analysis without any need for sample preparation. Figure 7.20
shows the result of the TEM analysis: qualitatively it can be seen that both crystallinity and
grain size increase with deposition time. For these samples, the images were unfortunately
unsuitable for quantitative analysis.
A second set of samples was made to study the effect of post-irradiation on grain size, quantitatively and systematically. This second set of samples was made in very similar conditions to
the previous one, with the difference that the beam current was 1.6 nA, and that the structures
created had a size of 2 × 2 µm. Three sets of samples were made; thin (75 s, height 15 nm),
intermediate (150 s, height 30 nm) and thick (250 s, height 50 nm) deposits. These samples
were then post-irradiated with the following conditions: 5 kV, 1.5 nA, 1 µs dwell, scan area 3
× 3 µm, 120% relative internal beam diameter4 and 80% overlap. Post-irradiation durations
were 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 minutes, also retaining non-post-irradiated structures as reference
samples. Figure 7.21 shows the result of the grain size analysis for thin and thick deposits
(the third sample set is not shown for clarity but follows the same trend). Each data point was
made by averaging 20 grains from high-resolution 200 kV TEM low-current bright-field im4 This

is a parameter specific to the patterning engine used.
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Figure 7.21: Grain size as a function of post-irradiation duration for two sets of samples.
Details in main text.

ages from the center of each deposit. Clearly, it can be seen that quantitatively, the grain size
increases with post-irradiation duration, from 1.98 ± 0.26 nm diameter for no post-treatment,
to 3.50 ± 0.35 nm for a post-treatment of 20 minutes.
The resistivity of the deposits created from Pt(PF3 )4 as a function of the beam parameters
was also studied. The structures used for this were made using the ESEM mode deposition
technique as per Section 7.2.25 . Figure 7.22 shows how the resistivity varies with the beam
defocus and the deposition time. As we argued above, a larger defocus for constant total
dose means the electron flux is less and hence we expect a lower-density deposit, leading to
a higher resistance. Figure 7.22a supports this reasoning. Similarly, above we argued that
a longer deposition time effectively leads to in-situ post-irradiation of the already-deposited
monolayers while the currently-deposited monolayer is being formed; thus for increasing
deposition time we expect a denser deposit with larger grains and hence a lower resistivity.
Again, this is supported to some extent by the data shown in Figure 7.22b. We mention in
passing that Kerr et al. [119] recently observed that the resistivity of deposits made from
W(CO)6 decreased with the increasing deposit height, or equivalently deposition time – we
suggest that the explanation of this phenomenon is similar to the situation observed here with
Pt(PF3 )4 , in that the longer deposition time leads to an increased exposure of the alreadydeposited layers and hence a densification of the deposit. It would be interesting to obtain
cross-section images of Kerr et al.’s deposits to see if a morphology similar to the density
variation as per Figure 7.9 is observed.
5 By now, it is fairly evident from high-resolution TEM images from both styles of deposition, ESEM and HV
mode, that they are both equivalent, and that the beam parameters play a more important role in determining the
morphology of the deposits than the precursor pressure does.
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(a) Resistivity as a function of beam defocus during deposition.

(b) Resistivity as a function of deposition time.

Figure 7.22: The resistivity of deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 as a function of beam parameters
during deposition.

(a) Resistivity as a function of post-irradiation duration.

(b) Deposit height as a function of post-irradiation
duration.

Figure 7.23: How the resistivity and the height of deposits varies as a function of the length
of time they were post-irradiated for. Details in main text.

Finally, with all the knowledge accumulated so far, identical structures were created from
deposition of Pt(PF3 )4 in ESEM style and post-irradiated for various lengths of time, and the
effect of post-irradiation duration on resistivity examined. The deposits were made using 20
kV, defocused stationary beam scanned along a line, 7.2 nA, 0.19 mbar, 15 minutes, at 3.4 ×
105 e− .nm−2 .s−1 . Post-irradiation was performed with 20 kV, 7.2 nA, 0.9 × 105 e− .nm−2 .s−1 in
HV for 10 or 30 minutes. Figure 7.23a shows how the resistivity is significantly lowered after
the 10 minute post-irradiation, from 7610 µΩ.cmto 215 ± 15 µΩ.cm. Further post-irradiation
for a total of 30 minutes did not significantly change the resistivity. It should be noted that this
is a very low resistivity value, only twenty times larger than the bulk resistivity of platinum.
This value has only been exceeded to date by Barry et al. [50] by using exceedingly high
beam currents – upwards of 3 nA for over 20 minutes. Figure 7.23b shows how the height of
the deposit varies as a function of post-irradiation and suggests that along with an increased
grain size, deposit compaction occurs, which is consistent with the observation of deposit
densification from TEM analysis.
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In conclusion to this Section, we have demonstrated that the material deposited by EBID
using the Pt(PF3 )4 precursor is beam sensitive, and that can be used to our advantage. We
have shown how the grain size varies with deposition time and duration of an electron beam
post-irradiation treatment. We have further shown that the resistivity of structures can be
improved using post-irradiation, with the best value obtained of 215 ± 15 µΩ.cm. Finally,
we suggest that SEM operators can use this morphology evolution to their advantage by
selecting deposition conditions and a post-irradiation treatment to control the deposits’ final
morphology.

7.5

Conclusion

In conclusion, structures created by EBID of Pt(PF3 )4 result in platinum- and phosphorusrich material with low resistivities: 690 ± 30 µΩ.cm for as-deposited lines and 215 ± 15
for post-irradiated lines. The material is nanocrystalline and contains phosphorus clusters
which are evident when observed as thin deposits, and less evident but still present in thicker
deposits. Oxygen is the main contaminant species, rather than carbon. The morphology of the
deposits changes with the electron fluence, and the degree of platinum nanocrystallinity can
be increased by post-irradiating the deposit with electrons. For the first time we demonstrate
that beam-induced crystallinity in EBID deposits can be achieved using electron doses similar
to those achieved in the course of normal deposition. As a result, the SEM operator might
directly control the morphology of the created deposits according to a desired specification
of nanocrystallite sizes, in-situ without breaking vacuum. It is anticipated that combining
the deposition of platinum from this Pt(PF3 )4 precursor, electron beam post-irradiation, and
an ex-situ post-annealing treatment, platinum of very high conductivity nearing bulk values
might be achieved in the near future.
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Chapter 8

Other in-situ processing on
MeCpPtMe3 and Pt(PF3)4

The material in this chapter is unpublished.

Abstract
In this chapter, we continue with the description of other in-situ processing of EBID structures. Firstly, we describe the deposition of platinum from MeCpPtMe3 and Pt(PF3 )4 onto a
heated substrate. Secondly, we describe post-cleaning already-deposited MeCpPtMe3 structures with an oxygen plasma and with a hydrogen plasma. Thirdly, the mixing of a reactive
gas is described for mixing MeCpPtMe3 with hydrogen or ammonia, for mixing Pt(PF3 )4 with
hydrogen and also for mixing Me2 Au(acac) with oxygen.
We shall see that none of these techniques was able to substantially improve the composition
of the structures. We shall attempt to explain why this is the case.

8.1
8.1.1

Deposition onto hot substrate
MeCpPtMe3

MeCpPtMe3 structures were deposited using standard parameters onto substrates held at various temperatures, from room temperature to 150 ◦ C. Figure 8.1 shows the stage heater used.
Often these heaters are little-used pieces of equipment with a complex design to ensure that
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Figure 8.1: CCD image of the stage heater in the SEM chamber.

Figure 8.2: Increase in chamber pressure from 6.3 to 7.2 × 10−6 mbar seen when heater is
powered to give 100 ◦ C, indicating it was contaminated (unclean). Despite best cleaning efforts pressure increases were always seen. These species could easily have been co-deposited
in the EBID structure, artificially worsening the resistivity.

only the sample is heated, rather than the temperature-sensitive SEM components. This results in a large amount of contamination accumulation during the time that the heater is
unused for. Even after extensive cleaning efforts the stage heaters used still remained a little
carbon-contaminating, as evidenced by the SEM chamber pressure rise during heating (Figure 8.2). These hydrocarbon species contribute to the residual gas and therefore results in
additional carbon being deposited in the EBID structure. This often worsens the measured
resistivity somewhat. This effect is especially significant and visible for structures made from
carbon-free precursors, which are then observed to contain carbon if these heaters are used
(see Section 8.1.2).
As reference, an EDX spectrum of MeCpPtMe3 deposited at room temperature is shown in
Figure 8.3. The spectrum of a similar structure deposited with the substrate held at 150 ◦ C
is shown in Figure 8.4. It may be observed that the ratio of the platinum peak to the carbon
peak is not significantly different, from which it can be inferred that the composition is also
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Figure 8.3: EDX spectrum of MeCpPtMe3 deposited at room temperature: approximately 15
at.% platinum, with the remaining volume being carbon.

not significantly different. Figure 8.5 confirms that the resistivity also does not vary with the
substrate temperature during structure deposition, consistent with the composition data from
EDX. (A more extensive discussion of the decreasing yield with temperature can be found in
Section 1.3.2)

8.1.2

Pt(PF3 )4

The composition of deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 as a function of substrate temperature during deposition is shown in Figure 8.6. As was discussed already in Section 1.3.2 and 7.2.1
in the context of the problematic oxygen inclusion, the main effect seen is the decrease of
co-included oxygen in the deposit. The ratio of platinum to phosphorus to fluorine remains
unchanged. Carbon was present in these deposits for the reasons listed in the previous subsection, but is not shown here. However its effect is clear in the resistivity measurements.
Normally at room temperature for the ‘standard’ deposition parameters used, one would expect around 690 µΩ.cm from this precursor; in the case where the sample is mounted on
the sample heater, this increases to 3.6 × 104 µΩ.cm. Figure 8.7 shows how this resistivity
then varies with the substrate temperature during deposition; however it is not clear to what
extent this decrease is due to a lower inclusion of carbon in the deposit because of its lower
substrate surface residence time as the temperature is increased, as opposed to a genuine
temperature effect on the Pt(PF3 )4 material. From the composition analysis (Figure 8.6) one
would presume the former effect is dominant.
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Figure 8.4: EDX spectrum of MeCpPtMe3 deposited at 150 ◦ C superimposed on the spectrum
of MeCpPtMe3 deposited at room temperature: the two are not significantly different.

Figure 8.5: Resistivity and height of MeCpPtMe3 deposit as a function of temperature. No
significant change in resistivity can be seen.
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Figure 8.6: Composition of deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 as given by EDX, as a function of
substrate temperature during deposition.

Figure 8.7: Resistivity of deposits made from Pt(PF3 )4 , as a function of substrate temperature
during deposition. Note the carbon contamination from the heating stage gives a far higher
resistivity, by two orders of magnitude, even for the room temperature case than what one
would normally expect.
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Post-cleaning MeCpPtMe3 deposits in-situ with an
oxygen-based plasma

The Evactron [140] has been described in Section 1.3.4 as an essential tool to assist in the
removal of hydrocarbons from surfaces inside the SEM chamber. We have demonstrated
how the higher cleanliness of the residual gas leads to a higher reproducibility of deposition
results.
The Evactron1 can operate with any input gas that is non-corrosive and non-explosive and
compatible with the SEM and vacuum system. The manufacturers recommend simply using
air as the input gas. This will give a plasma primarily consisting of oxygen2 since the plasma
RF power source is adjusted to favour the generation of oxygen radicals (ionisation potential
12.1 eV), rather than nitrogen radicals3 which requires a higher plasma energy (15.6 eV
ionisation potential).
From the manufacturers website the following description can be found about the operation
of the Evactron: “Hydrocarbons and other organics are oxidised by oxygen radicals (oxygen
atoms) to form H2 O, CO, and CO2 gases that can be easily pumped from the SEM. [...] Air
as a diluted oxygen gas mixture is chosen as the plasma reactant gas. Air is passed through
a low power RF glow discharge to create oxygen radicals inside a generator mounted on
a specimen chamber port. The generator chamber is subject to the same vacuum as the
specimen chamber, and the vacuum pressure and gas flow are controlled manually by a leak
valve. The radicals are carried out of the plasma into the whole of the specimen chamber by
convection. [...] Compared to the ions these radicals are long-lived species and may leave
the plasma region. [...] In the chamber they react with all exposed surfaces including the
specimen if present. The plasma itself is confined to the generator chamber, which prevents
ion bombardment damage to the instrument or specimen. The Evactron process is successful
because the HC oxidation products are volatile in vacuum. Oxygen radicals oxidize hydrocarbons and form volatile oxides. The oxidation generally begins with hydride extraction
(hydrogen atom removal) that creates more reactive sites on the hydrocarbon chain. These
sites, when ashed by subsequent O radicals, further breakdown the chain.”

1 We note that all the experiments described in this Chapter 8 are concerned with low-power plasmas of typically
10 W, due to the undesirability of having a high-power plasma within the SEM chamber. Experiments performed by
Kox et al. [180] have shown that by using a suitably high-power plasma (where they do not quantify ‘high’, unfortunately), oxygen at 100 mbar and only 5 minutes of operation, they are able to completely remove a hydrocarbon
contamination deposit created by the electron beam of volume 105 nm3 .
2 The reaction to generate oxygen radicals would be as follows:
O2 + O+ → O+2 + O
O+2 + e− → O + O
3 Nitrogen radicals actually consume oxygen radicals in a two step reaction:
N+2 + O → NO+ + N
N + O → NO+ + e−
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Figure 8.8: Schematic of operation of Evactron plasma cleaner.
tron.com/technical.html

8.2.1

Source:
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Simultaneous method

The cleaning is performed at 0.6 Torr, which implies that it must be performed with the SEM
column valves closed (to prevent affecting the high vacuum in the electron gun module and
upper column) and with the SEM pumping with the roughing pump only (the load is too high
for the turbo pump). This would exclude operation simultaneous to EBID deposition, since
the latter logically requires an electron beam.4
Nonetheless on SEM systems equipped for low-vacuum mode of operation (termed environmental SEM, or ESEM) it may be possible to operate the plasma simultaneous to having the
column valves open and using the electron beam, by means of differential pumping in the
column and pressure-limiting apertures in the pole-piece and column.
Therefore we have investigated the effect of having precursor gas present in the SEM chamber
while the plasma was activated for a few minutes. We suspected that the plasma could have
enough energy to cause non-localised dissociation of the precursor. This initial test was
performed with the column valves closed to prevent the possibility, in case of plasma-induced
deposition, of affecting the electron column.
Figure 8.9 shows the result: non-localised dissociation of the precursor on surfaces present in
the SEM chamber, as evidenced by optical inspection with the eye. The dissociated layer was
4 Furthermore one would have to consider the effect or likelihood of gas from the SEM chamber travelling ‘upstream’ in the GIS and contaminating the precursor supply located in the GIS crucible.
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Figure 8.9: Image of sample mounted on sample stub holder - half of the sample is covered
with aluminum foil. The sample was exposed to precursor gas and the Evactron was used
with oxygen simultaneously. The uncovered half later showed an optically visible layer of
material had dissociated, the covered half was still clean.

particularly visible on the tip of the pole-piece and at the end of the GIS needle. Therefore it
was not possible to pursue the idea of operating the plasma simultaneous to performing EBID.
Interestingly, it was observed by SEM inspection that the material deposited was highly nonconductive, hence presumably carbonaceous. We presume the material consists of PtC8 since
this is what is obtained by low-energy broad-beam electron dissociation of the precursor, as
characterised by surface science techniques such as Auger spectroscopy [58].

8.2.2

Alternating method

Given the non-localised plasma-induced dissociation of precursor during operation of the
low-power oxygen plasma, it was decided to proceed with a layer-by-layer approach. A thin
layer of the structure would be deposited as normal by EBID, then the electron beam would
be switched off, the precursor pumped out of the SEM and the column valves closed. The
oxygen plasma would then be activated to remove carbon from within the thin deposited
layer. After the treatment of this layer, the plasma would be switched off, the system pumped
to high vacuum and the next thin layer of the structure would be deposited by EBID, and this
process would be repeated as many times as needed to achieve a carbon-free structure.
This is very similar to the approach outlined at the end of Section 5.4 with the difference
that (a) a low-power oxygen plasma clean is used instead of hydrogen radicals, and (b) the
entire process is performed in the same SEM chamber, significantly simplifying the process.
The two questions to be resolved in this case are firstly, what thickness of layer is “thin
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(a) Before cleaning
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(b) After one hour oxygen plasma cleaning at
10 W, 0.6 Torr

Figure 8.10: Effect of using a low-power oxygen plasma clean in-situ with the Evactron on a
thin carbon contamination deposit. Notice that the outer area of the deposit is still not gone
after one hour of cleaning. (Brightness and contrast digitally altered to enable comparison.)

enough” for the treatment (recall in the case of the ex-situ hydrogen radicals it was 30 nm)
and secondly, are the oxygen radicals reactive enough to remove carbon from the deposited
material? It was expected that the deposited carbon would take more energy to remove from
the material than simply adsorbed ‘loose’ hydrocarbons on chamber surfaces.
As a simple test, no precursor but rather hydrocarbon contamination from the SEM chamber
was used to create a contamination deposit with the electron beam on a sample. This layer
was expected to present the same material properties to the plasma in the sense that the carbon
was now in a dissociated, deposited state rather than simply a surface-adsorbed one. The layer
thickness was too thin to be measured by SEM inspection and is assumed to be much less
than 10 nm, which would have been measurable. If this simple layer could be removed by a
low-power oxygen plasma, then it might be possible to remove carbon from thin deposits of
PtC x .
Figure 8.10 shows a thin carbon contamination deposit before and after one hour of a lowpower oxygen plasma clean at 10 W, 0.6 Torr. The brightness and contrast of the images
were altered to render them comparable; they were taken at the same brightness and contrast
settings of the ETD detector but it was noticed repeatedly that the plasma cleaning affected
the surface in a manner resulting in an overall different level of contrast and brightness in
the image when imaging was resumed. This effect may be due to the fact that the surface is
cleaner, and the number of secondary electrons (which the ETD detector is sensitive to) may
be slightly different.
In conclusion, the rate of carbon removal from a thin deposited film using a low-power oxygen plasma generated by the Evactron plasma cleaner is too low. This method is therefore
not a suitable purification technique for platinum depositions from MeCpPtMe3 .
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Post-cleaning MeCpPtMe3 deposits in-situ with a hydrogen plasma

The successful ex-situ post-processing experiments with hydrogen radicals are described in
Chapter 5, the unsuccessful5 experiments with hydrogen radicals are described in Chapter 6,
and in Section 8.4.1 below the mixing of precursor with molecular hydrogen is described.
Here we describe the use of a low-power hydrogen plasma in-situ.
The same setup was used as in Section 8.2. Hydrogen was used as the input gas. Due to
the low power of the plasma, almost no hydrogen radicals (H∗ ) are generated. Instead, it is
expected that the excited species principally consist of excited molecular hydrogen (H∗2 ) and
singly ionised molecular hydrogen (H+2 ). Thus, this experiment serves to determine whether
in the ex-situ experiments from Chapter 5, only the radicals were the active species reacting
with carbon in the deposit resulting in its removal.
The hydrogen plasma was not switched on with the column valves open since hydrogen
is inefficiently pumped by the ion getter pumps and this together with the molecule’s high
mobility would have resulted in hydrogen travelling up the electron column, accumulating in
the gun module and severely affecting the emission properties of the electron source. The test
with merely having precursor present in the SEM chamber, with column valves closed, while
the hydrogen plasma was active, was not performed given the results from Section 8.2.1 - the
fear of coating all the chamber surfaces (and pole-piece) with a layer of PtC x was too great.
Therefore only a layer-by-layer test was conducted in much the same manner as in Section
8.2.2 above. A carbon contamination thin layer structure was created by electron beam irradiation and it was attempted to remove this by activation of the low-power hydrogen plasma.
This layer was similarly too thin to be measured by SEM inspection hence less than 10 nm.
Figure 8.11 shows the carbon contamination structure before and after 67 minutes of lowpower hydrogen plasma as powered by the Evactron at 10 W and 0.6 Torr.
In conclusion, while a mild cleaning effect is observed, the rate of carbon removal using the
low-power hydrogen plasma in-situ cleaning is too low to consider using as a purification
technique for MeCpPtMe3 deposits. This is consistent with previous results and expectations
if we assume the main species present in the plasma are not radicals but ionised and excited
molecular hydrogen, and that these have much reduced reactivity with bound carbon atoms
than hydrogen radicals do.

8.4

Reactive environments

In this Section we group together the results of introducing a reactive gas in the SEM chamber
simultaneous to performing EBID with the EBID precursor. We describe mixing of hydrogen
or ammonia with MeCpPtMe3 , mixing of hydrogen with Pt(PF3 )4 , and mixing of hydrogen
with the gold precursor Me2 Au(acac).
5 In

the sense that the presence or absence of radicals was not determined.
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(a) Before cleaning

(b) After 67 minutes hydrogen plasma cleaning
at 10 W, 0.6 Torr

Figure 8.11: Effect of using a low-power hydrogen plasma clean in-situ with the Evactron on
a thin carbon contamination deposit. Notice that the outer area of the deposit is still not gone
after over one hour of cleaning.

8.4.1

Mixing molecular hydrogen with MeCpPtMe3

One might imagine two scenarios where the addition of molecular hydrogen to the reaction
point during EBID could be useful. The first possibility assumes that the electron beam
provides enough energy to the hydrogen molecule such that hydrogen radicals are formed.
Due to the high mobility of molecular hydrogen and its small size, one would however expect
this reaction cross-section to be small.
To understand the second possibility where the addition of hydrogen would be beneficial, let
us consider a very simplistic and naive representation of movement of atoms in the EBID
reaction, in which we assume that carbon can only leave as a fragment if it is in the form
CH4 , and that we use up all the H present in the precursor molecule to form the maximum
amount of CH4 groups:
C9 H16 Pt → 4CH4 + C5 Pt
This leaves a deposit behind with five carbon atoms for every platinum atom, a ratio which
would give 17 at.% platinum. It seems rather coincidental that the maximum platinum content is always around this number (see for example Figure 1.9). The hypothesis is that by
supplying more H2 locally, we can drive the reaction further to completion, and obtain a pure
platinum deposit:
C9 H16 Pt + 10H2 → 9CH4 + Pt
EBID of MeCpPtMe3 at standard beam parameters was performed with additionally supplied
hydrogen gas present in the SEM chamber. The gas was introduced into the chamber via a
second GIS needle, as seen in Figure 8.12. The GIS needle was modified with a narrower
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Figure 8.12: CCD image of two GIS needles aligned to the beam eucentric point above a
sample. The right GIS provides a flux of MeCpPtMe3 as normal for EBID. The left needle,
equipped with a modification to provide a higher local flux, supplies molecular hydrogen.

opening into the chamber to provide a higher flux of hydrogen directed at the deposition. The
fluxes and arrival rates of the precursor and hydrogen were calculated as being approximately
6 × 105 deposited atoms per second and 1 × 1010 impinging molecules per second, for a 1 µm2
area respectively. Therefore in principle there should have been more than enough hydrogen
present locally to react with the precursor.
A deposit without and a deposit with the presence of molecular hydrogen were performed,
and their composition was measured by EDX. The spectra are shown in Figures 8.13 and 8.14
respectively. The presence of molecular hydrogen does not change the ratio of the platinum
to carbon peak intensities. Therefore the composition of the two deposits are identical and
the hydrogen has no effect.
The flux provided an estimated 104 (order of magnitude) hydrogen molecules for every deposited atom in the deposit. This experiment seems to conclude that there is certainly no
spontaneous reaction between the two. Nor does it support the simplistic hypothesis above
that supplying additional H2 might be able to drive the reaction further to completion by
allowing more CH4 groups to be formed.
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Figure 8.13: EDX spectrum of a structure created from EBID of MeCpPtMe3 .

Figure 8.14: EDX spectrum of a structure created from EBID of MeCpPtMe3 mixed with a
flux of molecular hydrogen, superimposed on the spectrum of MeCpPtMe3 without hydrogen
mixing (from Figure 8.13). The two spectra are identical.
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One might suppose that the electron beam would interact with molecular hydrogen and create
a small number of radicals which would in turn assist in the removal of carbon. However due
to their high mobility and small size, the interaction cross-section of the molecular hydrogen
with the electron beam is very low and the effect of this process is too insignificant to be
observable in this experiment.
In conclusion, a simple mixing of hydrogen in the SEM chamber during the EBID process
has no effect, at least not for the mixing ratio used. A higher ratio could not be achieved in
the setup due to the high total pressure attained in the SEM chamber, close to the operational
maximum of the system.

8.4.2

Mixing ammonia with MeCpPtMe3

The idea in the previous Section of generating hydrogen radicals by the same electron beam
performing EBID of the MeCpPtMe3 precursor suffered from the drawback that at the fluxes
used, which are at the maximum of the system tolerances, the cross-section of radical generation is too low. One way of improving the situation, for the same gas flux, is to use a larger
molecule. It has been reported in the literature that ammonia, NH3 , can undergo a hydrogen
radical generating reaction when irradiated by an electron beam [181]. Therefore, ammonia
was supplied into the chamber in much the same way that hydrogen was in the previous Section, simultaneously during EBID. The partial pressure of ammonia used was 10−3 mbar as
measured by the CCG gauge in the SEM vacuum chamber (the system used for this experiment was operated in ESEM mode to cope with the higher chamber pressure, using NH3
alone as the environmental gas with no air or water vapour).
The ammonia was supplied from Mg(NH3 )6 Cl2 , described in [182]. This material provides
a vapour pressure consisting entirely of NH3 upon heating. This method provides two benefits compared to the use of an ammonia solution: (a) the vapour pressure is much reduced ammonia has an extremely high vapour pressure which would require pressure limiting apertures in the GIS, whereas this is immediately usable in a GIS; (b) there is no water vapour
introduced in the chamber with this method.
The EDX spectrum of the structure deposited by EBID of MeCpPtMe3 mixed with ammonia
was identical to the spectrum of the structure deposited by EBID of MeCpPtMe3 alone. Again
as with the hydrogen, a sufficient flux of NH3 was likely not achieved and the number of
radicals generated probably insignificant compared to the deposition rate of MeCpPtMe3 .

8.4.3

Mixing hydrogen with Pt(PF3 )4

In Section 8.4.1 above we described the mixing of molecular hydrogen during EBID from the
platinum precursor MeCpPtMe3 . Here we describe mixing hydrogen with the platinum precursor Pt(PF3 )4 . The reasons for doing so are slightly different than for MeCpPtMe3 : in this
case the possibility exists that the precursor itself (more specifically, the PF3 groups) would
react directly with the molecular hydrogen to form a volatile fragment, leaving a partiallydecomposed precursor molecule behind available for EBID. We recall from Section 7.2.1
and Figure 1.17 that the precursor is highly sensitive to the presence of water vapour in the
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Figure 8.15: EDX spectrum of a structure created from EBID of Pt(PF3 )4 .
chamber. Hence it is not unreasonable to expect that a reaction pathway would exist with H2
to provide a modified precursor available for EBID.
Figure 8.15 shows an EDX spectrum of the deposited structure created from Pt(PF3 )4 in a
‘standard manner’ with no mixing of hydrogen. Figure 8.16 shows the EDX spectrum of a
similar deposit created in the presence of hydrogen. The amount of hydrogen supplied was
the same as in Section 8.4.1 as the setup used was nearly identical.
The effect of mixing Pt(PF3 )4 with molecular hydrogen seems to be an increase in the amount
of oxygen and a decrease in the amount of fluorine in the deposit. This result was repeatable
across different deposits.
We recall Perentes’ et al. [32] observation that mixing molecular hydrogen with the nickel
precursor Ni(PF3 )4 similarly significantly increased the amount of oxygen present in the deposits. Their measurement was that the background level of H2 O in the SEM chamber, as
measured by an RGA, tripled when H2 was introduced into the chamber. The interpretation
of this result was that there is a competition between H2 O and H2 for adsorption sites on all
surfaces in the SEM chamber, and that H2 ‘wins’, making more of the previously-adsorbed
H2 O available in the residual gas than there would otherwise have been. This additional
H2 O is therefore available for the reaction with fluorine, and more oxygen is co-included
in the EBID deposit as a result. We find that an identical explanation may be valid in this
instance to explain the increased oxygen in deposits made from mixing molecular hydrogen
with Pt(PF3 )4 .

8.4.4

Mixing oxygen with Me2 Au(acac)

Another reactive gas available which could potentially have carbon-removal properties is
oxygen. Oxygen cannot be used with the platinum precursors, however, due to the risk that
the platinum would be oxidised, which would significantly increase the resistivity, if not
render the entire deposit completely non-conductive. Therefore a noble metal percursor was
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Figure 8.16: EDX spectrum (green line) of a structure created from EBID of Pt(PF3 )4 mixed
with a flux of molecular hydrogen. The red line is the same without hydrogen for comparison
(from Figure 8.15). The deposit made with the hydrogen flux contains more oxygen and less
fluorine.
required for this experiment, and Me2 Au(acac) was chosen. The precursor is described in
more detail in Appendix B.3. When deposited by EBID, structures made from this precursor
typically contain around 8 at.% gold, the balance being carbon.
A similar arrangement to Section 8.4.1 and Figure 8.12 was used, except that only one GIS
needle was used: the oxygen gas was mixed with the Me2 Au(acac) inside the GIS needle of
the Me2 Au(acac) precursor. The mixture then emerged at the deposition point from the end
of the GIS needle. The maximum flux of oxygen gas was supplied which remained under the
system vacuum limits, this was around 9 × 10−5 mbar partial pressure of oxygen as measured
in the SEM chamber.
Depositions were made both with and without oxygen mixing. EDX spectra were made insitu of all the deposits; all were identical. The oxygen had no influence on the composition
of the deposit, at least not for the oxygen flux used.
If oxygen were to have had any effect one would presume that it would be through the radicals
or ions of oxygen generated as oxygen passes under the electron beam used for EBID. Using
the same argument in the case of hydrogen mixing with MeCpPtMe3 , we assume that either
(a) the electron beam was not energetic enough to generate long-lived energetic species such
as oxygen radicals and ions, or more likely (b) the interaction cross-section between the
oxygen and the electron beam was simply too low and hence the reactions which did occur
were on an insignificant scale compared to the deposition rate of the electron beam induced
deposition of Me2 Au(acac).

Chapter 9

Insights and Conclusions

In the first part of this Chapter we present a few insights obtained into the method of performing EBID research currently, and how this can be improved. The second part presents some
conclusions drawn from the work done as a whole in this thesis.

9.1

Insights

As a consequence of the work presented in this thesis, the following statements about (a)
analysis techniques, (b) EBID chemistry aspects and (c) SEM system aspects can be made.

9.1.1

Techniques

Some of the analysis techniques used which were key to this EBID research are listed below,
with some speculation about which other analysis techniques would be useful to have had.
1. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Extensive use was made of EDX to determine the average composition of the EBID deposits. The technique is described in
detail in Appendix A.2. Having this analysis technique on the SEM system allows the
immediate determination of the composition of the just-made deposit. This makes for
a much faster feedback loop than by using a different, dedicated EDX system. Hence
the researcher is able to fine-tune the deposition parameters and conditions much faster
than otherwise, saving time.
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To prevent erroneous conclusions, in-situ EDX analysis should however not be performed without a basic understanding of the technique. In the case of EBID deposits,
which are usually small in size, the beam used to excite the X-rays must have its penetration depth tuned to the size of the deposit, by varying the primary beam energy.
Further, the substrate composition should be well known such that its contribution to
the spectrum can be eliminated. The deposit should be known to be homogeneous in
composition over its volume. If quantitative analysis is desired, the applicable corrections for so-called thin-film analysis must be applied. Finally interpretation of the
spectrum must be done with care; in the case of a 5 kV primary beam and a platinum
deposit, for instance, the platinum n-lines become comparatively important and may
be confused with the carbon signal.

2. Scanning probe microscopy (SPM), atomic force microscopy (AFM). In Chapter 4
above and Appendix D below, extensive use was made of an (ex-situ) AFM. This easily revealed the actual deposit geometry in a manner which was hard to see via SEM
images. If absolute control over the deposit’s geometry is desired, no technique can
compete with AFM in this lengthscale range. Interpretation of SEM images for the
distinction of ‘hole’ versus ‘bump’ is one simple example of a well-known SEM operator’s problem.
Having an AFM in-situ in the SEM chamber for an even faster analysis of the justmade deposits would be ideal. A prototype system is sold by Kleindiek [183] but the
author has no experience with this.
3. Four-point-probe resistance measurements. We used an ex-situ setup to measure the
structures’ resistivities, as described in Appendix A.3. This involves the deposition
of the structures precisely across a pre-patterned four-point probe structure and transporting them to a dedicated setup for the measurement procedure. Having an in-situ
measurement setup would significantly increase the time-to-results. Kleindiek [183]
offers a four-point resistance measurement probe system suitable for use in SEMs.
4. TPD capability, in-situ. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is a technique
used by surface science research groups to infer properties of various compounds, more
specifically their energies of adsorption to clean surfaces under vacuum conditions.
Currently this technique is being used in combination with low energy broad electron
beam illumination to infer the dissociation cross-section of the precursor molecules
[184]. It may be instructive to combine TPD equipment with an SEM since then the
conditions for deposition (low energy broad beam compared to high energy focused
beam) are more realistic for the EBID process. One difficulty which may be inherent
is that TPD requires UHV vacuum for the correct operation of the mass spectrometer
(which needs to detect low concentrations of molecules of interest).
5. Auger spectroscopy, in-situ. Auger spectroscopy gives information from the substrate
surface at the beam focus point; knowing the exact condition of the substrate surface
would be extremely helpful for experiments concerning the purity improvement of deposits. The exact level of local water vapour concentration or hydrocarbon contamination concentration are critical in determining the final composition of the deposit,
and this information can be obtained using Auger electron spectroscopy. Moreover,
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using the detector while the deposition is in progress may give some valuable information about the state of the topmost layer of deposit as it is growing, which may be
helpful for further refining the parameters to be used for optimal deposition. Auger
spectroscopy requires UHV vacuum conditions, however.
6. Mass spectrometry of residual gas, constantly measuring. For the purpose of deposit
purity and even simply reproducibility, it is useful to know exactly the composition
of the residual gas. This can easily be achieved by adding a mass spectrometer to the
SEM. Furthermore being able to characterise the composition of the gas species present
in the chamber during deposition may help to optimise the parameters for higher-purity
depositions as well as giving hints on how to create better EBID precursors. A mass
spectrometer, for example the Quadstar from Pfeiffer, may easily be added to any SEM
system without too much difficulty, but operating the device at the pressures normally
used in EBID is impossible (the ionising filament requires pressures below 10−5 mbar
in the chamber for good operation). For good sensitivity to the molecules of interest,
even higher vacuum levels are usually required.
7. Systematic studies should be encouraged where time and resources allow. As demonstrated in the literature overview from Section 1.2, the lack of such studies often means
that depositions are performed with, for instance, sub-optimal beam parameters. Further, given important role of such uncontrollable variables as the water vapour content
of the residual gas, results should be repeated by different research groups to ensure
that the results do not depend on such variables.
8. Full reporting. Every condition, parameter, and ‘environment variables’ (by the latter,
we mean variables such as the amount of time between deposition and measurement,
or ambient humidity, or other such considerations) should be recorded and reported as
extensively as possible. This will allow some consistency between results and should
help in tracking down any non-reproducibility issues which plague EBID research today.

9.1.2

Chemistry

Insights relating to precursors, purification and chemical aspects of EBID are listed below.
1. Create the precursor locally (next to the machine) or even inside the GIS crucible. For
EBID we are interested in obtaining precursors which are extremely unstable chemically, since this would ensure dissociation to the fullest extent in the presence of an
electron beam. The disadvantage of such unstable precursors is the difficulty involved
in their transport, storage and handling. Therefore we could imagine creating the unstable precursor locally from two more stable compounds, locally either next to the SEM
(with rapid transfer to the gas delivery system), or even in the GIS crucible itself. This
has the advantage that we would not be concerned with the shelf life of the precursor
since it would always be created just before use.
A concrete example of an unstable precursor giving excellent results is the very unstable AuClPF3 that was shown to produce pure Au deposits by P. Hoffmann et al. [99].
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Figure 9.1: Schematic illustration of item 9.1.2.3. The sample is viewed in crosssection.
Due to the extreme chemical instability of this precursor no other group has been able
to repeat this result.
2. Inclusion of cryocan (cold trap). Again related to the quality and composition of the
residual gas; for the removal of water vapour from the residual gas we have shown that
a cryocan (cold trap) is rather effective (Section 1.3.4).
3. Constant gas flushing around main beam. To prevent contaminant species from being
co-included in the deposit, a speculative idea might be to locally flush an area around
the deposit to competitively prevent gas phase diffusion of contamination to the deposition area. This is depicted schematically in Figure 9.1.
4. Enable or facilitate the loading of precursors into the GIS crucibles under inert atmosphere. Some precursors are sensitive to water vapour; other (future) precursors
might be light-sensitive (which from the point of view of full dissociation by an electron beam, would be desirable). Therefore a more robust procedure for transferring
the precursor from the storage container to the GIS crucible fully under N2 atmosphere
may be desirable.
5. Full substrate preparation. The purpose of a full substrate preparation would be to
get the substrate into a known state before performing EBID (for example, to remove
surface hydrocarbons, or oxide layer, etc.). The procedure could include any of the following possibilities: (a) gentle ion mill over the target layer with the FIB to remove the
native oxide layer and contamination; (b) plasma cleaning with oxygen; (c) substrate
heating / annealing before deposition. Some of these could be automated and executed
sequentially with a pre-determined ‘sample preparation recipe’.
6. Easy insulator deposition after main metal deposition. We have demonstrated in Chapter 3 that covering a metallic deposit in-situ with an insulating material such as TEOS
(supplied from a second GIS, deposited by EBID without breaking vacuum) is effective
in preventing oxidation or water vapour related ageing of the metallic deposit. This is
potentially interesting for future nanodevices where the device reliability is a key quality criterion – covering the EBID structure would presumably enhance the lifetime of
the device by shielding it from the environment.
7. Inclusion of a plasma cleaner on the chamber. We have shown that removal of residual
hydrocarbons on the chamber walls, on the substrate and in the residual gas can be
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Figure 9.2: Schematic illustration of item 9.1.2.8. Sample is viewed from the top.
The Ga+ ion beam pins down any diffusing contamination while the electron beam is
simultaneously creating a deposit. The ion beam irradiation area is depicted elliptical
here because ion columns fitted to an SEM are not co-axial with the electron column.
obtained by using the Evactron plasma cleaner [140] operated with air as input gas
(Section 1.3.4).
8. Local cleaning. One possibility to obtain a very clean and ‘known-state’ substrate surface before starting deposition is to locally clean the area of interest before working.
A gentle ion mill with Ga ions at 50 eV might be used, for example. One could even
imagine a circular symmetric arrangement where the ion beam simultaneously scans
(gentle milling) an area around the electron beam and deposition area, to ‘pin down’
any contamination diffusing across the substrate surface and contributing to the contamination of the deposit. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 9.2.

9.1.3

System aspects

Listed here are suggested tweaks and improvements to SEM systems such that EBID research
is facilitated.
1. Optimise the GIS needle geometry. V. Friedli has reported that the precursor gas flux
profile is highly non-uniform depending on the configuration of the GIS needle [144].
2. Heating stage (temperature range 20 – 300 ◦ C). There is now ample evidence in the
literature that moderate-temperature vacuum anneals or deposition onto a heated substrate is beneficial for the deposited materials purity in some cases. See the literature
review in Section 1.2. Anneals could be combined with gas mixing to provide a reactive environment for carbon reduction, as the high-temperature annealing in an oxygen
rich atmosphere demonstrated in Chapter 4. Building this capability directly into the
SEM would allow for greater flexibility and exploration of critical parameters such as
time and annealing gas pressure.
3. Low residual gas. We have demonstrated the importance (Section 1.3) of having a low
or reproducible residual gas in the SEM chamber before deposition on the composition
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and electrical conductivity of the deposit. To achieve this a number of techniques may
be used: improvements in pump throughput and performance, increased leak tightness
of flanges, regular chamber baking, amongst others.

4. Ultrahigh vacuum chamber. It has recently been demonstrated that EBID of Fe(CO)5
performed in UHV conditions as opposed to HV conditions results in pure material
being deposited ([48] and [137]).
5. UHV transfer. For some analysis techniques it may be useful to be able to transfer
the sample after deposition from the SEM HV environment into the analysis chamber
UHV environment without breaking vacuum. We have shown that some EBID samples
have a conductivity which is a function of time they have been exposed to air (water
vapour) for, see Chapter 3.
6. Controllable biasing of stage and sample. We have demonstrated that the deposition
yield peaks at low energy (in the specific case of substrate and precursor combination
that we chose, the deposition yield was greatest for a primary electron beam of energy
140 eV, see Chapter 2). This was achieved by applying a bias between the pole-piece
and sample which created a retarding field for the electrons exiting the pole-piece at 1
keV.
7. Fast beam blanker. A fast beam blanker could be a good way of precisely controlling
the electron dose to specific parts of the pattern, without needing to change the optics
configuration.
8. Multibeam system for simultaneous / parallel depositions. EBID suffers from the
same inherent slowness as electron beam lithography (EBL) does, since it is a serial
technique rather than a parallel one. In this regard the efforts of the MAPPER Lithography company1 are relevant, since they wish to provide an EBL tool with over 10,000
beams, effectively transforming the technique into a near-parallel one.
9. An always-accessible Faraday cup. This would allow the user to precisely know the
beam current and hence electron dose. See Appendix A.4.
10. Precise and frequent measurements of the chamber pressure and logging of this data.
Most interesting would be having molecule mass independent measurements (CCG
gauges on FEI systems are calibrated for N2 since this is the largest constituent of air);
and measuring at various points in the chamber (FEI CCG gauges are located next to
the TMP pump on some systems, near the CIV valve on other systems, etc.).
11. Clamp-mounting of sample. Several failed experiments can in our experience be traced
back to the sample mounting method, in other words how the sample is fixed to the
sample holder. Common methods include silver glue, carbon tape, copper tape, etc.
and all suffer from the disadvantage that a small amount of outgassing or contamination
release can be expected which is detrimental to the purity of the deposit. A standard
clean method of mounting samples should be standard in EBID practices, one easy
method is simply to mechanically clamp the sample to the holder.
1 www.mapperlithography.com
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Figure 9.3: Brighter dots may be seen on the edge of this deposition performed with a
stationary highly-defocused spot-mode beam, which implies a contaminated aperture.
A clean aperture would give a circular deposition with no asymmetry, deformation or
higher-intensity areas.

12. Characterisation of the electron source. Some current and future precursor materials
may be detrimental to the electron source. To determine whether the source is being
affected by the precursor, a way to check the ‘health’ of the source is needed and should
be performed at regular intervals. One suggested method, described in Appendix A.5,
would be to perform frequent Schottky slope measurements of the electron source.

13. Checking that the column and apertures are not being adversely affected by precursor
gases. This is similar to the previous point, but differs in that instead of being interested about how the precursor is affecting the electron source, we are concerned about
the column sidewalls and the condition of the apertures. As above, exposure of the column sidewalls to precursor gases may have a negative effect or produce an undesired
chemical reaction, which may later adversely impact the column’s performance. For
the sidewalls, no easy check can be performed short of taking the column apart and
performing a visual inspection.
A method of checking the aperture conditions could be as follows2 . The electron beam
is put into spot mode and with the advanced software controls, a significant defocus is
applied to it such that the spot is of the order of a micron or so on the substrate. The
precursor gas is let into the chamber and depositions are performed in this way. If the
resulting deposit is not perfectly circular then this implies the presence of particles or
contamination on the column 30 µm aperture. This method is illustrated in Figure 9.3.
A refined version of this technique may be used to detect more subtle degradation of
the apertures due to the precursor gas.

2 Original

method proposed by M. Toth, FEI.
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Useful future experiments

1. The attempts at using hydrogen radicals in-situ during, or in cycle with, EBID deposition of carbonaceous precursors should be pursued. Attempts described in Chapter
6 have (we believe) not yielded a sufficient radical density to be effective, but we are
convinced that if the ex-situ setup from Chapter 5 were adapted for in-situ use, more
promising results would be obtained.
2. Research into novel precursors, with a deeper understanding of the decomposition
mechanism, are clearly urgently needed. Studies such as those in Chapter 2 (lowenergy depositions) and Section 7.4 (beam-sensitive deposited material) may help in
this respect.

9.2

Conclusions

As evidenced by Figure 9.4, significant progress has been made in the past four years regarding the improvement in conductivity of EBID-created platinum nano- and microstructures.
Starting out with a resistivity of 107 µΩ.cm for structures made by EBID from MeCpPtMe3 ,
we have demonstrated and reported that working in a clean environment with low hydrocarbon and water vapour contamination levels, and optimising the deposition parameters, already enables a jump to 105 µΩ.cm (Section 1.3). Post-treatments such as high-temperature
oxygen annealing (Chapter 4) or exposure to hydrogen radicals (Chapters 5 and 6) can bring
the resistivity down further to around 104 µΩ.cm. We have discovered an ageing process in
deposited platinum structures created from MeCpPtMe3 and we have shown how this can be
prevented (Chapter 3), which brings the resistivity down to 103 µΩ.cm.
Further improvements can be made by switching to a different, novel precursor, Pt(PF3 )4
(Chapter 7). The morphology of material deposited from this precursor has been investigated
and this knowledge used to obtain resistivities as low as 215 ± 15 µΩ.cm (Section 7.4).
This is a considerable improvement. And, for many applications, this is already ‘good
enough’.
However, there is still room for an improvement of one order of magnitude. In some ways
this will be the hardest order of magnitude to win, of the six originally. Nevertheless there
is indeed cause for optimism and it is hoped that in the near future, deposition of near-bulk
resistivity platinum using EBID will be possible.
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Figure 9.4: Progress: The resistivities of platinum nano- and microstructures created by
EBID, and the various techniques by which they were achieved.
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Appendix A

Equipment details
In this Appendix we give some detailed information about some of the practical aspects of
the experimental work presented in this thesis. Firstly, we give an overview of the equipment
used for the work. We continue by briefly explaining electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
and its applicability to the compositional analysis of EBID deposits. Next we describe the
methodology used for the resistivity measurements. Thereafter we mention the importance
for EBID of using the real, measured beam current as opposed to the nominal beam current
reading given by the software. Finally we conclude with a description of performing Schottky
plots to assess the health of a SEM system used for EBID, we give the procedure for doing
so and we state why this monitoring is desirable.

A.1

EBID in FEI Nova NanoLab and Quanta FEG systems

Any of the general EBID reviews mentioned in the Introduction will give an overview of
the kind of equipment required for EBID and the general system considerations and requirements. These will not be duplicated here, instead only a few images of the particular setups
used for the work performed in this thesis will be shown. Figure A.1 shows a standard FEI
gas injection system (GIS). A close-up photo of the crucible in which the precursor is housed
is shown in Figure A.2. The GIS needle is shown in Figure A.3. Figure A.4 shows the view
the SEM operator has of the GIS needle during operation, while the situation when two GISes
are inserted is shown in Figure A.5. The glovebox used to load precursors from their storage
media into the GIS crucible is shown in Figure A.6, though this is only used for precursors
requiring protection from exposure to species such as water vapour or for precursors which
are toxic to humans. Other precursors such as MeCpPtMe3 can simply be loaded in a normal
chemical fume hood.
Some of the SEMs used are shown in Figures A.7 (XL30 located first at Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven, then at FEI Electron Optics, Acht), A.8 (Nova NanoLab located at
FEI Electron Optics, Acht), A.9 (Nova NanoLab located at KTH, Stockholm), A.10 and A.11
(Nova NanoSEM located at Leiden University). Use was also made of the Quanta 3d FEG (a
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Figure A.1: Image of a gas injection system (GIS) under a fume hood on a stand. The crucible
containing the precursor can be seen at the bottom of the GIS. The needle is not attached to
this GIS, it would be fixed onto the end of the crucible. Three pneumatic valves are seen to
implement the insertion, retraction and precursor valve opening of the GIS.

dual-beam instrument) and Quanta FEG ESEM located at TUDelft.

A.2

Brief principles of EDX

In this thesis, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is applied as one of the principle characterization techniques. It allows us to determine the composition of EBID deposits.
Other compositional techniques are either too surface-sensitive, such as Auger spectroscopy
which gives no volume information non-destructively, or probe too large areas. EDX is almost the perfect analysis technique for EBID deposits since it can be tuned to give information from the entire deposit, can be applied in-situ by fixing an appropriate EDX system to
the SEM chamber, and is rapid, accurate and non-destructive1 .
The basic principle of EDX is shown in Figure A.12 (left): X-rays are formed from the
interaction between the high-energy electron beam focused on to the sample and the sample
1 Non-destructive but with the two caveats that firstly if the electron beam remains on one position for too long,
hydrocarbon contamination growth will occur, which might be undesirable, and secondly if the structure is beamsensitive then structure modification will occur.
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Figure A.2: Close-up image of just the GIS crucible. This variant has six individual containers concentric around the hole leading to the valve and GIS needle.

Figure A.3: Close-up image of just the GIS needle. The tip will, when inserted, be only 150
µm high above the sample surface.
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Figure A.4: SEM image of the GIS needle as seen when inserted. The position of the needle
is oriented so as to be pointing exactly at the eucentric point. In the ideal configuration when
viewed with the electron beam the topmost part of the end of the needle should be around
150 µm to the side of the beam axis, and the bottom part of the end of the needle should be
around 150 µm high above the sample surface. It is reasonably challenging for an operator to
correctly align the needle - unfortunately from the work by Friedli et al. [178] we know this
alignment is critical to the precursor flux obtained.

A.2. Brief principles of EDX
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Figure A.5: Two GIS needles inserted simultaneously for the purpose of gas mixing (not normally possible given hardware and software restrictions). Notice one GIS has a geometrical
restriction at the tip, this increases the gas flux out of the needle.
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Figure A.6: Image of the glovebox used to load precursors sensitive to air moisture (water
vapour) into a GIS. Once the required tools are loaded the environment can be purged with
N2 gas for several hours. Additionally a vessel of liquid nitrogen can be left to evaporate
slowly inside the glovebox, this will trap any residual water vapour (this method is effective
for up to two hours). The glovebox’s exhaust is pumped away via the fume hood so toxic
precursors may also be handled in this configuration.

Figure A.7: Photo of the XL30 SFEG SEM while at the WB cleanroom at Philips Research
Laboratories in Eindhoven.

A.2. Brief principles of EDX

Figure A.8: Photo of the Nova NanoLab dualbeam 400 used at FEI in Acht.

Figure A.9: Photo of the Nova NanoLab dualbeam 400 used at KTH in Stockholm.
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Figure A.10: Photo of the Nova NanoSEM 400 used at Leiden University, fitted with an
Evactron [140] plasma cleaner on the right side of the chamber.

atoms. Inner shell electrons of the sample atom are excited and ejected from the shell. The
atom subsequently relaxes to its ground state by means of a transition of an electron from an
outer shell to the inner shell vacancy. The energy difference between the two shells is released
by the emission of an X-ray photon. The energy of this photon is characteristic of the sample
atom and the particular transition which occurred. This allows the elements in the sample to
be identified through the analysis of the spectrum (right Figure A.12). The spectrum contains
a continuum radiation contribution (background), termed Bremsstrahlung, formed as a result
of the deceleration of the electrons from the beam in the sample.
The electron beam energy governs not only the maximum X-ray energy which can be excited, but also the analysis volume, since this is dependent on the beam penetration depth.
For measurements of EBID deposit compositions, a relatively low beam energy, typically
around 5 kV, should be used to prevent the contribution of the substrate elements to be included in the spectrum. If the density of the deposit is known, this fact can also be used to
estimate the thickness of deposits. There are quite a number of texts which describe how to
obtain quantitative information about the relative abundance of elements observed in a spectrum, so the reader is referred to those - for instance, Goldstein et al. [186]. The standard
analysis techniques and indeed most analysis software make use of ZAF correction factors
(correcting for atomic number effect, X-ray absorption effect and X-ray fluorescence effects)
for quantitative analysis. However, we point out that for very thin deposits, this correction
is not accurate enough and the method developed by Pouchou and Pichoir [166] should be
used instead. A full discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this text. Similarly we
attract the reader’s attention to the fact that for the excitation energies typically used in EBID
deposit composition analysis (5 kV) and platinum deposits approaching high purity (over 80
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Figure A.11: Photo of the same Nova NanoSEM 400 used at Leiden University, this time
fitted with a residual gas analyser (RGA) from Pfeiffer (QS422) on the right side of the
chamber. See chapter 1.3.4 for more details about the results obtained with the RGA.

(a) Principle of EDX.

(b) Example EDX spectrum.

Figure A.12: Principle of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Details in main text.
Adapted from [185].
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Figure A.13: Schematic illustrating the principle of the four-point resistance measurement
technique.Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/Four-terminal sensing.

at.% platinum), the peak observed in the spectrum around 240 eV which is usually attributed
to carbon (277 eV) actually corresponds to n-lines of platinum2 . Platinum N-lines are also
usually extremely weak so are often not even tabulated in data handbooks. Thus a standard
analysis would significantly over-estimate the amount of carbon in deposits of high platinum
purity. The implications of this are currently being investigated further and we will present
our preliminary findings in [187].

A.3

Resistivity measurement setup

The resistivity of deposited EBID structures was measured using the four-point technique in
a four-point probe station. A representation of the four-point technique is shown in Figure
A.13. This technique provides a better resistance measurement of the structure, in that the
lead resistance and the contact resistance of the probes are not included in the measurement.
Since both can be comparable to the magnitude of the resistance being measured, the use of a
four-point method is essential. Nonetheless there are some reports in the literature still using
two-point resistance measurements.
The deposit is created such that it covers four pre-patterned gold electrodes on an insulating
substrate (Figure A.14). The substrate insulation layer should be thick enough that it guarantees a good measurement of the real resistance of the deposited structure, but thin enough
such that the electron beam used to create the deposit (so typically 5 kV) does not cause significant charging of the sample, which can interfere with the creation of a good deposit. The
pre-patterned gold electrodes lead to larger pads (Figure A.15) which can easily be seen with
an optical microscope and which can be contacted easily using a standard (ex-situ) four-point
probe station. For reasons of efficiency, some samples contain arrays of such pre-patterned
electrodes, which enables many measurements to be performed in a single session (Figure
A.16).
A current source is used to supply a few nanoamps across the two outer electrodes. The
potential difference across the two inner electrodes is measured with a nanovoltmeter. The
2 The standard Oxford EDAX system detector has a resolution of 40 eV in this range hence cannot distinguish
the two peaks.

A.3. Resistivity measurement setup
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Figure A.14: SEM image (taken with sample tilted) of a platinum structure created from
MeCpPtMe3 across four pre-patterned gold electrodes on silicon nitride substrate for fourpoint probe resistance measurement. The halo which is seen around the deposit does not
contribute in a significant manner to the resistance measurement (this was verified for several
samples).

Figure A.15: A lower magnification SEM image of the pre-patterned gold electrode structure
used for resistance measurements, showing the large pads which can be seen in an optical
microscope and which can be contacted electrically using a standard four-point probe station.
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Figure A.16: Very low magnification SEM image showing an array of structures such as in
Figure A.15. Also seen is the GIS needle to feed MeCpPtMe3 into the SEM chamber.

power density which can be passed in the EBID structure is limited, to prevent such effects
as current-induced heating. Despite extreme care to work with anti-static methods, the static
charge which can build up on the tip of the probes or anywhere in the circuit is sufficient to
cause instantaneous and dramatic failure of the EBID structure. A few examples are shown in
Figure A.17. Since many measurement artefacts are often seen, measurement values are only
recorded as ‘real’ if they are reproducible within five or ten minutes and if the current-voltage
curve is linear for the data obtained.
Some investigations have been performed using equipment to measure the resistance of EBID
structures in-situ within the SEM without breaking vacuum, but efforts in reliability are still
in progress.
Once a resistance value is obtained, a resistivity value is derived from it using the known
geometry of the deposited structure:
ρ=R

wh
l

where ρ is the resistivity, R the resistance, l the length between the two inner electrodes, w the
width of the deposit and h its height. The lateral (width, length) dimensions of the deposited
structure are easily measured by taking a top-down image in the SEM. Obtaining the height
of the structure can be done either with high accuracy but low throughput with an AFM, or
with low accuracy but high throughput in the SEM by taking an image while the sample is
tilted.

A.3. Resistivity measurement setup
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Figure A.17: Sometimes static charge buildup during the four-point resistance measurement
process causes the destruction of the electrodes and structure being measured.
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Beam current measurement

In this thesis the electron beam current is cited either as ‘nominal’ or ‘real’. In the former
case, the value is taken from the microscope control software. This value is usually close to
the real beam current provided that the beam and column have been correctly aligned, the
apertures new and clean and the values calibrated. However there may exist a significant
discrepancy between these nominal values and the actual beam current due to various system
and alignment issues. To obtain the real value, a Faraday cup connected to an external picoammeter should be used. For a particular beam/spot combination and alignment settings, this
value only needs to be measured once per session as it does not vary with time to any significance. Once calibrated, reproducibility (switching to a different beam/spot combination and
back) is better than 1 % .
It is unfortunate that many reports in the literature likely list the nominal rather than the real
beam current values. The difference can be up to one order of magnitude, and for certain
EBID experimental considerations the interpretation can be highly dependant on knowing
the real value.

A.5

Schottky plots

A.5.1

Motivation

Whenever assessing the potential of a new chemical for use as an EBID precursor, one of
the many aspects which needs attention is the effect of the precursor on the SEM. Since
EBID is performed by definition with the electron beam ‘on’, the column valves are open
which means that the electron column and the electron source are exposed to some extent to
the precursor. Hence for these precursor experiments, it is relevant to find a metric which
indicates the health of the electron source. Monitoring this metric at regular intervals should
give an indication of how aggressive the precursor is to the system. With Schottky sources
lasting around a year, maybe two, any precursor which significantly shortens the expected
lifespan of the source should be avoided.
Unfortunately there is currently no simple method for determining the health of a Schottky source on FEI systems. Merijn Bronsgeest [188] has explored in detail several aspects
of Schottky sources and from her research the best method of monitoring the health of the
source is to perform a Schottky plot at regular intervals. The basis of the method consists of
measuring the current extracted from the source for a given extraction voltage. The gradient
of a straight line fitted through a plot of the logarithm of the current versus the square root of
the extraction voltage gives a value, from which other results such as the field enhancement
factor of the source can be calculated. Irrespective of the actual value, when the values are
compared to each other over a period of time also gives a good indication of the health of the
source. We need not concern ourselves further with the fundamentals of the method, which
the interested reader can find in [188], but we shall instead give here a brief overview as to
how such a Schottky plot can be obtained from a system, and how to interpret it.

A.5. Schottky plots
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Method

The methods described here are only applicable to the Nova family of SEMs from FEI.
We shall outline two practical methods, one which is quantitatively wrong but easily automated and can be used to describe qualitatively the source’s health, and the other which is
less easily automated but quantitatively correct.
We point out that Bronsgeest has demonstrated that during Schottky plots, the field environment of the tip should remain constant, in order to provide quantitatively valid results. This
implies that the suppressor voltage should be varied in proportion to the extraction voltage.
Often this is not done.
Method Pybe Faber
This method was developed through discussion with Pybe Faber (FEI Electron Optics, Acht).
1. With the SEM in high vacuum mode, the source should be operated at 1 kV and an
intermediate spot number (3 in the case of a system with 7 spot settings). The low voltage is required to minimize the potential difference across the insulators isolating the
high voltage wires and components. The intermediate spot ensures that the subsequent
lens is not in a reflective configuration.
2. The system should be left to stabilise for around one hour. The purpose is that the
insulators isolating the high voltage components act as capacitors with a large time
constant, and the currents that will be measured are of the same order as the leakage
currents.
3. The vacuum in the gun module should be noted, along with all other parameters such
as initial source voltage settings, etc.
4. The support software allows a relay to be switched, which brings a picoammeter into
the circuit of the high voltage electronics. This ammeter measures all the current leaving the gun module. It is normally brought out of the circuit since it can be destroyed
by a tip flashover event, which may happen unpredictably. The value of the current
leaving the gun module is the same as that emitted by the source and travelling further
down the electron column, plus the leakage current as described above.
5. The extractor should be varied in steps of around 100 V, down from the approximately
4000 V it is at initially, to approximately 3000 V; this provides ample data points for the
plot. The suppressor voltage, initially around 500 V, should be changed in proportion
to the extractor voltage. Each time, the value of the picoammeter should be noted, as
well as the reported FEG current.
6. If a leakage current value was not performed recently, one can be obtained by decreasing the extractor voltage until the picoammeter value no longer decreases, which should
be at around 1 or 2 nA. This value is the leakage current. The source should not be left
too long in this configuration.
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7. A plot can be made of the natural logarithm of the (noted current minus constant leakage current) versus the square root of the extractor voltage. It should be possible to fit
a straight line through the data, the value of the slope of this line should be noted and
is the final result for the session.
8. The procedure should ideally be repeated weekly, and the gradient of the Schottky
plot compared over time. If this increases, it is a sign that the source is healthy; if
it decreases then the source is ‘dying’. Sudden changes with a return to ‘normal’ the
following week are acceptable and can be attributed to Schottky ring collapses; sudden
changes which do not return to normal values on subsequent measurements are not a
good sign.
The data presented in Section A.5.3 were taken using this method. It is now known, however,
that the value of the leakage current is not constant when the extractor and suppressor are
varied. This significantly influences the Schottky plot such that the absolute values cannot be
used quantitatively to determine such parameters as the source’s field enhancement factor. It
is still fine, however, to use the data as below in a qualitative manner to track the health of a
source in time and the influence of experimental precursors.

Method Merijn Bronsgeest
This method was developed through discussion with Merijn Bronsgeest (CPO, TUDelft).
Since the first method above relies on knowing the leakage current from the gun module,
which was discovered to change3 with the extractor and suppressor voltages, another method
is needed where this value does not matter.
1. A Faraday cup should be installed as sample, hooked up to an external picoammeter
and the system pumped to high vacuum.
2. With the SEM in high vacuum mode, the source should be operated at 20 kV and an
intermediate spot number (3 in the case of 7 spot settings). The upper aperture strip
should be changed from the 20, 30, 40 or 100 µm diameter aperture to the setting with
the 1 mm diameter hole. This configuration ensures that all of the current extracted
from the source will travel down the column and arrive at the sample.
3. The beam should be optimized in cross-over mode to ensure that the beam does not
clip any apertures, and that the source shift and tilt are such that all the current reaches
the sample.
4. The vacuum in the gun module should be noted, along with all other parameters such
as initial source voltage settings, etc. In particular the value of the C1 lens (first lens)
should be noted.
3 This was discovered by a data-by-data comparison while doing a Schottky plot measurement using both the
presented methods, on the same machine within minutes of each other.
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5. The extractor should be varied in steps of around 100 V, down from the approximately
4000 V it is at initially, to approximately 3000 V; this provides ample data points for the
plot. The suppressor voltage, initially around 500 V, should be changed in proportion
to the extractor voltage. For each point, the value of the C1 lens should be manually
optimised to provide a maximum reading from the picoammeter. The obtained value
of the picoammeter should be noted, as well as the reported FEG current.
6. At periodic intervals the cross-over mode should be verified to check that the beam
is not clipped by any apertures – the apparent emission area will shift slightly as the
extractor is varied.
7. A plot can be made of the natural logarithm of the noted current versus the square root
of the extractor voltage. It should be possible to fit a straight line through the data, the
value of the slope of this line should be noted and is the final result for the session.
8. The procedure should ideally be repeated weekly, and the gradient of the Schottky
plot compared over time. If this increases, it is a sign that the source is healthy; if
it decreases then the source is ‘dying’. Sudden changes with a return to ‘normal’ the
following week are acceptable and can be attributed to Schottky ring collapses; sudden
changes which do not return to normal values on subsequent measurements are not a
good sign.
The drawback of this procedure is that it requires human skills to ensure that (a) the beam
is optimised and does not clip any apertures, and (b) that the C1 lens is optimised at each
extractor/suppressor setting to ensure a maximum current reading. However through experimental verification it was determined that this method gave a quantitatively reliable value for
the calculated field enhancement factor of the source.

A.5.3

Example : Nova NanoLab at FEI

Measurements according to the Pybe Faber method were taken on a Nova NanoLab instrument on which some experimental EBID work was being performed at various moments.
The data were taken at irregular intervals, averaging once every three weeks, for a total of
32 weeks. The result, the value of the Schottky plot gradient, is shown in Figure A.18 as
a function of time. The following conclusions can be drawn from the data presented: (a)
the source is essentially healthy, and no particular experiment caused an irreversible change
in the overall trend; (b) three possible ring collapse events are noted, which indicate that it
may be possible to operate the source at a slightly higher extraction voltage and obtained a
higher brightness as a result; (c) the frequency of the measurement is not sufficient to link
any potential deviation to a particular experiment.
We therefore draw the following practical conclusions:
• The incorrect method, not varying the suppressor proportionally to the extractor, provides qualitatively the same results as the correct method.
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Figure A.18: Top: value of Schottky plot gradient as a function of time. Initially the method
was performed by only varying the extractor rather than also the suppressor, as was done from
around October. Three peaks in the graph are indicated by arrows; these were presumably
Schottky ring collapse events. Middle: gun module vacuum level, which remained reasonably
constant throughout. Bottom: FEG current as a function of time. Conclusions in main text.
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• Far more frequent measurements are required on real systems if one is to be able to link
a particular deviation in the measurements back to particular experiments or system
events. The suggested frequency is about once a week.
• A log should be maintained about system events and experiments performed if this data
is to be of any practical use.
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Appendix B

Precursors: formulae, handling
and safety
B.1

MeCpPtMe3

Methyl cylcopentadienyl (trimethyl) platinum (IV) (MeCpPtMe3 , CAS: 94442-22-5, chemical composition C9 H16 Pt) typically results in material containing 10 to 15 at.% platinum. The
compound structure is shown in Figure B.1. It is shipped with no special precautions when
ordered from the manufacturer [189]. It is not particularly toxic to humans and is safe to
handle under a fume hood with gloves but no further precautions. Its physical appearance is
a white powder. The molecular weight is 319. The melting point is 30-31 ◦ C and the boiling
point is approximately 55 ◦ C. It has a long shelf life (∼ year) simply stored in a fridge.
It is the standard precursor for platinum deposition on FEI equipment. The key benefits of
this precursor are the low toxicity, vapor pressure in correct range and ease of handling. The
main drawback, as is evident from the main text, is the low purity of the deposited material.

Figure B.1: MeCpPtMe3
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Figure B.2: Pt(PF3 )4

B.2

Pt(PF3 )4

Tetrakis trifluorophosphine platinum (Pt(PF3 )4 , CAS: 19529-53-4) typically results in material containing 30 at.% platinum and 30 at.% phosphorus. The compound structure is shown
in Figure B.2. It is shipped ampouled under PF3 when ordered from the manufacturer [189].
It is toxic to humans (OSHA 2.5 mg.m−3 ). Its physical appearance is a colourless to light
yellow liquid. The molecular weight is 547, the specific gravity 2.2 g.cm−3 and the boiling
point is approximately 80 ◦ C. It is sensitive to air moisture (water vapour) and will start to
decompose in its presence, therefore a glovebox (such as shown in Figure A.6) is advised. It
is recommended to store cold (< 10 ◦ C) to maximise shelf life.
The vapour pressure of the compound is extremely high for an EBID precursor, at 20 mbar
for 0 ◦ C, 68 mbar at 22 ◦ C and 320 mbar at 55 ◦ C (Figure B.3).
Due to its high vapour pressure at room temperature the precursor could not be used in a
standard FEI GIS without modification. In some of the initial tests on the system in Leiden
(Figure A.10), the precursor was housed in a glass cylinder as shown in Figure B.4. Later
the configuration was modified to a stainless steel cylinder as shown in Figure B.5, which is
preferable1 .

B.3

Me2 Au(acac)

This precursor is described here despite not being a platinum precursor, since it is used in
Chapter 4, Section 8.4.4 and in Appendix D.
Dimethyl gold acetylacetonate (Me2 Au(acac), CAS: 14951-50-9) typically results in material containing 8 at.% gold. The compound structure is shown in Figure B.6. It is shipped
overnight on dry ice when ordered from the manufacturer [189] and must be kept cold when
stored. Its physical appearance is white to off-white crystals. The molecular weight is 327,
melting point 81-82 ◦ C, and the boiling point is listed as sublimation from approximately 25
◦
C.

1 Discussion

of this point can be found in Section 7.2.1.

B.3. Me2 Au(acac)
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Figure B.3: Vapour pressure curve as a function of temperature for Pt(PF3 )4 . Data courtesy
of Piet Trompenaars (FEI Acht).
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Figure B.4: Pt(PF3 )4 housed in a glass cylinder.

Figure B.5: Pt(PF3 )4 housed in a stainless steel cylinder (lower left in image).
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Figure B.6: Me2 Au(acac)
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Appendix C

High-resolution EBID

This work was published in L. van Kouwen, A. Botman and C. W. Hagen, ‘Focused electronbeam-induced deposition of 3 nm dots in a scanning electron microscope’, Nano Letters 9(5)
2149-2152 (2009). The bulk of the experimental work was performed by L. van Kouwen.

Electron-beam-induced deposition allows the creation of three-dimensional nanodevices
within a scanning electron microscope. Typically the dimensions of the fabricated structure are from 20 nm to several µm. Until now the record for the smallest deposited feature in
an SEM was 3.5 nm, measured by an indirect method. We have achieved a nanodot having
a full width half maximum of 2.8 ± 0.3 nm, measured directly in the same microscope after
deposition.

C.1

Introduction

Electron-beam-induced deposition [4] (EBID) allows the rapid creation of three-dimensional
nanodevices directly within a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The deposited material
depends on the precursor chosen, for instance tungsten material can be deposited from the
precursor tungsten hexacarbonyl. The decomposition of the gaseous precursor is caused by
the interaction of an electron beam with a solid substrate. Typically the dimensions of the
fabricated structure are in the range 20 nm to several µm; with further work nanowires and
nanodots with single-digit nm lateral size can be made [10, 17, 27, 190, 191, 192]. A comprehensive review of EBID can be found in the reviews of Randolph et al. [4], Utke et al. [2]
and van Dorp et al. [1].
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We present our efforts in performing high-resolution EBID in an SEM. Previous work in
our group [190, 193] resulted in 0.7 nm nanodots being created by EBID using a STEM
[10]. However it is also desirable to demonstrate high resolution EBID in an SEM since
the instrument is more widespread and easier to use. In principle, in a modern SEM with
a probe size below 1 nm, sub-2 nm small nanodots can be similarly achieved [9, 18, 62].
Until now the record was 3.5 nm, measured indirectly by an AFM and correcting for the tip
shape [194]. A direct measurement of the deposited nanodots would be preferable since this
decreases complexity and time-to-results.

C.2

Experimental setup and considerations

We used an FEI Quanta FEG SEM operated at 30 kV and smallest spot size, for which a
resolution of 1.2 nm is specified, and about 5 pA of current in the spot. A scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) detector was used to collect the image in dark eld mode.
The substrate material the nanodots were deposited onto was a thin carbon film from Agar
Scientic, S160-4H. In principle equally small nanodots can be produced on bulk substrates
[18], however it is much harder to detect them afterwards given the small deposited volume
compared to the background signal from the substrate. The SEM is equipped with a fast
electrostatic beam blanker and the scanning during deposition is driven by external (custom)
software. To provide good contrast in the image of the deposited nanodots the precursor
chosen was methylcyclopentadienyl platinum trimethyl (MeCpPtMe3 , CAS: 94442-22-5),
resulting in a material nominally containing 10 to 15 at.% platinum with the remainder being
carbon [68]. Recently, from XPS studies on adsorbed layers of MeCpPtMe3 , irradiated by
electrons, the composition of the deposit was determined as PtC8 [58]. The heavy mass of
the platinum should ensure a good signal in the dark field (DF) STEM detector despite the
small volume of the deposit.
From previous work we know [9, 10] that the key to success in nanodot deposition is low
material growth rate and small deposition times. With that in mind the deposition parameters
were as follows: 30 kV, spot 1, array 150 by 150 µm, dwell time 100 ms, 1 loop, spot
mode for each dot, 15 nm separation distance between dots. The base pressure in the SEM
chamber was 10−6 millibar before deposition and 10−5 millibar during deposition. No gas
injection system (nozzle-based EBID) was used, instead the entire chamber was filled with
the precursor. This reduced the precursor pressure (such that the growth rate would be lower)
and ensured a more uniform gas flux across the sample. Depositions were performed outside
normal working hours to minimize mechanical vibration contributions from the building and
human activity. Plasma cleaning of the chamber and substrate was performed before each
experiment to minimize hydrocarbon contamination. After deposition the platinum gas is
allowed to pump out for a few minutes, then one single high-resolution scan is made to
image the deposited dots. This is therefore a direct and immediate in-situ measurement of
the dot properties, as opposed to reports in the literature where the dots were analyzed in a
different setup (for instance AFM [194]).

C.3. Results and world record: Smallest EBID structure both deposited and observed in an
SEM
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Figure C.1: Dark field transmission image of three nanodot arrays deposited with the platinum precursor MeCpPtMe3 on a thin carbon membrane, with dwell times of 200, 100 and
50 ms.

C.3

Results and world record: Smallest EBID structure
both deposited and observed in an SEM

Three typical arrays are shown in Figure C.1. One may observe relatively good control over
the deposit size at the higher exposure time, but at lower exposure time (from 100 ms and
below) variations in intensity within the same array can be seen.
The full width half maximum (FWHM) was measured using image analysis techniques both
for the entire array (averaged) and for each dot in every array. The procedure to obtain the
average FWHM is shown in Figure C.2; however because of the variation in size and also
position [190] this value is less relevant than the measurement of individual FWHM’s. In
Figure C.3 we show the smallest nanodot we found in one of the deposited arrays (indicated
by an arrow in Figure C.2a) as well as how the FWHM value was obtained. It has a FWHM of
2.8 ± 0.3 nm. The aspect ratio of these small deposits will be at most equal to one, analogous
to results we obtained for a different precursor, using AFM to measure the height of the
deposits [190]. We believe this is a new world record for the smallest structure deposited by
EBID in an SEM and also directly observed therein after deposition.
We noted there was a distribution of FWHM’s within each array. This may be attributed to
various reasons, such as mechanical vibrations or variations in the local precursor gas supply.
The previously reported statistical nature of the deposition process [190] might also contribute to the observed variations. Furthermore local substrate inhomogeneities may play an
important role: an image of the substrate taken before deposition showed contrast features.
These were attributed to local thickness and density variations of the carbon film. These
denser or thicker areas emit a larger amount of secondary electrons compared to the other
areas. EBID material growth is significantly affected by the amount of secondary electrons
[9] hence it is not unreasonable to expect that nanodots created at those areas will have a
larger FWHM than those at other areas in the same array. Indeed this is what can be observed, as demonstrated in Figure C.4, where an image of the same area on the substrate was
taken before and after deposition – the nanodots deposited in the vicinity of substrate inhomogeneities appear significantly broader and presumably contain more mass due to the extra
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Figure C.2: a) Dot array with 50ms exposure time and spacing of 15 nm. The arrow indicates
the smallest dot of the array. b) Some dots and their line scan, the half maximum lies lower
than the noise peaks. c) The line scans of all the 25 dots in the square are added up resulting
in a FWHM of 5.0 nm.

Figure C.3: Nanodot with FWHM 2.8 ± 0.3 nm. a) Line scans in four directions of the
nanodot. b) Post- enhanced image of the dot on the left and on the right the line scan directions
used to determine the FWHM. c) A surface plot of the pixel intensity.
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Figure C.4: Image of the same area on the substrate before deposition and after. Nanodots
deposited in the vicinity of substrate inhomogeneities appear significantly broader and presumably contain more mass, due to the extra electron scattering from the additional substrate
material.
electron scattering from the additional substrate material.
In the course of depositing the nanodot arrays, another effect was noticed which directly
impacts the minimum size of the nanodots: decreasing the nanodot separation but keeping
the dwell time identical results in broader deposits. This additional growth, shown in Figure
C.5 (arrays with a pitch of 20, 15 and 10 nm but constant exposure time of 200 ms), is
due to secondary electrons scattered and re-emitted from neighboring deposits and is widely
known as the proximity effect [195, 196]. Therefore to obtain the smallest possible nanodot,
only a single dot, rather than an entire array, should be deposited. However this leads to
difficulties in locating the nanodot after deposition. Furthermore, the final goal is to make
nano structures embedded within and around other structures, so in principle efforts should be
made in creating closely spaced dots and other such structures, and dealing with the proximity
effect by applying corrections to the patterning (for instance by adjusting the beam dwell
times), along similar lines as already demonstrated by van Dorp [193].
The main reason we have not made even smaller nanodots yet is the difficulty in imaging
them after deposition. The deposited volume becomes so small that the signal from the
nanodot is buried in the noise of the signal from the substrate. Though difficult to quantify
numerically, we have seen qualitatively that with even smaller dwell times, smaller nanodots
can be created. The measurement problem is one of obtaining adequate signal to noise and
may be solved in future by using thinner films or by using a STEM detector with more
segments and better sensitivity.

C.4

Summary

In summary, we have created a nanodot with a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 2.8
± 0.3 nm, measured directly with the dark eld transmission signal in the same SEM soon
after deposition (Figure C.6). We discussed the current limitations of the experiments: the
detectability of the just-performed deposit, proximity effects during growth and local inhomo-
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Figure C.5: Decreasing the nanodot separation (20, 15 and 10 nm from left to right) but
keeping the dwell time identical (200 ms) results in broader deposits. This additional growth
due to secondary electron re-emitted from neighboring deposits is known as the proximity
effect.

Figure C.6: Nanodot with FWHM 2.8 ± 0.3 nm.
geneities in substrate secondary electron yield. We are confident that even smaller nanodots
can be deposited in the SEM provided these issues can be addressed.

Appendix D

EBID application: biological
compatibility

The investigations described in this Appendix were performed at KTH in the context of their
collaboration with FEI. All AFM images were taken by L. Belova (MSE, KTH). All EBID
depositions were performed jointly. The material presented here is unpublished.

D.1

Motivation for biologically compatible EBID material

EBID of gold material can be performed with dimethyl gold acetylacetonate (Me2 Au(acac),
CAS: 14951-50-9). This results in material containing 8 at.% gold; if an oxygen posttreatment anneal is performed such as described in Chapter 4 then this can be increased
to nearly 60 at.%. The interest in pure gold for nanotechnology applications lies in its good
electrical conductivity and chemical stability. Gold is also of interest in the biological sciences as a biologically active or compatible material. One example would be its use in small
patterns for binding or nucleation sites for biological molecules; another would be combining the binding and nucleation capabilities with its good electrical conductivity to perform
various electrical measurements.
In-situ observation of certain biological processes such as molecular self-assembly of proteins towards the formation of intermediate filaments [197] is challenging due to several
factors. Firstly the relevant physiological medium should be present, which is usually in
liquid form. Secondly the limited resolution of optical microscopy tools that allow the ob225
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servation of specimens in fluid. High-resolution tools for imaging of biomolecules and other
biological specimen under physiologically relevant conditions are becoming available with
the development of advanced scanning probe microscopy (via, for instance, AFM). However,
high-resolution observation is necessarily localized to a small area. Furthermore substancial shear forces are present during probe-specimen interactions during imaging. Therefore
the observation of processes such as molecular self-assembly requires the existence of fixed,
pre-defined nucleation sites with binding capabilities. Small gold nanostructures created by
EBID on bio-compatible surfaces appear to be an ideal candidate for such experiments.
The question remains as to the degree of purity required for biological affinity to the EBIDdeposited material. If the as-deposited gold is not sufficiently pure, or rather, does not expose
a sufficient number of gold atoms on the external surface of the deposit, then the material will
have no biological affinity. One may attempt to remedy this by such purification procedures
as described elsewhere in this thesis, for instance by simple annealing in air or oxygen-rich
atmospheres.

D.2

Protein filament adhesion study

As an initial test of the biological affinity of EBID-deposited structures, simple rectangular
structures of various materials were created. The chosen materials were carbon from C10 H8 ,
platinum from MeCpPtMe3 , tungsten from W(CO)6 , and gold from Me2 Au(acac). In each
case reasonably standard deposition conditions were used. The samples were taken out of
the SEM and protein filaments were prepared according to protocol [197]. The solution with
protein filaments were immersed onto the samples with the EBID structures. After around an
hour the solutions were rinsed off, the samples dried with N2 and characterised.
The principle mode of characterisation of such proteins on substrates and on EBID structures
is AFM, since proteins are destroyed by exposure to the electron beam. Thus an Asylum
Research AFM (MFP3D) was used. AFM images of protein filaments on a sputtered gold
sample (for reference purposes) are shown in Figures D.1 and D.2.
The result of the protein filament adhesion study on the four types of as-deposited EBID material were negative, no significant amounts of filaments were found on the carbon, tungsten,
platinum or gold structures. This indicates no biological affinity for as-deposited EBID material. An image of the empty gold pad after application of the filaments is shown in Figure
D.3.
One protein filament was found in an interesting position on the carbon pad (Figures D.4
and D.5). It seems likely that the filament got ‘stuck’ in the groove on the deposit1 due the
physical size of the groove closely matching the width of the filament. This opens the door
to other novel localisation techniques for these types of molecules based purely on physical
constraining. Investigations in this area are ongoing.
In conclusion, biological molecules display no particular affinity to the as-deposited gold
EBID material from the Me2 Au(acac) precursor. Further investigations with improved-purity
1 The grooves in EBID deposits are present from issues with the pattern generator and pixel-placement accuracies
and can easily be avoided by choosing appropriate patterning settings.
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Figure D.1: AFM image of protein filaments on a sputtered gold surface (reference sample).

Figure D.2: Closer view of protein filaments on a sputtered gold surface (reference sample).
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Figure D.3: The filaments do not appear to have a preference for the gold EBID structure.

Figure D.4: A protein filament stuck in a groove on a carbon EBID structure.

D.2. Protein filament adhesion study
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Figure D.5: Close-up of the protein filament stuck in a groove on a carbon EBID structure.
gold structures, using knowledge presented in this thesis, are currently being performed at
KTH.
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Appendix E

Silver precursors
Silver has the highest electrical conductivity of any metal (resistivity 1.5 µΩ.cm), and lowest
contact resistance of any metal. However, to date there exist no silver precursors, and this
provided grounds for experimentation. Three silver-containing materials were selected and
assessed for their potential as an EBID precursor: a silver nanoparticle suspension, silver
nitrite, and silver hexafluorophosphate.

E.1

Silver nanoparticle suspension

A suspension is a heterogenous fluid containing solid particles that are sufficiently large
(usually larger than 1 µm) for sedimentation [198]. The internal phase (solid) is dispersed
throughout the external phase (fluid) through mechanical agitation, with the use of certain
excipients or suspending agents. Unlike colloids, suspensions will eventually settle if left
undisturbed.
The molecule used in this experiment consisted of a carbon ‘cage’ surrounding the silver
atom. The relative ratio of carbon to silver was 16:1. The exact molecule name and composition unfortunately was not known since the mixture was acquired through Philips Research
who was investigating it in the context of a confidential project. However, it is known that the
configuration is fairly generic and simple, hence any similar carbonaceous silver nanoparticle
suspension is expected to behave in a similar manner. The suspension fluid was (de-ionised)
water.
What differentiates this precursor from traditional EBID precursors is the fact that it is in
liquid form and that the molecule of interest are the nanoparticles which cannot be extracted
in the gas phase. Hence the method of applying the precursor to the substrate differs: the
suspension was simply spin-coated onto the sample (ex-situ). After being spin-coated with
the precursor the sample was introduced into the SEM, the desired areas were exposed at
normal EBID conditions (5 kV, ∼500 pA, 1 µs dwell, around 10 minutes exposure per square
micron). Following this, the sample was taken out of the SEM, rinsed in (de-ionised) water,
231
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Figure E.1: Overview of the ‘depositions’ created with the Ag-NPS.

Figure E.2: Close-up view of the ‘depositions’ created with the Ag-NPS.

and put back into the SEM for inspection. This precursor would therefore also suffer from
the drawback that it is a multi-step process instead of a single-step process.
Upon inspection it was observed that the larger exposed areas had indeed formed deposits
(Figures E.1, E.2, and E.3). It may be observed that the deposits are not as nicely defined
as EBID deposits. It is clear that the adhesion of the exposed film to the substrate is poor
(Figures E.4 and E.5). The smaller exposed areas did not form deposits (not seen in images
shown), or rather we presume that they formed deposits which due to their low adhesion to
the substrate were lost during the rinsing process.
Optical profilometry was performed on some samples (Figure E.6); the height of each deposit
is identical. This height arises from the liquid film thickness after the spin-coating step.
The composition was analysed by EDX and the composition was determined as being 20
at.% silver, 80 at.% carbon. This metal to carbon ratio is comparable to that obtained from
EBID with MeCpPtMe3 . The resistivity of the deposits was not measured.
In conclusion, the low purity, the low substrate adhesion and the poor geometrical accuracy
(shape definition) make this a poor precursor choice for nanoprototyping. Furthermore the
multi-step process of spin-coating, exposure and rinsing are more complex than the standard
EBID ‘one-step’ process. Hence no further work was done with this precursor.

E.1. Silver nanoparticle suspension

Figure E.3: Tilted view (45 ◦ ) of the ‘depositions’ created with the Ag-NPS.

Figure E.4: The Ag-NPS ‘deposits’ have a poor adhesion to the substrate.
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Figure E.5: The Ag-NPS ‘deposits’ have a poor adhesion to the substrate. Note how the film
curls up but remains in one piece.

Figure E.6: 3d representation from an optical profilometry analysis of the Ag-NPS deposits.
The height of each deposit is identical, resulting from a uniform liquid film after spin-coating.
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Figure E.7: Deposition from silver nitrite: mainly carbon.

E.2

Silver nitrite

Silver nitrite, AgNO2 (CAS: 7783-99-5) is a light-sensitive compound with a melting point
listed as 140 ◦ C [189]. The physical appearance is an off-white powder. While it may be more
difficult to handle light-sensitive compounds, one may believe that they would dissociate
more easily than other compounds under irradiation from an electron beam. Furthermore the
low decomposition temperature listed indicates that (a) it may be easier for an electron beam
to dissociate the compound, and (b) the vapour pressure of the compound is more likely to be
in the useful working range for the GIS system of an SEM.
Unfortunately, as with many such potential EBID precursors, no further information is available. The loading of the compound into a GIS crucible was performed in a glove box with
minimal light exposure; however some light was necessary for the handling.
The vapour pressure with the GIS at room temperature is not measurable against the SEM
background pressure at 3 × 10−6 mbar. Heating the precursor to 90 ◦ C causes a pressure
rise in the chamber to 4.5 × 10−6 mbar, whilst 1 × 10−5 mbar is attained at 108 ◦ C. The
GIS can only be operated for a few minutes at this temperature before the thermal protection
fuse blows. In principle the maximum operating temperature is 75 ◦ C. This fact is actually
relevant for all experimental EBID precursors; any precursor requiring more than about 60
◦
C to bring the vapour pressure into the correct operating range will condense on all the
cold surfaces inside the SEM chamber (and GIS needles, etc.), hence is likely to be rather
ineffective as a precursor.
Nonetheless at 108 ◦ C and 1 × 10−5 mbar some depositions were attempted from this precursor (standard EBID conditions: 5 kV, ∼500 pA, 1 µs dwell, around 10 minutes exposure
per square micron). The result can be seen in Figures E.7 and E.8. The former appears to
show some kind of structure as a result of electron beam irradiation, however upon analysis
it is revealed that the structures are 100 % carbon hence are likely to be the result not of
precursor dissociation but rather of normal hydrocarbon contamination growth. The question
remains as to why the rate of this contamination growth is so much higher than in the normal
case; one likely culprit might be the sample itself, which as may be seen from the image, was
not the cleanest one could have used. Figure E.8 illustrates the discussion above about the
precursor condensing on the substrate surface due to large temperature differences between
the GIS crucible temperature and the sample.
In conclusion, due to the high temperature required to obtain a working vapor pressure from
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Figure E.8: Condensation of silver nitrite on the substrate surface.
this precursor, and the lack of any indication that silver is present in the electron-irradiated
areas, we consider this precursor as unsuitable for EBID.

E.3

Silver hexafluorophosphate

Silver hexafluorophosphate, AgPF6 (CAS: 26042-63-7) is a light-sensitive compound analogous to Pt(PF3 )4 . Its physical appearance is white crystals and its melting point is 106 ◦ C.
Again, no further information was known prior to experimentation. Loading into a GIS crucible was also performed in a glove box with minimal light exposure; however some light
was necessary for the handling.
The vapour pressure with the GIS at room temperature is not measurable against the SEM
background pressure at 3 × 10−6 mbar. Heating the precursor to 35 ◦ C causes a pressure
rise in the chamber to 3.7 × 10−6 mbar, whilst 4.5 × 10−6 mbar is attained at 45 ◦ C. The
depositions were performed with the crucible at the latter temperature.
The result is seen in Figure E.9. The deposit was measured as being entirely carbon. This
is somewhat surprising given there is no carbon in the precursor, so it has to be assumed the
carbon is a result of hydrocarbon contamination deposition. Again the rate of this contamination is higher than one would normally expect, especially given that in this case precautions
were taken to ensure a clean chamber and sample before deposition.
We offer the following explanation [199]: the precursor is probably actually an ionic solid, in
the form (AgF)(PF5 ). The vapour pressure observed is likely to be only the PF5 component
of the compound, hence only PF5 would be present in the SEM chamber, and no silver.
The PF5 would react with residual water vapour (always present in SEM chambers) to form
P2 O5 and HF. The hypothesis is that the water monolayer adsorbed on all surfaces and on
the substrate surface is ‘used up’ in this reaction since it is so energetically favourable. This
would free up surface adsorption sites which ‘floating’ hydrocarbon contamination can easily
fill. Thereafter diffusion of the same hydrocarbons to the electron irradiation area is much
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Figure E.9: Deposition from silver hexafluorophosphate: mainly carbon.
facilitated and the resulting contamination growth rate is higher than normal.
As an interesting test of this hypothesis, a sample with a dot of silver paint on it was used. This
special silver paint is normally used as a conductive cement to fix samples to sample holders
(stubs) in such a way that there is a conductive path to ground. This paint, when dried,
normally has no influence on the sample or the contamination deposition rate. However,
there is a large quantity of carbon present in the paint. When this sample was used with
this silver ‘precursor’, the carbon contamination rate was enormous, micron-sized structures
were grown in a few seconds. Hence the hypothesis remains that the presence of P2 O5 and
HF in the chamber might in some way be able to liberate carbonaceous species from materials
where they would normally remain. A more detailed explanation is however still lacking.
In conclusion, due to the lack of silver in the deposits and the unworkably high level of
hydrocarbon contamination growth caused by the ‘precursor’, it is deemed unsuitable for use
as an EBID precursor.
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